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Dear Dr. Beckner: 

Enclosed are six revised Technical Specification NUREGs NEI Technical Specification 
Task Force (TSTF) Travelers. .. -" 

Revised traveles are TSTF-16, Re. 2, TSTF-204, Rev. 2, TSTF-263, Rev. 3, TSTF-265, 
Rev. 2, TSTF-272, Rev. 1 and TSTF-287, Rev. 3. These travelers were modified as a result 
of feedback from NRC staff and they are all included in the final NUREG Revision 2 target 
list.  

Please contact me at (202) 739-8105 or Vince Gilbert at (202) 739-8138 if you have any 
questions or need to meet with industry experts on these recommended changes.  

Sincerely, 
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c: Patricia Coates 
Stewart L. Magruder NRR-DRPM 
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Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler 

Add Action to LCO 3.8.9 to require entry into LCO 3.0.3 when there Is a loss of function 

Classification: 1) Correct Specifications 

NUREGs Affected: JZ 1430 W 1431 5Z 1432 5Z 1433 [] 1434 

Description: 

Revise LCO 3.8.9, Conditions A, B, C, and E to state, "One or more ... subsystems inoperable" "that does not result in a 

loss of function" to permit plant operation to continue in Modes 1, 2, or 3 for the existing Completion Times if a loss of 

function does not result.  

Justification: 

Revision 0 Change NRC-02 added Condition F to the Actions of LCO 3.8.9 to require entry into LCO 3.0.3 whenever 

there were two or more electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable that result in a loss of function. However, 

should two or more subsystems be inoperable without causing a loss of function, the Actions to not specify an equivalent 

Condition. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 would apply even if no loss of function resulted. This was not the intent of NRC-02.  

Revising conditions A, B, C, and E to state, "One or more ... subsystems inoperable" "that does not result in a loss of 

function" would permit plant operation to continue in Modes 1, 2, or 3 for the existing Completion Times if a loss of 

function does not result. Action F would still require entry into LCO 3.0.3 if a loss of function does result 

Industry Contact: Pontious, Harry (815) 357-6761,X2231 harold.d.pontiousjr(ucaLcom 

NRC Contact: Tomlinson, Ed 301-314-3137 ebtnrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by 00: 02-Nov-95 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 02-Nov-95 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 02-Nov-95 Date Distributed for Review 02-Nov-95 

00 Review Completed: 5Z BWOG 5Z WOG 9 CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 02-Nov-95 

NRC Review Information 

11/3/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporaion. Use by Excel Services associates, utility diaits, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 

Coammission is ganted All other use without written permission is prohibited.

TSTF-16, Rev. 2(BWROG-16, Rev. 0)



OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

NRC Received Date: 03-Oct-95 

NRC Comments: 
10/11/95 - E. Tomlinson reviewing.  
12/15/95 - TSTF to resubmit TSTF-16.  
6/11/96 - C. Grimes comment: TSTF-16 changes are a major problem, consistency problems. Needs 
clarification of 3.0.3.  
9/18/96 - No change in status.  
3/6/97 - replaced by Revision 1.  

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 06-Mar-97 

TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Active Next Action: 

Revision Proposed by: TSTF 

Revision Description: 
Revised to include all Action and Bases changes needed for all NUREGs.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 08-Feb-96 Date Distributed for Review 08-Feb-96 

OG Review Completed: [] BWOG [] WOG R CEOG JO BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
(No Comments) 
TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 08-Feb-96 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 08-Feb-96 

NRC Comments: 
3/6/97 - TSTF-16, Rev I received.  
9/24/96 - Reviewer recommended rejection. Reviewer discussed comments with EELB and they agree to 
his proposal to reject becuse the change proposed correction of a problem because of incorporation of NRC
02, which should not have been accepted previously, it does not include a time element for determining the 
existence or absence or a loss of function; and he NUREGs treatment of Distribution Systems is a 
compromise that works poorly and is not satisfactory to either the Owners Group nor the staff. Sent to C.  
Grimes for disposition.  
10/30/96 - NRC planning on rejecting Formal rejection and explanation coming.  
3/18/97 - Traveler awaiting C. Grimes action since 9/26/96. No change in status.  
4/10/97 - C. Grimes requested meeting with TSB staff via Note.  
10/1/97 - NRC Rejects. The proposed change is Rejected. If allowed, this change could mean that a 
(typical 2 train/div.) plant could have both 4160 VAC safety busses de-energized for up to 8 hours without 
requiring a plant shutdown (This assumes that the plant has not already tripped because of the multiple 
distribution subsystem inoperabilities.). This is not acceptable. NRC-02 should have been rejected for the 
same reason (The example is an extreme case, and there may be valid reasons why a plant shutdown in this 
scenario would not be the most prudent action. However, this is not the issue at hand and should not enter 
into the discussion.).  
This proposed change, as well as NRC-02. is a direct result of the apparent dissatisfaction with the 
compromise reached on distribution systems during development of the NUREGs. The appropriate action 

11/3/99 
Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Coporatio. Use by E=cl Services associates, utility diets, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Cmnmission is granted. All other us without ritten permission is prohibited.

(BWROG-16, Rev. 0) TSTF-16, Re•: 2



TSTF Revision I Revision Status: Active Next Action: 

would be to revert to the distribution format initially proposed by the staff and rejected by the OGs. That 
format provided an AOT for each electrical power distribution subsystem based on the impact of its 
inopcrability. The OGs rejected this idea on the grounds that establishing the impact of each inoperable 
distribution subsystem entailed an excessive amount of effort. However, this problem has apparently 
resolved itself because the OGs now indicate a willingness to evaluate the impact of multiple distribution 
subsystem inoperabilities for loss of function. Obviously, one can not assess the impact of multiple 

operabilities without thorough knowledge of the impact of all individual inopcrabilities. Thcrefore. with 
this knowledge in hand. it is but a small step to assigning AOTs for each distribution subsystem.  
In light of the fact that the staff does not accept the OGs proposal. the fact that the OGs are not satisfied 
with the NUREGs, and considering that the issue of assessing the impact of each distribution subsystem has 
apparently been resolved, reverting to the initial staff proposal appears to be the logical solution.  
6/16/99 - Harry P to contact NRC by 6/25/99 to discuss.  
10/30/99 - NRC provided proposed revisions.  

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 02-Nov-99 

TSTF Revision 2 Revision Status: Active Next Action: TSTF 

Revision Proposed by- NRC 

Revision Description: 
TSTF-16 is revised to incorporate NRC comments. The Conditions are modified to explicitly state the 
Bases description that the Condition does not result in a loss of function. A Note is added to Condition A 
which states, "Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4, *DC Sources - Operating, 
for DC trains made inoperable by inoperable power distribution subsystems." This is in response to 
industry events in which it was not recognized that battery charging was lost on a loss of distribution 
systems and eventual inoperability of the DC systems. The NRC also requested that the relationship 
between subsystems and various components, (e.g, load centers, motor control centers, etc.) be clarified in 
the Bases. Additional information was not incorporated as that relationship is already desibed in the 
Background section of the 3.8.9 Bases.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 02-Nov-99 Date Distributed for Review 

OG Review Completed: [] BWOG I] WOG E] CEOG 5 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Date: 

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

NUREG Rev Incorporated: 

Affected Technical Specifications 
Action 3.8.9.A Distribution Systems - Operating 

"11/3/99 
Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Coporation Use by Excel Services associates, utility dients, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatosy 
Commission is ganted. All other use without written pemussion is prolibited.

(BWRiOG-16, Rev. 0) TSTF-16, Rev. 2



(BWROG-16 Rev.. 01 ISTF-16. Rev. 2
Action 3.8.9.A Bases 

Action 3.8.9.B 

Action 3.8.9.8 Bases 

Action 3.8.9.C 

Action 3.8.9.C Bases 

Action 3.8.9.E 

Action 3.8.9.E Bases 

Action 3.8.9.F 

Action 3.8.9.F Bases

"1/3/99 
Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Conwmission is granted. All ther ue without written penmssion is prohibitecd

T•TF'-16. ]RL,•. 2

Distribution Systems - Operating 

Dist Systems - Opeaing 

Distribution Systems - Operating 

Distribution Systems - Operating 

Distributi•n Systems - Operating 

Dstrbuton Systems - Operating 

Dist Systems - Operating 

Distribution Systems - Operating 

Distributon Systems - Operating

NUREG(s)- 1430 1431 1432 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1430 1431 1432 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1434 Only



TSTF-16, Rev. 2

Insert 1 

NOTE 
Enter applicable Conditions and 
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4, 
"DC Sources - Operating," for 
DC trains made inoperable by 
inoperable power distribution 
subsystems.  

Insert 2 

Required Action A. 1 is modified by a Note that requires the applicable Conditions and Required Actions 
of LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating," to be entered for DC trains made inoperable by inoperable 
power distribution subsystems. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.6 and ensures the proper actions are 
taken for these components. Inoperability of a distribution system can result in loss of charging power 
to batteries and eventual loss of DC power. This Note ensures that appropriate attention is given to 
restoring charging power to batteries, if necessary, after loss of distribution systems.



Di stri buti on Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 "T"S5 -Fr- / 1,• &,,, 2

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9 

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC, DC. and AC vital bus electrical 
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

(

A. One'AC electrical 
power distribution 
subsyst noperable.  

--Fha# , ct nio÷ e~ 
g ,i Iof I o-f"4,Io

Restore AC electrical 
power distribution 
subsysten~to OPERABLE 
status.

4.

-I- S

DusI

C. One9DC electrical 

power distribution 
subsysteInpebl.

B.1 Restore AC.vital bus 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.

1. __________ .1

C.1 Restore DC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystenmto OPERABLE 
status.

8 hours

AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

2 hours 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

2 hours 

AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

(continued)

Rev 1. 04/07/95
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BWOG STS 3.8-40



Di stri buti on Systems - Operating 
7- 3.8.9 

7 cF /~,&,72 
ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AD 

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

E. Two or mre$noeerable) E.1. Enter LCO 3.0.3 Immediately di stributioa-__ 
subsystems~that result 
in a loss of function.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days 
voltage to [required] AC, DC, and AC vital 
bus electrical power distribution 
subsystems.

Rev 1. 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.8,41



Distribution Systems--Operating 
B 3.8.9 

7S TF- / 
BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS has rto-_' ve oad._r ¶) 
With one or more requireAC electrical power distribution 
subsystems iDoperable, the remaining AC electrical power 
distribution subsyste, , 4e pa beofo 
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining power distribution subsystems could result in 
the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.  
Therefore, the reauired AC buses, load centers, motor 
control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 8 hours.  

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power 
(i.e., no offsite power to the train and the associated DG 
inoperable). In this Condition, the unit is more vulnerable 
to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore, 
imperative that the unit operator's attention be focused on 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring power to the 
affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a 
unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit 
operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 
and actions necessary to restore power to the affected 
train to the actions associated with taking the unit 
to shutdown within this time limit; and 

b. The potential for-an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component in the train 
with AC power.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, 
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC 
distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS B 3.8-82



Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

BASES

A.1 (continued) 

become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero3 for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero* at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time .Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO Indefinitely. . _...

otloss of
EL

With one 4L1GrrZ i AC vital b~roperable,7thhe remaining 
OPERABLE AC vital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the unit and 
maintain it in the safe shutdown condition. Overall 
reliability is reduced, however, since an additional single failure could result in the minimum required ESF functions 
not being supported. Therefore, the [required] AC vital bus must be restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the associated [inverter via inverted 
DC, inverter using internal AC Source, or Class 1E constant
VW vv 1- •laliuuullrj.  

Condition B represents one vital buiwithout power; 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
are nonfunctioning. In this situation the unit is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining vital buses and restoring power to the affected vital bus.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate vital AC power, that would have 
the Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if 
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of: 

(continued)

B 3.8-83 Rev 1, 04/07/95

ACTIONS

_J

BWOG STS



Di stri button Systems -Operating

Di stri bution Systems--Operating 
B 3.8.9 

') BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued) i aL441 

W.ith DC buse....- t n...inoperable, the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain.it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The overall reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, the [required] DC buses must be .*restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the associated bat tew , r.o. aer.  

Condition C represents on without adequate DC power; potentially both with the battery significantly degraded and the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining trains and restoring power to the affected train.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed for the vast majority of components that are without power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate DC power, which would have Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) while allowing stable operations to continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power and not providing sufficient time for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations and actions to restore power 
to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component.  

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with 
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).  

(continued)

BWOG STS
Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3. 8-85



Distribution Systems-Operating 

B 3.8.9 
"7T- T7-,7 6, A.2.  

BASES 

ACTIONS C. (continued) 

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while, 
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC 
distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 
become Inoperable and DC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zeroO for beginning the allowed outage time aclock.n 
This will result in establishing the *time zero* at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

D.1 and D.2 

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the 
oelectrical distribution system that causes a required safety 

function to be lost. When more than one C-nd4ti4nI! 
,nfrdt•%, ;ri h results in the loss of a required 

unction, the plant is in a condition outside the accident 
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is Justified for 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS B 3.8-86



Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical 
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, a

ACTIONS

nd

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One Ae rical A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours 
power distribution power distribution 
subsysteq*noperabl subsyste to OPERABLE AND ~~status. AN 

(3 statnu.• 16 hours from 

discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

B. OneAC vital bus 
inoperable.

B.1 Restore AC vital bus 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.6

2 hours 
AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

C. OnerDC rical C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours power distribution power distribution 
subsystenoperable. subsyst toOPERABLE AND status.  stas 16 hours from 

discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

(continued) 

Rev. 03/22/94WOG STS 3.8-38



Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 7r- z-- / 61v,2

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met.A 

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

E. Two P)we• E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
distr onon 
subsystems at result 
in a loss of safety 
function.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days 
voltage to [required] AC, DC, and AC vital 
bus electrical pwer distribution 
subsystems.

WOG STS Rev. 03/22/943.8-39



Di stri buti on Systems-Operati ng B 3.8.9 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.has fA0•_ V-,',C,=.d 

With one or more required AC buses load centers, motor 
control centers, or distributioný anels, except AC vital 
buses, inoperab e, t e remaining AC elec 
power distribution subsystein the Gthr i. -apable 
Of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining power distribution subsystems could result in 
the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.  
Therefore, the required AC buses, load centers, motor 
control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 8 hours.  

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power 
(i.e., no offsite power to the train and the associated DG 
inoperable). In this Condition, the unit is more vulnerable 
to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore.  
imperative that the unit operator's attention be focused on 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring power to the 
affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a 
unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit 
operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 
and actions necessary to restore power to the affected 
train, to the actions associated with taking the unit 
to shutdown within this time limit; and 

b. The tential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component in the train 
with AC power.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while.  
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC 
distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again 

(continued)

Rev 1. 04/07/95WOG STS B 3.8-82



Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.J (continued) 

become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.  

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

e., D-;l6rJ a toss af AmwMI4 
bul1oprabe h45#0 Yei- VCwrVtA 

With oneeC vital bus~inoperableth remaining OPERABLE AC 
vital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety 
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in 
the safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability is 
reduced, however, since an additional single failure could 
result in the minimum [required] ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated [inverter via inverted DC, inverter 
using internal AC source, or Class 1E constant voltage 
transformer].  

Condition B represents one AC vital burimhout power; 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
are nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 
noninterruptible power. It is. therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
vital buses and restoring power to the affected vital bus.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 
components without adequate vital AC power, that would have 
the Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if 
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of: 

(continued)

Rev 1. 04/07/95WOG STS B 3.8-83



Distribution Systems -Operating 

B 3.8.9 
B ASES- / , ..  

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components that would be 
without power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components 
without adequate DC power, which would have Required Action 
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a 
change in unit conditions (i.e.. requiring a shutdown) 
while allowing stable operations to continue: 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power and not 
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring 
power to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component.  

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with 
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

"d~a 4 loss Pf.4i~ 
kAS flo+ C O&Vet 

With DC busTles s 8 R-.r.a.±a. inoperable, the remaining DC 
electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of 
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem 
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the [required] DC buses must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated batter or char qer_ 

Condition C represents one Fl witfout a equate DC power: 
potentially both with the battery significantly degraded and.  
the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, 
the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss 
of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the 
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
trains and restoring power to the affected train.
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ACTIONS 1.1 (continued) 

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
"inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while.  
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours.  
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC 
distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 
become inoperable, and DC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable.  
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

result 'a loss of safety function, adequate core coolin , 

S"T • conm(ent OPERABILITY and other vitalcfunctions for L'"• .- J ~figation would be comromised, and immediate planl~ 

(continued)
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Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the electrical power 
distribution system that causes a required safety function to be lost.  
When more than one inoperable electrical power distribution subsystem 
results in the loss of a required function, the plant is in a condition 
outside the accident analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified 
for continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to 
commence a controlled shutdown.  
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems--Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

Train A and Train B AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical 
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

_TJZsi$r 4 I
ACTIONS

CONDITION

A. One @ electrical 
power distribution 
subsysteminoperable.  

ea

K

C. One DC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem inoperable.

,EQUIRED ACTION

A.1 Restore AC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status.z

COMPLETION TIME
4.

8 hours 

AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

4. .1

B.1 Restore AC vital bus 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. &

6 __________ .1

C.I Restore DC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. 6

L

2 hours 

AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

2 hours 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

(continued)
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

D. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met.

-- E. Two or moretnoperriablee 
distributio~n 
subsystems nat result 
in a loss of fu on.

D.1 

AND 

D.2

Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 5.

6 hours.  

36 hours

t I.

E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days 
voltage to [required] AC, DC, and AC vital 
bus electrical power distribution 
subsystems.
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BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS M+ Ye 

With one or more required AC buses, load centers, motor 
control centers, or distribution Fpanels, except AC vital 
buses, 4-l-t"W nopera , the remaining AC electrical 
power distribution subsyste..... t.ether capable 
of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining power distribution subsystems could result in 
the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.  
Therefore, the required AC buses, load centers, motor 
control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 8 hours.  

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power 
(i.e., no offsite power to the train and the associated DG 
inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more vulnerable 
to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore, 
imperative'that the unit operator's attention be focused on 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring power to the 
affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a 
unit shutdown in this condition is acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit 
operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 
and actions necessary to restore power to the affected 
train, to the actions associated with taking the unit 
to shutdown within this time limit; and 

b. The potential for anevent in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component in the train 
with AC power.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, 
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC 

(continued)
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ACTIONS AL. (continued)

distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again 
become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero* for beginning the allowed outage time 'clock.' 
This will result in establishing the *time zero3 at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 

CO. indefinitely.  

tJ sedA 2 avniA a =66s, a-' mc 

With one*AC vital-bu Pinoperable, the remaining OPERABLE AC 
vital buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety 
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in 
the safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability is 
reduced, however, since an additional single failure could 
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the [required] AC vital bus must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated [inverter via inverted DC, inverter 
using internal AC source, or Class 1E constant voltage 
transformer]. o width 

Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power; 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
are nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 
noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
vital buses, and restoring power to the affected vital bus.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 
components without adequate vital AC power, which would have 
the Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if 
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of: 

(continued)
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ACTIONS 
(continued)

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components which would be 
without power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components 
without adequate DC power, which would have Required Action 
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a 
change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) 
while allowing stable operations to continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power and not 
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring 
power to the affected train; and 

c., The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component.  

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with 
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).  

(continued)
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With DC bus"es" tne,,ee.trew inoperable, the remaining DC 
electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of 
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem 
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the [required] DC buses must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated batter or charoer, 

Condition C represents one a-•wltwu aequate DC power; 
potentially both with the battery significantly degraded and 
the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, 
the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss 
of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the 
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
trains and restoring power to the affected train.
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ACTIONS C.j (continued) 

The second Completion Time-for Required Action C.1 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while, 
for instance, an AC bus .is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO-,to restore the DC 
distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 
become inoperable, and DC distribution restored OPERABLE.  
This could continue indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero' for beginning the allowed outage time 'clock.* 
This will result in establishing the 'time zero' at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

D.1 and D.2 

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

/ Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the 
electrical distribution system that causes a required safety 

in A L4a b(A- function to be lost. When more than one Condlitin 4: 
&Afr • tj p f- "antered, end -,hs results in the loss of a required 

( j(• i~ ;sys• function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident 
fanalysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for 

(continued)
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T-S Ti'1614-z

3.8.9 Distribution Systems -Operating

LCO 3.8.9

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

[Division 1) and [Division 2] AC, DC, [and AC vital bus] 
electrical power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more AC A.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours 
electrical power power discibution 
distribution subsyst ri01Jo AND 
subsystems inoperabli OPERABLE•tatus.  

discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO 

4u

B. One or more AC vital B.1 Restore AC vital bus 2 hours 
buses inoperable. distribu+;e{ 

subsyst }o AND 
OPERABLiE'•Iatus.  

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO 

C. One or more [station C.1 Restore DC electrical 2 hours 
service] DC electrical power di$p•ibution 
power distribution subsyst itsfl•o AND 
subsystems inoperabl OPERABLELIrntus.  

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

(continued)
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, AND 
B. or C not met.  

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

L One or more DG DC E.1 Declare associated Immediately 
electrical power DG(s) inoperable.  
distribution 
subsystems inoperable.  

F. Two or more electrical F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
power distribution 
subsystems inoperable 
that result in a loss 
of function.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.9.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days 
voltage to [required] AC, DC, [and AC vital 
bus] electrical power distribution 
subsystems.
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ICO battery or charger. OPERABLE vital bus electrical power 
(continued) distribution subsystems require the associated buses to be 

energized to their proper voltage from the associated 
[inverter via inverted DC voltage, inverter using interval 
AC. source, or Class 1E constant voltage transformer].  

In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related 
AC, DC, and AC vital bus power distribution subsystems, if 
they exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical 
malfunction in any power distribution subsystem from 
propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could cause 
the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential 
safety function(s). If any tie breakers are closed, the 
affected redundant electrical power distribution subsystems 
are considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite, 
safety related, redundant electrical power distribution 
subsystems. It does not, however, preclude redundant 
Class IE 4.16 kV ESF buses from being powered from the same 
offsite circuit.  

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abnormal translents; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated DBA.  

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for 
MODES 4 and 5 are covered in the Bases for LCO 3.8.10, 
"Distribution Systems -Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A-.  

a--vjia. to f rC--- a•V1 With one or more required AC buses, load centers, motor 
• q,& ourvEab nntrol centers, or distribution panels in one dJi•+in inopera e, the remaining AC electrical power distribution 

subsystems are capable of supporting the minimum safety 
functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it 

(continued)
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ACTIONS L.1 (continued)

could be restored OPERABLE.  
indefinitely.

This could continue

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This results in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
this LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time 
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely.  

vital necesar toaiin shutm 
With one AC vital buSminoperable, the remaining OPERABLE AC 
vital buses are capable of. supporting the minimum safety 
functions necessary to shut down the unit and maintain it in 
the safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability is 
reduced, however, since an additional single failure could 
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the required AC vital bus must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated [inverter via inverted DC, inverter 
using internal AC source, or Class 1E constant voltage 
transformer]. ~ e_ .  

Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power: 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
are nonfunctioning. In this situation the plant is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 
noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the plant, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
vital buses, and restoring power to the affected AC vital 
buses.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allow for the majority of components that are without 
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 
components without adequate vital AC power, that would have 
Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if 
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of:

(continued)
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ACTIONS 
(continued)

With oneistation service DC bus inoperable.the remaining DC 
electrical power distribution subsystem is capable of 
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a siogle failure in 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem 
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated battery or charger.  

Condition C represents one tnot equate DC 
power, potentially with both the battery significantly 
degraded and the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this 
situation the plant is significantly more vulnerable to a 
complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative 
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the 
plant, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the 
remaining divisions, and restoring power to the affected 
division.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the majority of components that would be without 
power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without 
adequate DC power, which would have Required Action 
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety when requiring a 
change in plant conditions (i.e., requiring a 
shutdown) while not allowing stable operations to 
continue: 

b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring 
entry into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power, while not 
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring 
power to the affected division;

c. The potential for an event in 
single failure of a redundant

conjunction with a 
component.

(continued)
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.9 Distribution Systems-Operating

LCO 3.8.9 [Division 1], 
AC vital bus] 
be OPERABLE.

[Division 2], and [Division 3] AC, DC, (and 
electrical power distribution subsystems shall

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

------------NOTE --------------------
[Division 3] electrical power distribution subsystems are 
not required to be OPERABLE when High Pressure Core Spray 
System [and 2C standby service water pump] is inoperable.  

~-------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One [Division '1'2 2] A.1 Restore [Division 1 8 hours 
AC electrical power and 2] AC electrical 
distribution subsystem power dit bution AND 
inoperable. subsystO 

OPERABLE(Uttus. 16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 

10.srLCD 

B.Oivson 1V] AC B.1 Restore [Division 1 2 hours vital and 2] AC vital bus 

distrlbutkn AND 
subsystARj)o 
OPERABLE'Fatus. 16 hours from 

discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

C-¢ ývision I.#f 2] DC 
electrical power 
distribution subsystem 
inoperable 

4-

C. 1 Restore [Division 1 
and 2] DC electrical 
power diskribution 
subsysteks•jo 
OPERABLE'-fatus.

2 hours 

AND 

16 hours from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
LCO

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, AND 
B, or C not met.  

D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours 

E. One or more E.1 Declare High Pressure Immediately 
[Division 3] AC, DC, Core Spray System 
or AC vital bus [and 2C Standby 
electrical power Service Water System] 
distribution inoperable.  
subsystems inoperable.

ýoroe ino eable 
distribution 
subsystems a result 
in a loss of function.

F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately

_______________________ L _________________________ U ______________
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LCO 
(continued)

subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to 
their proper voltage from either the associated battery or 
charger. OPERABLE vital bus electrical power distribution 
subsystems require the associated buses to be energized to 
their proper voltage from the associated [inverter via 
inverted DC voltage, inverter using internal AC source, or 
Class 1E constant voltage transformer].  

In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related 
AC, DC, and AC vital bus power distribution subsystems, if 
they exist, must be open. This prevents any electrical 
malfunction in any power distribution subsystem from 
propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could cause 
the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential 
safety function(s). If any tie breakers are closed, the 
affected redundant electrical power distribution subsystems 
are considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite, 
safety related, redundant electrical power distribution 
subsystems. It does not, however, preclude redundant 
Class 1E 4.16 kV buses from being powered from the same 
offsite circuit.

APPLICABILITY The electrical 
be OPERABLE in

power distribution subsystems are required to 
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AQOs or abnormal transients; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained, 
in the event of a postulated DBA.  

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for 
MODES 4 and 5 are covered inthe Bases for LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems -Shutdown."

ACTIONS Li 

With one or more Division 192 required AC buses, load 
centers, motor control centers, or distribution panels 
(except AC vital buses), in. n. diJitio; inoperable, the 

1=&s no•C o•e"A OCCL'rt, (continued)
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A.1 (continued)

restore the AC distribution system. At this time, a DC 
circuit could again become Inoperable, and AC distribution 
could be restored OPERABLE. This could continue 
indefinitely.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This results in establishing the 'time zero' at the time the 
LCO was initially not met, instead of at the time 
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely. a 6S6f 4Z4f 

k"& upo+ ~4e+ ouvv~rrd# 

With one Division 1 w 2 AC vital busnoperable, the 
remaining OPERABLE AC vital buses are capable of supporting 
the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down and 
maintain the unit in the safe shutdown condition. Overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because an additional 
single failure could result in the minimum required ESF 
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC 
vital bus must be restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours 
by powering the bus from the associated [inverter via 
inverted DC, inverter using internal AC source, or Class IE 
constant voltage transformer] 

Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power; 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
nonfunctioning. In this situation, the plant is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 
noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the plant, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
vital buses, and restoring power to the affected vital bus.  

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the majority of components that are without 
adequate vital AC power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 
components without adequate AC vital power, that would have 
Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours if 
declared inoperable, is acceptable because of:

(continued)
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ACTIONS 
(continued)

snot l es occurve4, 
With Division buses in one [division] inoperable,; 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems 
are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions 
necessary to shut down. the reactor and maintain it in a safe 
shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems 
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the required DC buses must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the 
bus from the associated battery or earger 

Condition C represents one without-adequate DC 
power, potentially with both the battery significantly 
degraded and the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this 
situation, the plant is significantly more vulnerable to a 
complete loss of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative 
that the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the 
plant, minimizing the potential for loss of power to the 
remaining divisions, and restoring power to the affected 
division.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the majority of components that could be without 
power. Taking exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without 
-adequate DC power, that would bave Required Action 
Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is acceptable because 
of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety when requiring a 
change in plant conditions (i.e., requiring a 
shutdown) while not allowing stable operations to 
continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring 
entry into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power while not 
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring 
power to the affected division; and

c. The potential for an event in 
single failure of a redundant

conjunction with a 
component.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Distribution Systems-Operating 
B 3.8.9 

-I ) BASES T• • 6 A 2.  

ACTIONS E. (continued) 

declaring the high pressure core spray inoperable allows the 
ACTIONS of LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating,l to apply 
appropriate limitations on continued reactor operation.  

Condition F corresponds to a level of degradation in the 
M ~L eAdri electrical distribution system that causes a required safety function to be lost. When more than oneCndii 1; 

results in the loss of a required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident 
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for 
continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately 
to commence a controlled shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Meeting this Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and AC 
vital bus electrical power distribution systems are 
functioning properly, with the correct circuit breaker 
alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the appropriate separation and independence of the electrical 
divisions is maintained, and the appropriate voltage. is 
available to each required bus. The verification of proper 
voltage availability on the buses ensures that the required 
voltage is readily available for motive as well as control 
functions for critical system loads connected to these 
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant 
capability of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power 
distribution subsystems, and other indications available in 
the control room that alert the operator to subsystem 
malfunctions.  

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [6].  

2. FSAR, Chapter [15].  

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

I
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This TSTF was previously rejected due to lack of staff consengus on suitability of the proposed 
changes. Subsequently, In response to TSTF request to reconsider, a detailed review of TSTF 
16 history and staff concerns was performed. The complete study is in the TSTF file, and TSB 
and Electrical Branch staff reviewed and discussed the material with R. Dennig, the author.  
Staff continued to express concern about the degree of licensee autonomy implicit in the 
changes, but did not Identify any purely technical issues of concern within the original scope of 
TSTF 16 Rev 1. Quoting from the study Summary: 

The essential features of TSTF 16 Rev I have already been approved and Implemented 
for the BWRI4 class. The combination of NRC-02 (previously approved for all designs) 
and TSTF 16 Rev I comprises a logical whole that meets the technical specification 
structuralllogic rules. It can be Improved by making the "no loss of function' premise for 
CONDITIONS A, B, and C explicit In the CONDITIONS, and by some additional 
modifications of the Bases to define msubsystem" as discussed under Bases 
Improvements. However, concerns expressed about Its efficacy, i.e., quality and 
timeliness of the process for determining loss of function, are not peculiar to 3.8.9 but 
relate to how technical specifications work In general. it is reasonable to conclude that 
the quality and timeliness of determining loss of function will be adequate In the context 
of 3.8.9 as revised by TSTF 16 Rev 1.  

On this basis, the "Reject" on the original scope of TSTF 16 Rev I is changed to "Modify' to 
incorporate Ono loss of function' in the appropriate Conditions, and improve the Bases.  
Additionally, recent operating experience at Indian Point 2 and Beaver Valley have 
demonstrated the need to couple loss of AC in 3.8.9 to entry into Actions in 3.8.4 In order to 
decrease the potential for battery depletion. A suitable note should be added to Condition A of 
3.8.9 for all NUREGs.



Review of TSTF 16, Revision I

Summary 

The essential features of TSTF 16 Rev I have already been approved and Implemented for the BWR14 class. The combination of NRC-02 (previously approved for all designs) and TSTF 16 Rev I comprises a logical whole that meets the technical specification structuralloglc rules. It can be Improved by making the "no loss of function" premise for CONDITIONS A, B, and C explicit in the CONDITIONS, and by some additional modifications of the Bases to define "subsystem" as discussed under Bases Improvements. However, concerns expressed-about its efficacy, i.e., quality and timeliness of the process for determining loss of function, are not peculiar to 3.8.9 but relate to how technical specifications work In general. It Is reasonable to conclude that the quality and timeliness of determining loss of function will be adequate in the context of 3.8.9 as revised by TSTF 16 Rev 1.  

Description of Proposed Chanoes 

The following description Is based on the markups of '3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating" submitted by TSTF as Revision I dated 2/8/96.  

The substantive changes are modeled on the BWRP4 Revision I STS. For the WOG, BWOG, CEOG, and BWR/6 the proposed change substitutes the phrase 'one or more" for the word 
"one" in CONDITION statements for AC electrical power distribution subsystems, AC vital buses, and DC electrical power distribution subsystems, e.g., from the proposed BWOG STS markup: 

"A. One or more AC electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable." 
Changes are shown In bold Italics. The REQUIRED ACTIONS and COMPLETION TIMES are unchanged. The language for CONDITIONS A, B and C Is standard for all PWRs, and essentially the same for both BWR classes with deviations appropriate to the design. The proposed change also standardizes the language for CONDITION E (F for BWR/6) for all 
designs: 

"Two or more electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable that result in a loss of 
function.' 

This change Is most dramatic for the WOG, which previously was the only 00 with phrasing 
using the concept of trains In this CONDITION, I.e.. As currently in the STS: 

"8Two trains with inoperable distribution subsystems that result In a loss of safety 
function.* 

The related bases are also revised to clarify that for CONDITIONS A, B, and C no loss of function has occurred, in contrast with CONDITION E where loss of function has occurred. The bases are also modified to substitute "one or more" In place of 'one' in appropriate locations, but mute importantly the bases are modified to eliminate the constraint that the 'one or more", previously 'one', applies to inoperabilities confined to one "train'. Thus the bases contemplate



multiple Inoperabilites possibly In both of the redundant portions of the electrical design as long as they do not'result In a loss of function. A change is also proposed to substitute fairly standard (for all designs except W0G) basis languagi In the WOG STS for CONDM ON E (F for BWR/6): 

"Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation In the electrical power distribution system that causes a required safety function to be lost. When more than one Inoperable electric power distribution subsystem results In a loss of a required function, the plant Is In a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore, no additional time Is justified for continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered Immediately to commence 
a controlled shutdown.* 

Discussion 

A succinct summary of how the revised 3.8.9 Is supposed to work Is provided In the Fermi - 2 DOC for the conversion currently under review: 

"CTS LCO 3.8.3.1 allows restoration times for one division of AC distribution (8 hours Action a), and one division of DC distribution (2 hours - Action b), de-energized. ITS 3.8.7 [corresponds to STS 3.8.9] Action A and B allows one 'or more' AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems to be inoperable for the same times, respectively. Concurrently, however, ITS Action D [corresponds to STS Action E] Is also added to require that if two or more electrical power distribution subsystems are inoperable, resulting in a loss of function, enter 3.0.3 immediately. The combination of the 'or more' addition to ITS 3.8.7 Actions A and B, and the addition of Action D, along with ITS LCO 3.0.6 Safety Function Determination Program, ensure that with the loss of any electrical power distribution system no loss of function will occur without appropriate action. This presentation will allow the Action A or Action B Completion Time for a portion of one division to be Inoperable, provided these portions do not affect redundant systems required for safe operation. In the event a loss of function exists, ITS Action D will provide actions consistent with the CTS Actions for Inoperabilities In both divisions.  Therefore, this less restrictive change will have a negligible Impact on safety.' 
Fermi 2 Is converting to the current STS Rev I standard for BWRI4s, a standard that TSTF 16, Rev I seeks to emulate for the other STS NUREGS as part of Revision 2. There are five BWR 4s that have converted so far. Of those, Brunswick, Duane Arnold, and Susquehanna have the "none or more* language. Cooper has *one AC and one DC." Peach Bottom Is a mix. It allows "gone or more" Unit 3 AC, "one" Unit 3 DC, and "one" Unit 2 AC and DC. Fermi 2 will have the "&one or more' language when it Is Issued. Thus, we have well-established precedent, both generic and plant specific, for allowing the fundamental change proposed by TSTF 16 Rev I for one class of plant.  

Denial of TSTF 16 Rev I must then be based on one of two arguments: 

1. The "one or more' language Is acceptable for BWR/4s, but unacceptable for other 
designs because ....... or 

2. The "one or more* language Is unacceptable for any design, and the STS Rev I BWR/4 should be amended to delete this language.



Previous staff reviews have pursued the second track, with non-acquiescence by the TSTF and 
internal disagreement, resulting In persistenpe of the status quo for approximately 4 years.  
While there are some residual concerns about 3.8.9, mostly having to do with what 
appears to be a determined effort not to spell out what a "subsystem" Is In the Bases, the 
previous staff objections can be adequately addressed anid the proposed change on 
balance represents an Improvement.  

Objection - Total loss of redundancy is explicitly allowed for 8 hours 

This objection results from focusing on CONDITION A, B, or C without reference to CONDITION 
E, which must also be evaluated under the hypothesized circumstances, and Is more limiting.  
Presume that the plant has Interpreted "subsystem" to mean a redundant division or train of the 
"typical 2 trainddiv" plant, which has been done In practice, e.g., Brunswick. Suppose further that 
both trains are simultaneously inoperable. CONDITION A, "One or more AC electrical power 
distribution subsystems Inoperable" Is true, with REQUIRED ACTION to restore within 8 hours.  
However, all CONDITIONS are operative, and the licensee must determine if CONDITION E is 
also true, i.e., "Two or more electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable that result in a 
loss of function." For the simultaneous loss of both divisions of redundancy In power supply, 
loss of function occurs by definition and recognition of that loss of function would take no more 
time than the time to make the division operability determinations. So In this case entry Into 
3.0.3 occurs without any time elapsing in CONDITION A.  

In practice, the higher the level at which "subsystem" is defined, the easier it Is to determine 
whether a safety function is lost, so that the worst safety situation is the easiest to interpret In 
tech specs, which is what we would hope. The more subtle cases occur where portions of a 
"division" are considered subsystems, and a more detailed understanding of "support
supported" relationships is necessary to determine If a "loss of function! has occurred.  
However, the use of "one or more" In 3.8.9 does not raise any new issues with respect to 
licensee knowledge of these relationships, or the speed with which an operability determination 
should be made. Assumptions and expectations about these Issues underpin the efficacy of all 
technical specifications as discussed In more detail below. The bottom line in response to this 
objection is that the postulated two train outage will exist for as long as it takes to make 
operability determinations, and CONDITIONS A, B and C do not provide a "right" to operate 
with total loss of redundancy for 8,2, and 2 hours respectively.  

Objection - TSTF 16 was necessitated by NRC-02 which should not have been approved.  
because: -(1) The specification relies on the licensee knowing support-supported system 
relationships In order to determine loss of function, and (2) there Is no explicit time limit for 
determining loss of function, 

RelationshlP of NRC-02 to TSTF 16 Rev I 

Revision 0 of the improved Standard Technical Specifications was issued September 28, 1992.  
Shortly thereafter the NRC staff originated "NRC-02" sometime'In January 1993. The change 
proposed the following language for Insertion in 3.8.9 for all vendors:



"Two or more trains, Enter 3.0.3 Immediately 
with one or more Inoperable 
Distribution subsystems" 

The need for this change Is not evident from the surviving documentation. However, the "Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler' that accompanied the above states In the 
"Executive Summary of Change": 

"...a required action rather than 3.0.3" 

From this it Is fair to conclude that since CONDITIONS were only specified for "one" AC vital bus, "one" DC subsystem, "one* AC subsystem the objective was to provide an explicit entry to 3.0.3 for "Two or more" rather than have entry implicit from absence of a CONDITION..  

Further, the wording of the CONDITION.as cited above supports the interpretation that a "train" consists of one or more "subsystems'. If different safety functions are supported by different "subsystems' within each redundant trains, under the above wording it would be possible to satisfy the CONDITION and have to begin shutdown Immediately without a loss of safety function. For example, assume the "subsystem' that supplies AC power to LPCI A is inoperable, and the "subsystem" that supplies AC power to Containment Spray B Is Inoperable: 
CONDITION satisfied, enter 3.0.3 Immediately. This can be viewed as unnecessarily conservative and undesirable. After all, if the same safety equipment was Inoperable simultaneously for reasons other than loss of power, single train LCO clocks would start under other technical specifications, and immediate shutdown would not be required.  

Whether this was the reasoning or not, and whether the staff or industry proposed it, a crucial change was made to the wording of the CONDITION that makes it clear that the threshold and litmus test for degradation of electrical distribution systems requiring 3.0.3 entry was loss of safety function. Thus, the proposed CONDITION was approved for incorporation in. Revision I 
of STS as follows: 

BWR14 

"Two or more electrical power distribution subsystems inoperable that result in a loss of 
function." 

BWOG 

"Two or more Inoperable distribution subsystems that result In a loss of function.' 

WOG 

"Two trains with Inoperable distribution subsystems that result In a loss of safety 
function."

"Two or more Inoperable distribution subsystems that result in a loss of function.*



Thorough analysis at the time when NRC-02 was evolving would have lead to the realization 
that It was logically Incomplete. If we postulate a set of plant states characterized as "two or 
more subsystems Inoperable', then we have subsets that lead to loss of function and subsets 
that do not lead to loss of function. Then In order to avoid default Into 3.0.3 we must specify 
conditions and actions for both subsets. NRC-02 was incomplete In that It did not provide this 
specificity for the "no loss of function' subset, thus defeating the intent of the addition of the 
"Ins.i. of function" modifier to narrow the circumstances requiring shutdown, I.e., for two or more 
subsystems Inoperable with loss of function the plant enters 3.0.3 explicitly; for two or more 
subsystems Inciperable without loss of function the plant enters 3.0.3 Implicitly. So as it stands 
the loss of function determination Is irrelevant because plant shutdown Is required no matter 
what the outcome.  

Under the circumstances described above, all plant designs have a problem except, as'noted 
earlier, BWR/4s. Interestingly, TSTF 16 was originated sometime In mid-1994 by the BWROG 
to fix the problem for BWRJ6s, and later adapted through the TSTF review process for 
application to PWR designs. As described above in the Description of Proposed Changes, 
TSTF 16 Rev 1 replaces "one' with *one or more" in CONDITIONS A, B, and C, leaving Implicit 
In the CONDITIONS but making explicit In the Bases that these conditions apply to gone or 
more" subsystem(s) or bus(es) inoperable without loss of function.  

The combination of NRC-02 and TSTF 16 Rev I comprises a logical whole that meets the 
technical specification structuralliogic rules. It can be Improved by making the "no loss 
of function" premise for CONDITIONS A, B, and C explicit, and by some additional 
modifications of the Bases as discussed under Bases Improvements. However, 
concerns expressed about Its efficacy, I.e., quality and timeliness of the process for 
determining loss of function, are not peculiar to 3.8.9 but relate to how technical 
specifications work In general and are discussed below. It Is reasonable to conclude that 
the quality and timeliness of determining loss of function will be adequate In the context 
of 3.8.9 as revised by TSTF 16 Rev 1.  

Knowledqe of SUiport-Supported System Relationshlps 

It is reasonable to rely on licensee knowledge of support-supported system relationships for 
3.8.9.  

Knowledge of the relationships between and among support and supported systems is essential 
and fundamental to determinations of operability throughout technical specifications.. This 
results from the definition of OPERABILITY as found In technical specifications: 

"A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be. OPERABLE or have 
OPERABILITY when it Is capable of performing its specified safety function(s) and when 
all necessary attendant Instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency electrical 
power, cooling and seal water, lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that are 
required for the system, subsystem, train, component or device to perform Its 
specified safety function(s) are also capable of performing their related support 
function(s)." (Emphasis added)



Current Inspection guidance on this point In IMC Chapter D900 (10/31191) states: 

"The definition of operability embodies a principle that a system can perform Its specified 
safety function(s) only when all its necessary support systems are capable of performing 
their related support functions. Therefore, an NRC Inspector should expect that each 
licensee understands which support systems are necessary to ensure the operability of 
main systems and components that perform specified safety functions. Such an 
u.inderstanding is mandatory. Otherwise the licensee will not be able to Implement 
the definition of operability." (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, knowledge of support-supported system relationships is a fundamental prerequisite for 
operation within tech specs of whatever vintage. This knowledge Is scrutinized during day-to
day operations by resident Inspectors and others In reviewing technical specification compliance 
and operability determinations. Regulatory developments such as IPEs, CRMPs, and the risk 
configuration management required by the revised maintenance rule have provided additional 
focus on this area.  

No Time Limit for Determining Loss of Function 

It Is reasonable to expect that loss of function in the context of 3.8.9 will be determined promptly.  

Determining loss of function is dependent on the process for making operability determinations, 
so that process will be discussed first. This process Itself inherently drives toward loss of 
function determination. Nonetheless, the need to determine of loss of function Is additionally 
and explicitly covered by the Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP) invoked by 3.0.6 
and defined in Section 5.5 of STS.  

Technical specifications themselves do not contain rules or time limits for operability calls, and 
this pertains to all specifications, not just 3.8.9. However, the agency has long held and 
enforced a principle of promptness as described In IMC 9900: 

"Once a degraded or nonconforming condition of specific SSCs is Identified [by man 
ongoing and continuous process' of ensuring operability], an operability determination 
should be made as soon as possible consistent with the safety Importance of the SSCs 
affected. In most cases, It Is expected that the decision can be made Immediately 
(e.g., loss of motive power, etc.) In other cases it Is expected the decision can be 
made within approximately 24 hours of discovery even though complete Information may 
not be available. Some few exceptional cases may take longer. For SSCs In TS, the 
Allowed Outage Times (AOTs) contained in TS generally provide reasonable 
guidelines for safety significance." (Emphasis added.) 

With reference to the bolded text above, the "AOr or Completion Time for the 3.8.9 
CONDITION specifying loss of function Is "Immediately', Implying the highest safety significance 
and hence the promptest operarability determination.  

Because determination of operability is a continuous evaluation process, and because.the 
definition of operability includes availability of support systems, a degraded or nonconforming 
condition in a subsystem covered by 3.8.9 will result In an operability review for supported



systems. Thus the operability determination process itself drives towards detecting loss of 
function. Degraded and nonconforming conditions In supported systems that do not originate 
with support systems are also continuously evaluated for operability Impact, and the combined 
results determine the LCOs not met and actions entered.  

Thus in practice, a safety function determination program- small sfdp- Is In operation before, and 
in order to establish conditions for, entry Into 3.0.6 where the formal Safety Function 
l..t•nmination Program-capital SFDP-resides. Entry Into 3.0.6 requires that a supported system 
LCO Is not met solely due to a support system LCO not being met. [As an aside, while 3.0.6 
appears necessary to determine which LCOs take precedence to prevent cascading, the SFDP 
should be invoked outside of 3.0.6, possibly in 3.0.2, since safety function determination is 
needed (and actually done) as part of operability determination.] Entry into 3.0.6 just makes 
doubly sure that loss of safety function is specifically examined when all the problems originate 
with support systems. But practically speaking, the loss of function will be known before.  
invocation of this SFDP, and the more serious the 3.8.9 degradation, the easier and faster the 
determination.  

Improving the Bases 

With the revisions proposed in TSTF 16 Rev 1, CONDTIONS A and C pertain to the inoperability 
of 'One or more [AC or DC, respectively) electrical power distribution subsystem(s)..." Turning 
to the Bases, the initial words for these conditions In general are variants on 'With one or more 
required AC (or DC) buses, load centers, motor control centers, or distribution panels 
inoperable.." The reader Is expecting the words to be 'With one or more subsystem(s) 
inoperable', consistent with the wording of the condition. The precise relationship between 
"*buses, load centers, motor control centers, or distribution panels* and "subsystem" is nowhere 
proVided, leaving the reader to wonder if each one of these components Is a 'subsystem'.  
Clarity of 3.8.9 would be greatly Improved If somewhere the hierarchy of 
train/division/subsystem/bus/motor control center etc. was explained. It appears that the 
following relationship is assumed: 

A train or division consists of one or more distribution subsystems, which In turn are 
made up of one or more buses, load centers, motor control centers, or distribution 
panels. A subsystem supports one set of redundant safety equipment needed to 
perform a safety function.



Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler 
Revise DC Sources - Shutdown and Inverters - Shutdown to Address Specific Subsystem Requirements 

Classification: 1) Correct Specifications 

NUREGs Affected: 2 1430 EZ 1431 2 1432 2 1433 [2 1434 

Description: 
DC Sources - Shutdown and Inverters - Shutdown LCOs are revised to provide an option to reflect typical CTS 
requirements.  

Justification: 
As written, the NUREG LCO requirements for DC Sources - Shutdown and Inverters - Shutdown imply that a full 
complement of battery AND charger are required for both subsystems. Similarly, for Inverters - Shutdown, a DC 
battery-backed inverter is required for both divisions or trains. The requirements for the second subsystem (division or 
train) is not typically required by the current Technical Specifications for most plants. This change provides a 
consistent format and presentation for plants converting to the ITS but retaining current requirements.  

Industry Contact: Buschbaum, Denny (254) 897-5851 dbuschbl@tuelectric.com 

NRC Contact: Tomlinson, Ed 301-314-3137 ebt(nrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: WOG Mini-Group 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 16-Aug-96 

Owners Group Comment 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 16-Aug-96 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 27-Sep-96 Date Distributed for Review 27-Sep-96 

OG Review Completed. 2 BWOG 23 WOO Ea CEOG 2 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

CEOG, BWROG and BWOG approves. Applicable.  
Revise to address uniqueness of BWR/6 for Division 3.  

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 05-Feb-98 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 03-Mar-98 

NRC Comments: 

7/16/98 - The proposed change is unacceptable on the basis that it is a change to NRC requirements that is 

11/21/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclei 
Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.

(VOG-62, Rev. 0) 16T7-204, Rev. 2



OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

beyond approved staff positions, presents a possible increase in plant risk, and is not supported by adequate 
justification. The intent of the proposed change appears also the revise the LCOs format such that they will 
reflect more specific requirements (i.e., LCOs for DC Sources - Shutdown and Inverters - Shutdown) 
similar to that of LCOs for the AC Sources - Shutdown. The 00s (TSTF) indicated in the traveler that the 
proposed change is consistent with the initial philosophy of the UTS NUREG, but no supporting justification 
is provided. Additionally, the staff' finds that: 

(1) For PWRs, the NUREG LCOs require multiple trainstdivisions of DC sources and inverters if multiple 
trains/divisions of safety systems are required to be OPERABLE during shutdown. Conversely, if the plant 
is configured such that all required safety systems are on one train/division, only one train/division of DC 
sources and inverters must be OPERABLE. The proposed change does not appear to address this.  
Specifically, they have not explained how less than a full complement of DC sources and inverters will 
"continue to assure that sufficient power is available to support the response to events postulated during 
shutdown conditions in the event of a loss of offsite power or a single failure." For example, it is not 
explained how an AC vital bus powered from a regulated ACsource will perform its intended funiction in 
the event of a LOOP, or how a DC distribution subsystem powered from a battery changer will perform its 
intended function under the same circumstances. In addition, the proposed change does not appear to be 
compatible with LCO 3.8.2, and it does not provide any assurance that a DG will be aligned to a 
train/division with a full compliment of DC sources and inverters.  

(2) For.BWRs, the proposed change does not provide any justifications for allowing Div 3 DC power and 
inverter to be less than a full compliment.  

12/16/98 - NRC agreed to recommend approval of TSTF-204 but that the issue of class EE alternative power 
supplies needed to be resolved. NRC will discuss the issue and get back to the TSTF by 1/15/99. The 
TSTF will provide some specific problems with requiring IE alternative powerý supplies to the NRC by 
1/4/99. TSTF will also review 204 to make the presentation of the DC Systems LCO requirements 
consistent with the AC Systems LCO requirements by 1/15/99.  

5/13/99 - NRC / TSTF meeting comments. The EELB wanted the TSTF tojustify the acceptability of the 
NEJINUMARC guidance for Shutdown Risk versus the NRC Shutdown Risk - we need to separate the TS 
criteria versus the burden, impact on maintenance issues. TSTF to provide a sampling of TS pages and an 
explanation of the burden of this problem to justify the change. Bob D believes that the approach should be 
the multiple approach oflI required system and 2 required systems in [in the NUREG for inclusion in Re'v 

* 2 with a Reviewers Note for the change consistent with plant specific applications.  
Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 13-May-99 

TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
Rev 0 proposed a "middle ground" for DC and Inverter requiremnents; one that reflected specific minimum 
requirements for each train/division that needed power. Since this approach (which mimticked the 
requirements of 3.8.2 for AC Sources - Shutdown) is not acceptable, Revision I simply provides an option 
for the proper format when retaining the typical CTS requirements.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 15-Jun-99 Date Distributed for Review 15-Jun-99 

OG Review Completed. 21 EWOG 21 WOG J0 CEOG 21 BWROG 

11/21/99 
Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998. Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclei 
Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.



(WOG62, ev. ) TSF-204, Rev. 2

TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed

TSTF Comments: 
(No Commenits)

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 15-Jun-99

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 23-Jun-99 

NRC Comments: 

8/30/99 - Favorable comments received from Tech Branches.* To be provided to TSTF by 8/31/99.

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: '22-Oct-99

TSTF Revision 2 Revisloni Status: Active Next Action: NRC

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
Revision 2 made 2 changes to address NRC comments. The first change modifies the Reviewers Note to 
clarify that the current licensing basis (CLB) is in the plant-specific CTS. The second change adds a 
sentence to the end of the Bases insert for LCO 3.8.5 and 3.8.8 to clarify that, in addition to the Technical 
Specifiations requirements, the plant must manage shutdown tasks and associated electrical support to 
maintain risk at an acceptably low level.  

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date: 21-Nov-99 Date Distributed for Review 18-Nov-99

OG Review Completed: 21 BWOG 2 WOG 2a CEOG 62 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments)

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 18-Nov-99.

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

NUREG Rev Incorporated: 

Affected Technical Specifications 
S/A 3.8.5 Bases DC Sources - Shutdown 
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TSTF-204 Rev 2

[One DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE.] 

Reviewer's Note: This second option above applies for plants having a pre-ITS licensing basis (CTS) for 
electrical power requirements during shutdown conditions that required only one DC electrical power 
subsystem to be OPERABLE. The "[or more]" optional wording In Condition A Is also eliminated for this 
case. The first option above is adopted for plants that have a licensing basis (CTS) requiring the same 
level of DC electrical power subsystem support as is required for power operating conditions.  

[[One] inverter[s] shall be OPERABLE. ] 

Reviewer's Note: This second option above applies for plants having a pre-ITS licensing basis (CTS) for 
electrical power requirements during shutdown conditions that required only [one] inverter to be 
OPERABLE. The "[or more]" optional wording in Condition A is also eliminated for this case. The first 
option above is adopted for plants that have a licensing basis (CTS) requiring the same level of DC 
electrical power subsystem / Inverter support as is required for power operating conditions.  

In general, when the unit Is shut down, the Technical Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has 
the capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a single failure 
and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power Is not required. The rationale for this is based on the 
fact that many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES [1, 2, 3, and 4 {for PWRs)] [1, 
2, and 3 {for BWRs)] have no specific analyses in MODES [5 and 6 {for PWRs)] [4 and 5 {for BWRs)].  
Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible in MODES [5 and 6 {for PWRs)} [4 and 5 (for 
BWRs)] because the energy contained within the reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature 
and pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly 
reduced or eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations from DBA analysis assumptions 
and design requirements during shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required systems.  

In addition to the requirements established by the Technical Specifications, the plant must manage 
shutdown tasks and associated electrical support to maintain risk at an acceptably low level.



DC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.5

3& ELECTRICALPOWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 

APPLICABILITY:

T57-F- Zot/ ~ ~~~6 -.... .. .... . .

V V 
DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to support 
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required | 

LCO 3.8.10, 'Distribution Systems-Shutdown." 

MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One r morejrequlred A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
DC electrical power required feature(s) 
subsystemqlinoperable. inoperable.  

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

(continued)
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Inverters--Shutdown 
3.8.8 

"T-57-F- 20 V 
dE6V 23.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 

APPLICABILITY:

V. V 

inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 1E 
IAC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 

Irequired by LCO 3.8.10, Distribution Systems--Shutdown.  

MOD S gand 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One Tr morep[required] A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
inverters noperable. required feature(s) 

inoperable.  

OR 
A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A,2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

A.2.3 i Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

7~rF- 2.
B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating.*

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [14] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during 
all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of 
during MODES 5 and 
assemblies ensures

the minimum DC electrical power sources 
6 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
that:

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability Is
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c.. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel 
handling accident.  

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

The DC electrical power subsystems, fachsubsystem 
consisting of two batteries, one battery charger per 
battery, and the corresponding control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling within the train, lareJ equired to be 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

7-57--?Vý0zzBASES

ICO OPERABLjto support required 'atJof the distribution 
(continued) tystems [rdquired PRABLE bKLCO 3.8.10, "Distribution 

Systems-Shutdown. " ,.)This ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC elec rical power sources to operate the unit 
in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling 
accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
NODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, provide assurance that: 

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core; 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.4.  

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

Elf two trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, the remaining 
train with DC power available may be capable of supporting 
sufficient systems to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS 
and fuel movement'. By allowing the option to declare 
required features inoperable with the associated DC power 
source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCO ACTIONS. In many instances this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 

8 3.8.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued) 

allowancefor sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the 
required SOD is maintained.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of 
postulat vents. It is further required to immediately 
initia act n to restore the required DC electrical power 
subsyst Ejnan4 to continue this action until restoration is 
accompli hed n order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to J unit safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances 
required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4;8. Therefore, see 
the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of 
each SR.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide the required 
power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 
still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required.  

.(continued)
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B 3.8.8 

75-M- 20yB 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters--Shutdown

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [14] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed 
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, 
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary 
power to the Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety 
Features Actuation System (ESFAS) instrumentation and 
controls so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System,- and 
containment design limits are not exceeded.  

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC Vital 
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling 
accident.  

The inverters were previously. identified as part of the distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the 
NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 

B 3.8.8 

BASES (continued) 73 

LCO The tnverte!Dlensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurrenqe.or a postulated DBA. The 
battery powered tnverter3 pirovtldninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to the AC vital bus~fJ even if the 
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the 
inverteljrequires that the vital bus be powered by the 
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient 
inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner 
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The invert )rquired to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and 
during mo men of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance h 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the Irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered.  
in LCO 3.8.7.  

ACTIONS .2.1. A.2.2, A.2.3. and A.2.4.  

B1 two trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, wDistribution 
stems-Shutdown," the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be 

capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and 
operations with a potential for positive reactivity 

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown B 3.8.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.2. ". .2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued) 

additio .jTe Required Action to suspend positive 
reacti6v tditions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required 
SOD is maintained. By the allowance of the option to 
declare required features inoperable with the associated 
inverter(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCOs' Required Actions. In many instances, this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.  
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative 
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the PeZQ ence of 
postulated events. It is further required to/immyedf tely 
initiate action to restore the required inve te W Ja to 
continue this action until restoration is ac ed in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit 
safety systems may be without power or powered from a 
constant vultage source transformer.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.  

.(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5
V V 

DC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to support 
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required] 
by LCO 3.8.10, Distribution Systems-Shutdown. 3

APPLICABILITY: MODES K and 6, 
During movement of irra,dtated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One r morjerequired A.1.1 Declare affected Immediately 
DC eTectrical power required feature(s) 
subsystens3inoperable. inoperable.  

DR 
A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

ANDR 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 
3.8.8

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.

V V 
.8 Inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class IET 

IAC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) I 
I~required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown.J

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Onefir moril[required] A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
inverte$soi noperabl e. required feature(s) 

inoperable.  

oR 

A.2.! Suspend CORE Immedi ately 
ALTERATIONS.  

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

76 7F- 7-0 
eV

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

A description of-the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, ODC Sources-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and control and 
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources 
during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of Irradiated fuel 
assemblies ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel 
handling accident.  

]S ýThe DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

The DC electrical power subsystems, each subsystem 
consisting of two batteries, one battery charger per 
battery, and the corresponding control equipment and

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

75 T- 2o 2BASES

ICO Interconnecting cabling witthinthe train, Care3equlred to be (continued) OPERABLE to support requireýdrai r.sjof the distribution 
systemsfrequired OPERABLE by LCO T38.10, "Distribution 
Systems-ShutdownJOThis ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC electrical power sources to operate the unit 
in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling 
accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
NODES 5 and 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, provide assurance that: 

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core; 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for NODES!1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.4.  

ACTIONS 1. A.M. A.3. and A.2.4 

two trains are required by ICO 3.8.10, the remaining 
-train wtth DC power available may be capable of supporting 

sufficient systept:wt allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS 
and fuel movemet._jy allowing the option to declare 
required featurKs-nhoperable with the associated DC power 
source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCO ACTIONS. In many Instances, this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

17Y77-_ 205 
BASES 

ACTIONS A.-. A.2.1. A.22,. A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued) 

allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the 
required SDM is maintained.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of 
postulat9-eyents. It is further required to immediately 
initiat latt n to restore the required DC electrical power 
subsystREPi- to continue this action until restoration is 
accompl(ishtirin order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power tb-the unit safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the.  
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances 
required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see 
the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of 
each SR.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide thp required 
power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 
still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required.  

(continued)
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"FT-F - -v sB 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operating.0

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed 
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, 
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary 
power to the Reactor Protective System and Engineered Safety 
Features Actuation System instrumentation and controls so 
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment 
design limits are not exceeded.  

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital 
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling 

105024- accident.  

The inverters were previously identified as part of the distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the 
NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 8 3.8.8 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The inverterilensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurrenceor a postulated DBA. The 
battery powered inverte(s]providPdninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to the AC vitil bufsleven if the 
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the 
inverterJrequires that the AC vital bus be powered by the
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient 
inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner 
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The invertedjrequired to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2,.3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.7.  

ACTIONS A.]. A.2.1. A.2.2, A.2.3. and A.2.4 

_if two trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution 
Systems-Shutdown,' the remaining OPERABLE Inverters may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and 
operations with a potential for positive reactivity 
additions. By the allowance of the option to declare 

(continued)
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Inverters -Shutdown 

B 3.8.8 

BASES ge, z 

ACTIONS A.]. A.2.1. A.2M2. A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued) 

required features inoperable with the associated inverter(s) 
inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be implemented in 
accordance with the affected required features LCOs' 
Required Actions. In many instances, this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the 
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the 
required SDM is maintained.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to jimdi tely 
initiate action to restore the required inverts an to 
continue this action until restoration is accd ilied in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit 
safety systems may be without power or powered from a 
constant voltage source transformer.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.  

(continued)
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources--Shutdown•

LCO 3.8.5

V V 

FDyC electrical power subsystem shall be OPERABLE to suppoitj I the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required I 
by LCO 3.8.10, 'Distribution Systems-Shutdown.'

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Onefor more required A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
DC e1ectri -al power required feature(s) 
subsyste4l inoperable. inoperable.  

OR 
A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2-3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

(continued)
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3.8.8 Inverters -Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 

APPLICABILITY:

V V 
Linverter(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 1 
| AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 

Irequired by LCO 3.8.10, *Distribution Systems-Shutdown.* 

DES 5 an 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or mor.][required] A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
I nverterfsi noperable. required feature(s) 

inoperable.  
-OR 
A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown 0?&V 2.

BASES 

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating." 

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during 
all MODES of operation.  

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources 
during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel 'assemblies ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel 
handling accident.  

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems, Yeach/subsystem 
consisting of two batteries, one bat ery charger per 
battery, and the corresponding control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling within the train, CareJ)equired to be 

(continued)
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OC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5

BASES

LCO OPERABLE to support [equired3 traii~jof distribution systems 
(continued) required[OPERABLE by-ICO 31. 10, 'Distribution 

Systems-Shutdown.3j. This ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC electrical power sources to operate the unit 
in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling 
accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
.MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel 

assemblies provide assurance that: 

a. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

b. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

c. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.4.  

ACTIONS A.I. A.2_1. A.2.2. A.23, and A.2.4 

Lif two trains are required per LCO 3.8.10,'the remaining 
train with DC power available may be capable of supporting 
sufficient systems to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS 
and fuel movement] By allowing the option to declare 
required features inoperable with the associated DC power 
source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCO ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore,,the 
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions). The Required Action to suspend 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 

(continued)
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B 3.8.5 

BASES R 

ACTIONS A.-. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the 
required SO) is maintained.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a .safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of 
postulate vnts. It Is further required to immediately 
initiatefactin to restore the required DC electrical power 
subsyst mt]an to continue this action until restoration is 
accompli Wh•in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to the unit safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 states that Surveillances required by SR 3.8.4.1 
through SR 3.8.4.8 are applicable in these MODES. See the 
corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each 
SR.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason'for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide the required 
power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 
still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter [6].  

2. FSAR, Chapter [15].
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed 
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, 
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary 
power to the Reactor Protective System and Engineered Safety 
Features Actuation System instrumentation and controls so 
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment 
design limits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital 
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling 

I'~s~rI~ accident.  
&&5S The inverters were previously identified as part of the 

distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the 
NRC Policy Statement.

.(conti nued)

BASES
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T7-ý7F- S~OY 
* BASES (continued) 2 

LCO The invertets3ensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurren.e or a postulated DBA. The 
battery powered inverteý )provid&-ninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to the AC vital bufs]even if the 
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABILITY of the 
inverterWrequires that the vital bus be powered by the 
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient 
inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner 
and to mitigate- the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The inverter3]required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events.  
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the untt in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES-1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.7.  

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

[If two trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution 
Systems-Shutdown,w the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

.BASES 

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, operations 
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel, and 
operatin ith a potential for positive reactivity 
additiqhs._The Required Action to suspend positive 
reactiit5/a dditions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required 
SDM is maintained. By the allowance of the option to 
declare required features inoperable with the associated 
inverter(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCOs' Required Actions. In many instances, this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.  
Therefore,.the allowance for sufficiently conservative 
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to inn ately 
initiate action to restore the required inver e•s3nd to 
continue this action until restoration is accbulJshed in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the unit 
safety systems may be without power or powered from a 
constant voltage source transformer.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 

(continued)
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3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 

APPLICABILITY:

DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support 
the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required 
by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems--Shutdown." 

MODES-4 and 5, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

[secondary] containment.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Onefr moreJrequired A.1 Declare affected Immediately 
DC e- ectrical power required feature(s) 
subsysteraJi noperabl e. inoperable.  

PR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
I ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A-2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment.  

.AND 

(continued)
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3.8.8 Inverters--Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 

APPLICABILITY:

Inverter(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 
AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown." 

NODE ;4 -and 5, 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] containment.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or mori[required] A.I Declare affected Immediately 
I nveTj)e i noperabl e. required feature(s) 

inoperable.  

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend handling of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment-.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
with a potential for 
draining the reactor 
vessel.  

AND 
(continued)
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B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

I LO E4 ý

A description of the DC sources Is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
diesel: generators (DGs), emergency auxiliaries, and control 
and switching during all MODES of operation.  

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources 
during MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of Irradiated fuel 
assemblies ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such'as an 
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling 
accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.  

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems-with: 1)reach station 
service DC subsystem consisting of two 125 V batteries in 
series, two battery chargers, and the corresponding control 

(continued)
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B 3.8.5 

BASES 
5T2.  

~E4~* ~ r ( -r~gaiv sdJ1 
LCO equipment and interconnecting]cabl ing; and 2) Feacli DG DC 

(continued) subsystem consisting of one _attery bank, one battery 
charger, and the correspondin control equipment and 
interconnecting .ablingare equired to be OPERABLE to 

Ssupport1FequiredUjC distribution subsysterUrequired 
OPERABLE by LC0-3.10, uDistribution Systems--Shutdown.JL.• 

" hs requirement-ensures the availability of sufficient DC 
(8electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe 

manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events 
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and 
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).  

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the secondary containment provide assurance 
that: 

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertent 
draindown-of the reactor vessel; 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 
are covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.1. A-2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

[If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required 
according to LCO 3.8.10, the DC subsystems remaining 
OPERABLE with one or more DC power sources inoperable may be 

(continued)
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B 3.8.5 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.]. A.2.1. A.2.2, A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and 
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel] 
By allowance of the option to declare required features 
inoperable with associated DC power sources inoperable, 
appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance with 
the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.  
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative 
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,"movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies, and any activities that could 
result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
inittat9i=1 on to restore the required DC electrical power 
subsyst•3•iaid to continue this action until restoration is 
accompllisbd in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to-he plant safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the plant safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances 
required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see 
the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of 
each SR.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide the required 
power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the inverters Is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operatlng.,

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed 
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, 
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary 
power to the Reactor Protection System and Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems instrumentation and controls so that the 
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits 
are not exceeded.  

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital 
bus during MODES 4 and 5 ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability are 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent 
draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of 
Distribution System and, as such, satisfy Criterion 
NRC Policy Statement.

the 
3 of the

(continued)
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BASES (continued) 

LCO The inverteisfensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurren, ýor postulated DBA. The 
battery powered tnvertefts3provid&-zninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to the AC vital bus•3s.even if the 
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABLE lnverte*_) 
require the AC vital bus be powered by the inverter through 
inverted DC voltage. This ensures the availability of 
sufficient inverter power sources to operate the plant in a 
safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and 
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).  

APPLICABILITY The inver eI'equired to be OPERABLE in NODES 4 and 5 and 
also any itme iuring movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
in the [pghm~ry or secondary] containment provide assurance 
that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in 
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor 
vessel; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that.can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for NODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in 
LCO 3.8.7.

ACTIONS 

LI two divisions are required by LCO 3.8.10, Distribution 
• ,ystems-Shutdown," the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be 

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.). A.2.1. A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

capable of supporting sufficient required feature(s) to 
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vess4l.I) 
By the allowance of the option to declare required 
feature(s) inoperable with the associated inverter(s) 
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in 
accordance with the affected required feature(s) of the 
LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may involve 
undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance 
for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to 
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the [primary or secondary] containment, and 
any activities that could result in inadvertent draining of 
the reactor vessel).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the oPMrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to mmed tely 
initiate action to restore the required inver erssilan to 
continue this action until restoration is acc mp TsYed in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power 'tote plant 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the plant 
safety systems may be without power or powered from a 
constant voltage source transformer.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.  

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
3.8.5

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 

APPLICABILITY:

V V 

DC electrical power subsystem(s) shall be OPERABLE to 
Isupport the electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 1 
[required by LCO 3.8.10, 'Distribution Systems-Shutdown.j 

MODES 4 and 5, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

[primary or secondary] containment.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or morelrequired A.1 Declare-affected Immediately 
DC electr cal power required feature(s) 
subsystei]s]inoperable, inoperable.  

gR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

WND 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of- -Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[primary or 
secondary] 
containment.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
with a potential for 
draining the reactor 
vessel.  

AND 
(continued)
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3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 

APPLICABILITY:

V 

VInverter(s) shall be OPERABLE to support the onsite Class 
AC vital bus electrical power distribution subsystem(s) 
required by LCO 3.8.10, *Distribution Systems-Shutdown." 

MODES 4 and 5, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

[primary or secondary] containment.

V 
I E

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Onefor morej[required] A.I Declare affected Immediately 
inverter[s] noperable. required feature(s) 

inoperable.  

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2.2 Suspend handling of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[primary or 
secondary] 
containment.  

AND 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
with a potential for 
draining the reactor 
vessel.  

AND 
(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

72377F- Z o .2

A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, IDC Sources-Qperating.0

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for the 
diesel generators, emergency auxiliaries, and control and 
switching during all MODES of operation.  

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent-with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources 
during MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as an 
inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.  

6ASR The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

The DC electrical power subsystesbch nit g of•-.'• .•." €e"-•,I 

[two] battery banks, [one or two] battery charger[s], and 

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.5

BASES

LCo 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting 
cabling within the division, are required to be OPERABLE to 
support require• •ivisiorg]of Distribution Systemtdivisions 
required OPERABUE by LCO 3.8.10, ODistribution 
Systems-Shutdown.j iThis ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC elecirfcal power sources to operate the unit 
in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling 
accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the [primary or secondary containment] provide 
assurance that: 

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant 
inventory makeup are available for the irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the core in case of an inadvertent 
draindown of the reactor vessel; 

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 
are covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS

T /; -•]. . A.2 .1. A .M .2 A .2 .3 , and A .2 .4 LI more than one DC distribution subsystem is required 
( cording to LCO 3.8.10, the DC subsystems remaining 

OPERABLE with one or more DC power sources inoperable may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and 
operations with a potential for draining the reactor ve

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown 

B 3.8.5 

BASES -_ 

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. A.2,2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

By allowing the option to declare required features 
inoperable with associated DC power source(s) inoperable, 
appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance with 
the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts.  
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative 
actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies, and any activities that could 
result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulat ed.e~nts. It is further required to immediately 
initial actdob to restore the required DC electrical power 
subag en_ an'to continue this action until restoration is 
acconMlisT in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
power to¶he plant safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsystems 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the plant safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5,l 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances 
required by SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.8. Therefore, see 
the corresponding Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of 
each SR.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide the required 
power supply or otherwise rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 
still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required.  

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

7-67F -7,04/B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters-Operating."

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient accident analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] 
(Ref. 1) and Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety 
Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are 
designed to provide the required capacity, capability, 
redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of 
necessary power to the Reactor Protection System and 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems instrumentation and controls 
so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment 
design limits are not exceeded.  

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY.  

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital 
bus during MODES 4 and 5 ensures that: 

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability are 
available for monitoring and maintaintng the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent 

,* draindown of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The inverters were previously identified as part of the 
Distribution System and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the 
NRC Policy Statement.

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The inverte•sensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurrenM or postulated DBA. The 
battery powered invertefs]provid6_Jninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to The AC vital bus~seven if the 
4.16 kV safety buses are de-energized. OPERABLE inverters 
require the AC vital bus be powered by the inverter through 
inverted DC voltage. This ensures the availability of 
sufficient inverter power sources to operate the plant in a 
safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and 
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).  

APPLICABILITY The invertefdsjrequired to be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 and 
also any time during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
in the [primary or secondary] containment provide assurance 
that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core in 
case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor 
vessel; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in 
LCO 3.8.7.  

ACTIONS A.I. A.2. .A.2.2. A.2.3. and A.2.4 

LIf two divisions are required by LCO 3.8.10, wDistribution 
Systems-Shutdown." the remaining OPERABLE inverters may be 

(continued)
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Inverters-Shutdown 

B 3.8.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1. A.2.. A.2.2, A.2,3. and A.2.4 (continued) 

capable of supporting sufficient required feature(s) to 
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and 
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vess~lJJ 
By the allowance of the option to declare required 
feature(s) inoperable with the associated inverter(s) 
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in 
accordance with the affected required feature(s) of the 
LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may involve 
undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance 
for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to 
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the [primary or secondary] containment, and 
any activities that could result in inadvertent draining of 
the reactor vessel).  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to Jadately 
initiate action to restore the required inverer a d to 
continue this action until restoration is acc m pJ4Thed in 
order to provide the necessary inverter powerWt the plant 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the plant 
safety systems may be without power or powered from a 
constant voltage source transformer.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.  

(continued)
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Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler 
Correct usage of "required" components and base ACTIONS on inoperable required equipment 

Classification: 1) Correct Specifications 

NUREGs Affected: 9 1430 W 1431 [] 1432 [-] 1433 0 1434 

Description: 
3.4.5 Condition A is modified to omit the term 'required" in the BWOG and CEOG NUREG.  
3.4.5 Condition C (WOG - Condition D) is revised to read "[TJwol [required) RCS loops inoperable OR Required RCS 
loop not in operation." 
3.4.6 Conditions A and B are combined and simplified.  
3.4.6 Condition C is revised to read "Two required loops inoperable OR Required loop not in operation." 
SR 3.4.6.1 is revised to include "required." 
3.4.7 Condition A is revised to base the entry conditions on inoperable required equipment and to preclude entry into 
Condition A when also in Condition B since this-results in a requirement to initiate action to restore the "second" 
DIB/RHR/SDC loop to OPERABLE status at the same time as the action to restore ONE DHR/RHR/SDC loop to 
OPERABLE status.  
3.4.7 Condition B is revised to read "T-o required loops inoperable OR Required loop not in operation." 
SR 3.4.7.1 is revised to include "required.0 
3.4.8 Condition A is modified to include the term "required." 
3.4.8 Condition B is revised to read "Two required DHR/RHR/SDC loops inoperable OR Required DHR/RIR/SDC loop 
not in operation." 
SR 3.4.8.1 is revised to include "required." 
The Bases are revised as necessary to reflect the above changes.  

Justification: 
3.4.5 Condition A is modified to omit the term "required" since B&W and CE units have only two RCS loops and both 
must be OPERABLE to comply with the LCO. This portion of the change does not apply to Westinghouse plants.  

3.4.5 Condition C (WOG - Condition D) is revised to consistently identify and correct the entry conditions. The 
Condition A entry condition is written based on the inoperable equipment (as are entry conditions for almost all 
ACTIONS.) Therefore, the change to the first entry condition of Condition C provides a consistent identification of 
entry conditions based on inoperable equipment rather than what remains as OPERABLE equipment. The second entry 
condition for 3.4.5 Condition C is corrected since the RCS loops are allowed by the LCO Note to be removed from 

"-opcration.-Therefoie, -theIO-d0oesof ahvatys S 46r-th•e ing;-- dis neo-s-
differentiate betwecncomp"1p andonp9 compliance with the LCO when utilizing the Note allomance.  

3.4.6 Conditions A and B are combined and simplified. The revised entry condition is based only.on the inoperable 
equipment which is required to be OPERABLE by the LCO (not on the status of all available equipment). An entry 
condition based on the status of equipment which is not required by the LCO is inconsistent with the remainder of the 

-NUREG and with the Writer's Guide (NUMARC 93-03). The revised Required Actions also provide for clearer- -- -
direction on when a shutdown to MODE 5 is required (the Note clarifies that MODE 5 is only required ifa 
DHR/RHR/SDC loop is OPERABLE). Also, the connector between Required Actions B. 1 and B.2 is revised from OR 
to AND (as reflected in proposed Required Actions A. 1 and A.2.) The Bases clearly indicate that Required Action B.2 
is required if restoration (per Required Action B. 1) is not accomplished. With an OR connector, a choice is provided of 
either Required Action B. I or B.2, but if Required Action B.1 is chosen and fulfilied, i.e., action to restore has been 
initiated, Required Action B.2 is not required by the NUREG. Since this is inconsistent with the intent (per the Bases) 
and with similar requirements in NUREG 1431 and NUREG-1432, the connector is revised to require both actions. If 
restoration is accomplished, i.e., completed, the Condition is exited and the Required Action to be in MODE 5 is not 
required.  

3.4.6 Condition C (proposed Condition B) is revised to consistently identify and correct the entry conditions. The 
Condition A entry condition is written based on the inoperable equipment (as are entry conditions for almost all 
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A S e t h to o on prov.desa ons ntietifia f 
ACTIONS.) Therefore, the change to the first entry condition of Condition C provides a consistent identification of 
entry conditions based on inoperable equipment rather than what remains s OPERABLE equipment. The second entry 
condition for 3.4.6 Condition C is corrected since the loops are allowed by an LCO Note to be removed from operation.  
Therefore, the LCO does not always require a loop to be operating, and "required" is necessary to differentiate between 
compliance and non compliance with the LCO when utilizing the Note allowance.  

"Required" is also added to SR 3.4.6.1 based on the application of the Note, i.e., a loop is not always required to be in 
operation.  

LCO 3.4.7, new Conditions A and B are based only on the status of the equipment which is required to be OPERABLE 
by the LCO (not on the status of all available equipment). An entry condition based on the status of equipment which is 
not required by the LCO is inconsistent with the remainder of the NUREG and the Writer's Guide (NUMARC 93-03).  
Further, with insufficient steam generator capability, both DHR/RHR/SDC loops are required to be OPERABLE. One 
inoperable loop would then require entry into both 3.4.7 Conditions A and B since a required DHRIRHR/SDC loop is 
inoperable. It is not the intent of the NUREG to require entry into 3.4.7 Condition B if one DHR/RHR/SDC loop is 
OPERABLE and operating. Therefore, the 3.4.7. Condition B entry conditions are revised to "No required 
DHRIRHRISDC loop OPERABLE or required DHR/RHR/SDC loop not in operation." Also, requirement to initiate 
action to restore a "second" DHR/RHR/SDC loop to OPERABLE status at the same time as the action to restore one 
DHR/RHR/SDC loop to OPERABLE status is inappropriate.  

"Required" is also added to SR 3.4.7.1 based on the application of the Note, i.e., a loop is not always required to be in 
operation.  

3.4.8 Condition A is modified to include "required" based on the application of Note 2, i.e., both loops are not always 
required to be OPERABLE.  

3.4.8 Condition B is revised to clarify and correct the entry conditions. The change to the first entry condition provides 
a clarification such that when only one loop is required to be OPERABLE (i.e., during application of Note 2) and that 
loop is inoperable, this is the appropriate Condition.  

The second entry condition for 3.4.8 Condition B is corrected since the DHR/RHR/SDC loops are allowed by the LCO 
Note to be removed from.operation Therefore, the LCO does not always require a DHR/RHR/SDC loop to be operating, 
and "required" is necessary to differentiate between compliance and n6n compliance with the LCO when utilizing the 
Note allowance.  

"Required" is also added to SR3-4;8.1 basedon the application of the Note, i.e., a loop is not always required to be in 

operation.  

Industry Contact: Clarkson Nocl (864) 855-3077 ntclarks@duke-ener.com 

NRC Contact: Weston, Mag 301-314-3151 mww@nrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: ANO-1 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 
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Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 06-Nov-97 

Owners Group Comments 
ANO-I-48 and Supplement 
Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 06-Nov-97 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 06-Nov-97 Date Distributed for Review 15-Dec-97 
OG Review Completed: R BWOG [] WOG R CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
LCO 3.4.5 changes NA to WOG due to 3 loop and 3 loop plants. Applicable to PWRs.  
TSTF Resolution: Superceeded Date: 05-Feb-98

TSTF Revision 1. Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: WOG 

Revision Description: 
NUREG 1431, LCO 3.4.5 Condition D: add "[1] to required.  

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 23-Jun-98 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 01-Sep-98 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date. 01-Sep-98 Date Distributed for Review 23-Sep-98 

OG Review Completed: Z<BWOG • WOG 6Z CEOG [ BWROG 

"TSTF Comments: .  
(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 23-Sep-98 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 25-Sep-98 

NRC Comments: 
1/13/99 - Referred to SRXB 
3/22/99 - In SRXB review.  
4/28/99 - NRC requests that TSTF modify to incorporate points from April 8, 1999 discussion.  
Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 28-Apr-99 
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TSTF Revision 2 Revision StatuS: Active Next Action: 

Revision Proposed by- NRC 

Revision Description: 
Revised TSTF-263 to reflect NRC comments.  
1) Removed Bases changes describing the application of the LCO Notes. The ISTS description accurately 
describes the application of the Notes.  
2) Made editorial corrections to the Bases to ensure that the Bases description of a Condition matches the 
specifications.  
3) Revised the 3.4.7, Condition B, on SG water level to be consistent with the LOO and the current 
Condition and Action.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 15-Jun-99 Date Distributed for Review 15-Jun-99 
OG Review Completed: 2 BWOG [] WOO 2 CEOG 2 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
(No Comments) 
TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 15-Jun-99 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 23-Jun-99 

NRC Comments: 
10/6/99 - NRC comments: 
Except for the items listed below, the proposed changes are acceptable because they are clarifying in nature 
and do not reduce any of the intended technical requirements.  
1. For all three vendors, the proposed wording for LCO 3.4.7, Action A.2 should be changed to use the 
same wording as proposed for Action B.2. This change is required to ensure that the operability of the 
steam generators is tied to the limits on secondary side water level.  
2. For all three vendors, a Bases section needs to be provided for LCO 3.4.7, Action A.2.  
3. For Westinghouse only, the proposed wording of the second part of LCO 3.4.5, Condition D, should be 
modified as follows to maintain consist•ncy with the LW wording which, on a plant specific basis (i.e., 
bracketed), could require more-than one loop to be in operation: Required RCS loop(s) not in operation.  
4. For Westinghouse only, the proposed placement of the word "not" in the first sentence of the bases 
section for LCO 3.4.7, Actions 0.1 and C.2 is incorrect. SRXB recommends that placement of the word 

_ .... ot"_bccha eas. olloi "fa requiredm1Rloop is notjn operation,!' -
.. -b.For Co u ion g only, the second part of LCO 3.4.5, Condition C is missing the word "not'.  
SRXB recommends that the word not be added as follows to address the condition of a required RCS loop 
not being in operation: "Required RCS loop not in operation." 
6. For Combustion Engineering only, the first sentence of the bases section for LCO 
3.4.6, Actions B. I and B.2 should be modified as follows to address the condition of a required loop not 
being in operation: "If two required loops or trains are inoperable or a required loop or train is not in 
operation".  
Final Resolution: Supcrceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 06-Oct-99 

TSTF Revision 3 Revision Status: Active Next Action: TSTF 

Revision Proposed by: NRC 
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(BWOG-83, Rev. 0) TSTF-263, Rev. 3 

TSTF Revision 3 Revision Status: Active Next Action: TSTF 

Revision Description: 
The TSTF is modified to incorporate the NRCs comments.  

1. For all three vendors, the proposed wording for LCO 3.4.7, Action A.2 was changed to use the same 
wording as proposed for Action B.2.  

2. For all three vendors, a Bases section was provided for LCO 3.4.7, Action A-2.  

3. For Westinghouse only, the proposed wording of the second part of LCO 3.4.5, Condition D, was 
modified to state, "Required RCS loop(s) not in operation." 

4. For Westinghouse only, the placement of the word "not" in the first sentence of the Bases section for 
LCO 3.4.7, Actions C.1 and C.2 is changed to state: "If a required RHR loop is not in operation," 

5. For Combustion Engineering only, a "not" was added to the second part of LCO 3.4.5, Condition C, 
such that the statement is, "Required RCS loop not in operation." 

6. For Combustion Engineering only, the first sentence of the Bases section for LCO 3.4.6, Actions B. I 
and B.2 was modified to state, "If two required loops or trains are inoperable or a required loop or train is 
not in operation." 

These changes do not affect the technical intent of the Traveler.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 02-Nov-99 Date Distrbuted for Review 

OG Revm Completed: E3 BWOG El WOG El CEOG El BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Date: 

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

1:lNUREG &Vmncorporated:-- ý--*- -U 

Affected Technical Specifications 
Action 3.4.6.A RCS Loops -MODE 4 

Action 3.4.6.A Bases RCS Loops -MODE 4 

Action 3.4.6.B RCS Loops - MODE 4 

Change Description: Deleted 

Action 3.4.6.B Bases RCS Loops - MODE 4 

Change Description: Deleted 
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(BWOG43, Rev. 0) TSTF-263, Rev. 3
Action 3.4.6.C

Action 3.4.6.C Bases

SR 3.4.6.1 

SR 3.4.6.1 Bases 

Action 3.4.7A 

Action 3.4.7A Bases 

Action 3.4.7.B

Action 3.4.7.B Bases

Action 3.4.7.C 

Action 3.4.7.C Bases

RCS Loops - MODE 4 

Change Description: Renamed Action B and revised 

RCS Loops - MODE 4 

Change Description: Renamed Action B and revised 

RCS Loops - MODE 4 

RCS Loops - MODE 4 

RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filed 

RCS Loops -MODE 5, Loops Filed 

RCS Loops- MODE 5, Loops Fled 

Change Description: New Action 

RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filed 

Change Description: New Action 

RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fled 

Change Description: Relabeled Action C and revised 

RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filed 

Change Description: Relabeled Action C and revised

SR 34.7.1 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fled 

Action 3.4.8.A RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filed 

Action 3.4.8A Bases RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

Action 3.4.8.B, RCS Loops - MODE S, Loops Not Filed 

Action 3.4.6.8 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filed 

SR 3.4.8.1 RCS Loops - MODE S, Loops Not Filed 

SR 3.4.8.1 Bases RCS Loops: MODE , Loops Not Filed -. ...  

Action 3.4.5.A RCS Lcops-MODE3----. .- NUREG(s)- 1430 1432 Only 

Action 3.4.5A Bases RCS Loops -MODE 3 - " - NUREG(s)- 1430 1432 Only 

Action 3.4.5.C RCS Loops - MODE 3 NUREG(s)- 14301432 Only 

Action 3.4.5.C Bases RCS Loops - MODE 3 NUREG(s)- 1430 1432 Only 

Action 3.4.5.D RCS Loops - MODE 3 NUREG(s)- 1431 Only 

Action 3.4.5.D Bases RCS Loops - MODE 3 NUREG(s)- 1431 Only_ 
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RCS Loops-MODE 3 
3.4.5 

"T-" TF-2.63
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.5 RCS Loops-MODE 3

LCO 3.4.5 Two RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and at least one RCS loop 
shall be in operation.  

------- - -- NOTE ----- ---------------
All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) may be de-energized for 
ý 8 hours per 24 hour period for the transition to or from 
the Decay Heat Removal System, and all RCPs may be 
de-energized for g 1 hour per 8 hour period for any other 
reason, provided:

a. No operations are permitted that would 
of the RCS boron concentration; and

cause reduction

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least [1O]'F 
below saturation temperature.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

ACTIONS 
.CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

- A.- One ýRCS loop A.1 Restore 65Rý RCS 72 hours ... --- noperai5T•.- ...... : .. • : - loop to OPERABLE- -• -: -.. - .. -
status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.4-7



ACTIONS (continued)

RCS Loops-MODE 3 
3;4.5 

77S TF- Z 3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C.

"E-/ý2;RCS 1001 
operation.

C.I

C.2

Suspend all 
operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.

Initiate action to 
restore one RCS loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours 

.SR 3.4.5.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.4-8



RCS Loops-HODE 4 
3.4.6 

STSF- 263
3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4

LCO 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and 
decay heat removal (DHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and at 
least one loop shall be in operation.

-- NOTE 
All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) 
. 8 hours per 24 hour period for 
the DHR System, and all RCPs and 
de-energized for : 1 hour per 8 
reason, provided:

may be de-energized for 
the transition to or from 
DHR pumps may be 

hour period for any other

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction 
of the RCS boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10F 
below saturation temperature.  

--------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.

A. One required g•loop 
inoperable.

Initiate action to 
restore a second loop 
to OPERABLE status.

Immediately

onl~y'y4fI zue

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.4-9



ACTIONS (continuedl

RCS Loops-MODE 4 
3,74.6 

TS7s-- 2 ,1.?

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One quired DHR loop 
i erable.  

Two required ! loops 
inoperable.

B.

B.2

Initiate action to 
restore a secon oop 
nto OPERABLE tus.  

Be MODE 5.

Imediately 

24 ours
I.

-- I. __________________________ L

OD feg, "
loops Inoperable.  

oprtn oop in 
opeaio~n.~

Suspend all 
operations involving 
a reduction in RCS 
boron concentration.  

Initiate action to 
restore one loop to 
OPERABLE status and 
operation.

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify •. DHR or RCS loop is In operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation.

.. I

Rev l, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7

A. ne DHR loop 
inoperable..0

.3

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify( DHR loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify required SG secondary side water 12 hours 
levels are k [50]%.  

(continued)
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I I 

A. One required DHR loop

A. One required DHR loop 
inoperable.  

AND 

One DHR loop 
OPERABLE.

B. One or more required SGs 
with secondary side water 
level not within limit.  

AND 

One DHR loop 
OPERABLE.

A. 1 Initiate action to restore a 
second DHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

A.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately

I 4

B. 1 Initiate action to restore a 
second DHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.  

-OR 

B.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately

1. - - I

.7



3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

RCS Loops-M4ODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3;4.8 

-7- STF- z2

LCO 3.4.8 Two decay heat 
DHR loop shall

removal (DHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and one 
be in operation.

-NOTES 
1. All DHR pumps may be de-energized for 9 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another provided: 

[a. The maximum RCS temperature is : [160]JF;] 

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a 
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No-draining operations to further 
water volume are permitted.  

2. One DHR loop may be inoperable for : 2 
surveillance testing provided that the 
OPERABLE and in operation.

reduce the RCS 

hours for 
other DHR loop is

APPLICABILITY; MODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION - -REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A. One DHR loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable. restore DHR loop to 

'OPERABLE status.  

(continued)

Rev1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops--IODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
-3.4.8 

ACTIONS (continued) __,_

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TINE

B. A uiiedDHR loopf 8.1 Suspend all Immediately 
Cij e &•• •poperations involving 

reduction in RCS 
OR boron concentration.  

DHR loop in AND 
operation;•) B.2 Initiate action to Immediately 

restore one DHR loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify( DHR loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
DHR pump that is not in operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/953.4-15BWOG STS



RCS Loops-MODE 3 B:3.4.5

-7F_ -F--63
BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore, 
one RCS loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat 
removal. A second RCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but 
not in operation for redundant heat removal capability.

Operation in other NODES is covered by:

LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO

3.4.4, 
3.4.6, 
3.4.7, 
3.4.8, 
3.9.4,

LCO 3.9.5,

"RCS Loops--MODES I and 2%; 
"RCS Loops--ODE 4'; 
,RCS Loops-NODE 5, Loops Filled'; 
"*RCS Loops-NODE 5, Loops Not Filled'; 
"Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level' (NODE 6); and 

'Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level' (MODE 6).

A.1

If one( RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for 
forced flow heat removal is lost. The Required Action is 
restoration of the e RCS loop to OPERABLE status 
within a Completion 1Time of 72 hours. This time allowance 
is a justified period to be without the redundant 
nonoperating loop because a single loop in operation has a 
heat transfer capability greater than that needed to remove 
the decay heat produced in the reactor core.  

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit 
must be brought to NODE 4. In MODE 4, the plant may be 
placed on the DHR System. The allowed Completion Time of 
12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
achieve cooldown and depressurization from"the existing 
plant conditions and without challenging plant systems.

'Involving a reduction 
immediately suspended.

MLjor'in operation, except as 
FinThe LCO section, all operations 
of RCS boron concentration must be 

This is necessary because boron

.(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS
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RCS Loops-HODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

S7"F-263 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies because it is possible to remove 

core decay heat and to provide proper boron mixing with 

either the RCS loops and SGs or the DHR System.  

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, *RCS Loops-MODES I and 20; 

LCO 3.4.5, IRCS Loops-MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled'; 

LCO 3.4.8, ,RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled'; 

LCO 3.9.4, *Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 

LCO 3.9.5, 'Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level* (MODE 6).  

ACTIONS A.  

If only one required RCS loop or DHR loop is OPERABLE and in 

operation, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action must 

be initiated to restore a second loop to OPERABLE status.  

The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 

maintaining the availability of two paths for heat removal.  

Ioo_ I .rest-oeresT, 1ore, e ao mplished .- •anu?.a DHR,,, loo i 

OPRABLE at fshe unitn must beebougt toMD5wihntea 

at consera iveatodih eadtecayhet rmoal 
ithe 

Sslyl one DHR loop operable , danc ipoeradcae heat 

(•Ifremtovalto isost an, incthe evet~s ofd'-a loss oof terminin 

onyon HRlopOEABE rdndnyfor Iea ha 

DHR loop would be safer to hat loss from 

MODE 5contide rather than MODE 4 be The 

Complet on e ine of 24 hours is reasotn-li, bsfed on 

(continued) 

n,,UW *e5 
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

BASES / .  

ACTIONS • d.2(continued) 

operating experience, to reach MODE 5 in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

(Z. and/'~ 2" (ca reu-c7ap 

if fJRCS or DHR loops are or n operation, excep 
during conditions permitted by the Note in the LCO section, 
all operations involving a reduction of RCS boron 
concentration must be suspended and action to restore one 
RCS or DHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be 
initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for 
proper mixing, and the margin to criticality must not be 
reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion 
Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for 
decay heat removal. The action to restore must continue 
until one loop is restored to operation.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,4.6,1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance reuires verification every 12 hours of 
the required jgffiý - HR or RCS loopt in operation to 
ensure forced flow s providing decay heat removal.  
Verificationtincludes flow rate, temperature, or pump status 
monitoring. The 12 hour interval has been shown by 
operativg practice to be sufficient to regularly assess RCS 
loop status. In addition, control room indication and 
alarms will normally indicate loop status.  

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that 
an additional RCS or DHR loop can be placed in operation if 
needed to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps.  
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of 
other administrative controls and has been shown to be 
acceptable by operating experience.  

(continued)
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This Required Action is modified by a Note which indicates that the unit must be placed in 
MODE 5 only if a DHR loop is OPERABLE. With no DHR loop OPERABLE, the unit is in a 
condition with only limited cooldown capabilities. Therefore, the actions are to be concentrated 
on the restoration of a DHR loop, rather than a cooldown of extended duration.



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

-T 7-F-2- 63 

BASES E4 3 

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.4, "Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
(continued) Circulation-High Water Level' (MODE 6); and 

LCO 3.9.5, "Decay Heat Removal (DHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).  

ACTIONS A '?.d .2o ,PO- re,&f 

If one DHR loop is. e and any Ghas secondary side 
water level < [50]%, re undancy for heat removal is lost.  
Action must be initiated to restore a second DHR loop to 
OPERABLE status or initiate action to restore the secondary 
side water level in the SGs, and action must be taken 
tmaediatel. Either Required Action r :u d.  
A•cJ�Ao�.•iwll restore redundant decay heat removal paths.  
Ihe immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining the availability of two paths for heat removal.  

If no DHR loop is in operation, except. as provided in 
Note 1, or no required DHR loop is OPERABLE, all operations 
involving the reduction of RCS boron concentration must be 
suspended and action to restore a DHR loop to OPERABLE 
status and operation must be initiated. Boron dilution 
requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and the 
margin to criticality must not be reduced in this type of 

-operation. The immediate Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining operation for decay heat-:removal.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS.  

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required DHR loop is in operation. Verification includes 
flow rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which 
help ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess degradation. In addition, 
control room indication and alarms will normally indicate 
loop status.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BASES (continued) -..  

ACTIONS A./. j"; aieC 

If -one DHR loop is 0 redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. Require--Action A.1 is to immediately 
initiate activities to restore a second loop to OPERABLE 
status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for 
heat removal.  

B.1 and 6.2' 

Jiffto~required loop no aWn or the required loop 
is not in operation, except as prowved by Note 1 in the 

LCO, the Required Action requires immediate suspension of 

all operations involving boron reduction and requires 
initiation of action to immediately restore one DHR loop to 

OPERABLE status and operation. The Required Action for 

restoration does not apply to the condition of both loops 

not in operation when the exception Note in the LCO is in 

force.. The immediate Completion Time reflects the 

importance of maintaining operations for decay heat removal.  

The action to restore must continue until one loop is 
restored.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

. - This-_ eillance requires verification every-12-hours that 

ta;as n_<r.loop is in operation. Verification includes 
Tilow rate6,7temperature, or pump status monitoring, which 

help ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 

12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be 

sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 

operation within safety analyses assumptions.  

SR 3,4,s,2 

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE 

ensures that redundancy for heat removal is provided. The 

requirement also ensures that additional loops can be placed 

in operation if needed to maintain decay heat removal and 

reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by 

verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to 

(continued)

B Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(conti nued'

RCS Loops--BODE 3 3.4.5 

7: 7TF-2z3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. One required RCS loop C.1 Restore required RCS 1 hour not in operation, and loop to operation. , 
reactor trip breakers 
closed and Rod Control DR 
System capable of rod withdrawal. C.2 De-energize all I hour 

control rod drive 
mechanisms (CRDMs).

D. [Two] RCS loops 

inoperable.  

eRCS loopIn.  
ope rat ion'.  

f zeJ77

D.I 

AND 

D. 2

AND

D.3

De-energize all 
CRDIs.  

Suspend all 
operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.  

Initiate action to 
restore one RCS loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation............

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loops are in operation. 12 hours 

(continued)

WOG STS
Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
3.4.6 

7S 7T 2 23 

" -33.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.6 RCS Loops--ODE 4

LCO 3.4.6 Two loops consisting of any combination of RCS loops and 
residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE, and one 
loop shall be in operation.

1'4LI I I

1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and IWR pumps may be 
de-energized for g 1 hour per 8 hour period provided: 

a. No operations are permitted that would cause 
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 1O0F 
below saturation temperature.  

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg 
temperature S [275]'F unless the secondary side water 
temperature of each steam generator (SG) is g [501]F 
above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures.  

-------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY:. MODE 4.

AeTTflPJ� FI�.. I £�I��P

CONDITION :REQUIRED-ACTION -. COMPLETIONTINE

A. One required(gloop 
inoperable.

A.l Initiate action to 
restore a second loop 
to.OPERABLE status.

Immediately

T~ gb~ l if.
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
3.4.6

ACTIONS (continued)
5 7-F-2 63

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One equired RHR loop 
I perable.  

Two required S loops 
I.noperable

loops inoperable.

oeoop in operation.

X' Be in MODE
"5

724h

t T _
/

I. L

Suspend all 
operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.  

Initiate action to 
restore one loop to 
OPERABLE status and 
operation.

Imnediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCEREQUIREMENTS 
__ 

SURVEILLANCE. FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.6.1 `Verifyc(6 lRHR or RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify SG secondary side water levels are 12 hours 
k [171% for required RCS loops.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 3.4.7

7~I~ 7Tav_3pJJ

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.7.1 Verifyg )RHR loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify SG secondary side water level is 12 hours 

k [171% in required SGs.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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A. One required RHR loop 
inoperable.  

AND 

One RHR loop 
OPERABLE.

B. One or more required SGs 
with secondary side water 
level not within limit.  

AND 

One RHR loop 
OPERABLE.

A. I Initiate action to restore a 
second RHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

A.2 Iniiiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately

9* .9

B. 1 Initiate action to restore a 
second RHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

B.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8

7- 7T-2 3
3i-4--EACTOR--COOLANT SYSTEM-(RCS)----. -

3.4.8 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled

LCO 3.4.8
Two residual heat removal (RHR) loops shall be OPERABLE and 
one RHR loop shall be in operation.  

-- - -- - --- -- -NOTES 

1. All RHR pumps may be de-energized for : 15 minutes when 
switching from one loop to another provided: 

a. [The core outlet temperature is maintained > 10"F 
below saturation temperature.] 

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a 
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and

c. No draining operations to further 
water volume are permitted.  

2. One RHR loop may be inoperable for : 2 
surveillance testing provided that the 
OPERABLE and in operation.

APPLICABILITY:

reduce the RCS 

hours for 
other RHR loop is

140DE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One RHR loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 

Inoperable. restore RHR loop to 
OPERABLE status.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
WOG STS
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RCS Loops-MODE

ACTIONS- (continued)

5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

-TF 2 3
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B.1 

AND 

B.2

Suspend all 
operations involving 
reduction in RCS 
boron concentration.  

-Initiate action to 
restore one RHR loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

Iumediately 

Immediately

_____________________ I _______________________ £ _____________

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify( WRHIR loops in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and - 7 days 
indicated power are available to the 
required RHR pump that is not In operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-HODE 3 
B 3,4.5 

7-S'- TF- ; LJI 
BASES 7 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

the Required Action-is either to restore the required RCS 
loop to operation or to de-energize all CRDMs by opening the 
RTBs or de-energiZing the motor generator (MG) sets. When 
the RTBs are in the closed position and Rod Control System 
capable of rod withdrawal, it is postulated that a power 
excursion could occur in the event of an inadvertent control 
rod withdrawal. This mandates having the heat transfer 
capacity of two RCS loops in operation. If only one loop is 
in operation, the RTBs must be opened. The Completion Times 
of 1 hour to restore the required RCS loop to operation or 
de-energize all CRDMs is adequate to perform these 
operations in an orderly manner without exposing the unit to 
risk for an undue time period.  

D.1. D.2. and 0.3 11 

If [two] RCS loops are inoperable or RCS loop is in 
operation, except as during conditions permitted by the Note 
in the LCO section' all CRDMs must be de-energized by 
opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG sets. All 
operations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration 
must be suspended, and action to restore one of the RCS 
loops to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.  
Boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper 
mixing, and opening the RTBs or de-energizing the MG sets 
removes the possibility of an inadvertent rod withdrawal.  
The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining operation for heat removal. The action to 
restore must be continued until one loop is restored to 
OPERABLE status and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required loops are in operation.- Verification includes flow 
rate, temperature, and pump status monitoring, which help 
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other 
indications and alarms available to the operator in the 
control room to monitor RCS loop performance.  

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

7-S 7f-2 63

LCO Surveillance Program, which has the minimum water level 
- (continued) specified in SR 3.4.6.2.  

Similarly for the RHR System, an OPERABLE RHR loop comprises 
an OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced flow to an 
OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RCPs and RHR pumps are 
OPERABLE if they are capable 6f being powered and are able 
to provide forced flow if required.  

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO ensures forced circulation of the 
reactor coolant to remove decay heat from the core and to 
provide proper boron mixing. One loop of either RCS or RHR 
provides sufficient circulation for these purposes.  
However, two loops consisting of any combination of RCS and 
RHR loops are required to be OPERABLE to meet single failure 
considerations.  

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, 3RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 21; 
LCO 3.4.5, ORCS Loops-MODE 30; 
LCO 3.4.7, IRCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled3 ; 
LCO 3.4.8, ORCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.5, "Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level* (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.6, *Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS Aj 

& oeLru rl<0 ioop i s i oerb 
redun-dancy for heat removal AsIost. Action 

must be nitiated to restore a second RCS or MHR loop to 
OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for 
heat removal.  

If one g-ueired RMRiJs OPERABLEfjnd-in opera~t1- and 
are no S-opsLE, inoperb cS or MRi 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6

BASESr

ACTIONS 4 (continued) 
loo ' • berestorp•

L -P 
i/ , 'k/lP o:id4 Y

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Sr the unit must be brought to MODE 5 within 
24 hours. Bringing the unit to MODE 5 is a conservative 
action with regard to decay heat removal. With only one RHR 
loop OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost 
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining RHR oop, i~ t 
would be safer to initiate-that loss from MODE 5 c- W'F), 
rather than MODE 4 ((gOo F. The Completo meo 
24 hours is a reasonable time, based on operating 
experience, to rekch MODE 5 from MODE 4 in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.  

f andA~ -uve o1 J 

IfT6 loop E or in operation, except during 
conditions pemitted y Note I in the LCO section, all 
operations involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration 
must be suspended and action to restore one RCS or RHR loop 
to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated. Boron 
dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and 
the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this type 
of operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect the 
importance of maintaining operation for decay heat removal.  
The action to restore must be continued until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SR 3.4.6.1 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that RCS or 
RHR loop is in operation. Verification includes fl-w rate,.  
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and 
alarms available to the operator in the control room to 
monitor RCS and RHR loop performance.

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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This Required Action is modified by a Note which indicates that the unit must be placed in 
MODE 5 only if a RHR loop is OPERABLE. With no RHR loop OPERABLE, the unit is in a 
condition with only limited cooldown capabilities. Therefore, the actions are to be concentrated 
on the restoration of a RHR loop, rather than a cooldown of extended duration.



RCS Loops-RODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

-7r5F-263 
BASES.. p 3 

APPLICABILITY or the secondary side water level of at least [two] SGs is 

(continued) required to be k [17]%.  

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2"; 
LCO 3.4.5, ORCS Loops-MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.6, ORCS Loops-MODE 4'; 
LCO 3.4.8, ORCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.5, OResidual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level' (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.6, 'Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level' (MODE 6).  

ACTIONS A. A U.2, jr1?E2e 

If one RHR loop is t-er_ and the required SGs have 
secondary side water levels < [17]%, redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to 
restore a second PHR loop to OPERABLE status or to restore 
the required SG secondary side water leve~s• Either 
Required Action or Jeq _red-_•___ _ ill restore 
redundant heat removal paths. The I amediate Completion Time 
reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of 
two paths for heat removal.  

IfU RHR loop is in'operation, except during conditions! 
permitted by Note 1, or if no oop is OPERABLE, all 
operations Involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration 
must be suspended and action to restore one RPR loop to 
OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated. To prevent 
boron dilution, forced circulation is required to provide 
proper mixing and preserve the margin to criticality in this 
type of operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect 
the importance of maintaining operation for heat removal.  

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BASES 7- - 7-5

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

Note I permits all RHR pumps to be de-energized for 
• 15 minutes when switching from one loop to another. The circumstances for stopping both RHR pumps are to be limited to situations when the outage time is short [and core outlet temperature is maintained > 10F below saturation 
temperature]. The Note prohibits boron dilution or. draining 
operations when MHR forced flow is stopped.  

Note 2 allows one RHR loop to be inoperable for a period of : 2 hours, provided that the other loop is OPERABLE and in operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be performed on the inoperable loop during the only time when 
these tests are safe and possible.  

An OPERABLE RHR loop is comprised of an OPERABLE RHR pump capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE RHR heat exchanger. RHR pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are able to provide flow if required.

In BODE 5 with loops.not filled, this LCO requires core heat 
removal and coolant circulation by the RHR System.  

Operation in other MODES is covered by:

LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO

3.4.4, 
3.4.5, 
3.4.6, 
3.4.7, 
3.9.5,

LCO 3.9.6,

"RCS Loops-MODES I and 2a; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 3s; 
"RCS Loops-BODE 4"; 
"RCS Loops-BODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level* (BODE 6); and 

"Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant 
Circulationý-Low Water Level" (NODE 6).

ACTIONS

If (a one RHR loop is 0 n at4o redundacy for RHR is lost. d to lunanc tt P H~s ost; Action must be Initiatdo 
restore a second loop to OPERABLE status. The immediate 
Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining the 
availability of two paths for heat removal.  

(continued)
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=7 77-2 K?~

ACTIONS 
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

BAand -B.2 (H)(#e. rzr-a'v R&W p~ 

If no requtred(R looprD OPERABLE or"in operation, 
except during conditions permitted by Note 1, all operations 
involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be 
suspended and action must be initiated immediately to 
restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation. Boron 
dilution requires forced circulation for uniform dilution, 
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this 
type of operation. The immediate Completion Time reflects 
the importance of maintaining operation for heat removal.  
The action to restore must continue until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.

SR 3.4.8.1e- arJ 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that loop 
is in operation. Verification includes flow rate, 
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and 
alarms available to the operator in the control room to 
monitor RHR loop performance.

I-

SR 3.4.8.2 

Verification that the required number of pumps are OPERABLE 
ensures that additional pumps can be placed in operation, if 
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps.  
The-Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of 
other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience.  

REFERENCES None.

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.4-39
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3.4. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) 

3.4.5 RCS Loops-MODE 3

LCO 3.4.5

reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for :; 1 hour 
8 hour period, provided:

RCS Loops-MODE 3 
3.4.5 

T-F- 3 

Wj3

Two] RCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one RCS loop shall be 
n operation.

All 
per

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction 
of the RCS boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10F 
below saturation temperature.  

----------- ---------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One(RCS loop A.1 Restorec(j•a )RCS 72 hours 
Inoperable. loop to OPERABLE 

status.  

B. Required Action and B.I Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met.  

(continued)

CEOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 3 3.4.5 

7T1 7F-26 3

Ani 1UF4 IconLue _ul 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Suspend all 
operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.

Initiate action to 
restore one RCS loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.5.2 Verify secondary side water level in each 12 hours 
steam generator k [25]%.  

SR 3.4.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
CEOG STS
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
3.4.6 

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS) PJ1 3 ' 

3.4.6 RCS Loops-MODE 4 

- LCO 3.4.6 Two loops or trains consisting of any combination of RCS 
loops and shutdown cooling (SDC) trains shall be OPERABLE 
and at least one loop or train shall be in operation.  

- ------------- - -----. NOTES ---------------..... .--
1. All reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) and SDC pumps may be 

de-energized for g 1 hour per 8 hour period, provided: 

a. No operations are permitted that would cause 
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10F 
below saturation temperature.  

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg 
temperature : [285]*F unless: 

a. Pressurizer water level Is < [60]%; or 

b. Secondary side water temperature in each steam 
generator (SG) is < [1I0]0F above each of the RCS 
cold leg temperatures.  

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required(g loop A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable, restore a second loop 

or train to OPERABLE 
status.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 3.4.6 

7~ 7F2Q 
Paw3

AClIONS iconilnue__ 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

ierabl e.Z 

Two require CS loops 
inoperabl

Be in MODE 5 

- --- ----

I - t

( jR•_ Iloop or,., 
t_ -t-r'-an ioperabl e.

l Ioop or 
lrraainpi operatibri.

Suspend all 
operations involving 
reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.  

Initiate action to 
restore one loop or 
train to OPERABLE 
status and operation.

24 hours

I mmedi ately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.6.1 Verify ) loop orSDC train is in 12 hours 

operation.  

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary side water level in 12 hours 
required SG(s) is k [25]%.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops

SDC train in 
"operation.

CEOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95
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INSERT 3 (CEOG)

I.  

A. One required SDC train

A- One required SDC train 
inoperable.  

AND 

One SDC train 
OPERABLE.

B. One or more required SGs 
with secondary side water 
level not within limit.  

AND 

One SDC train 
OPERABLE.

A. 1 Initiate action to restore a 
second SDC train to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

A.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately

I 4.

B. 1 Initiate action to restore a 
second SDC train to 
OPERABLE status.  

OR 

B.2 Initiate action to restore 
required SGs secondary 
side water level to within 
limit.

Immediately 

Immediately

A I.



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 4"3 
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify O SDC trnain s in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify required SG secondary side water 12 hours 
level is k [25]%.  

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
Indicated power available to the required 
SDC pump that is not in operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
- 3.4.8

3.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS)

3.4.8 RCS Loops--ODE 5, Loops Not Filled

LCO 3.4.8 Two shutdown cooling (SOC) trains shall be OPERABLE and one 
SDC train shall be in operation.  

-------------------------NOTES- ------------
1. All SDC pumps may be de-energized for : 15 minutes when 

switching from one train to another provided: 

a. [The core outlet temperature is maintaided > IOF 
below saturation temperature;] 

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a 
reduction of the RCS boron concentration; and 

c. No draining operations to further reduce the RCS 
water volume are permitted.  

2. One SDC train may be inoperable for s 2 hours for 
surveillance testing provided the other SDC train is 
OPERABLE and in operation.  

----- -----------------

APPLICABILITY: NODE 5 with RCS loops not filled.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One"D A.1 Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable, restore SOC train to 

OPERABLE status.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-HODE 5, Loops Not Filled 3.4.8 

7 7-F-7 -

AUj LUrI 1conLi]nuedu 
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B.• euired SDC trains 

ýýiSDC train in 
operation.

B.1 

AND 

B.2

Suspend all 
operations involving 
reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.  

Initiate action to 
restore one SDC train 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

Immediately 

Immediately

______________ A _______________ a _________

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify SOC train is In operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
SDC pump that is not in operation.

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-HODES 3 
B3.4.5 

"71rF-263 
BASES p 

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.4.4, ORCS Loops-MODES 1 and 2'; 
(continued) LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops-MODE 4'; 

LCO 3.4.7, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled'; 
LCO 3.4.8, "RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled'; 
LCO 3.9.4, 'Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6).

ACTIONS A.I 

If one RCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for 
forced flow heat removal is lost. The Required Action is 
restoration of the @)RCS loop to OPERABLE status 
within a Completion 'TW e of 72 hours. This time allowance 
is a Justified period to be without the redundant, 
nonoperating loop because a single loop in operation has a 
heat transfer capability greater than that needed to remove 
the decay heat produced in the reactor core.  

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit 
must be placed in MODE.4 within 12 hours. In MODE 4, the 
plant may be placed on the SDC System. The Completion Time 
of 12 hours is compatible with required operation to achieve 
cooldown and depressurization from the existing plant 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems.  

C.1 and C.1 

r "-RCS loop is in operation, except as provided in Note 1 
in e LCO section, all operations involving a reduction of 

-RCS boron concentration must be immediately suspended. This 
Sv7e " -J ris necessary because boron dilution requires forced 

circulation for proper homogenization. Action to restore 
one.RCS loop to OPERABLE status and operation shall be 
initiated immediately and continued until one RCS loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation. The immediate 
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining 
operation for decay heat removal.  

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 B 3.4.6 

"S-sF- 2

A.d 

If only one required RCS loop or SDC train is OPERABLE and 

in operation, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action 
must be initiated immediately to restore a second loop or 

train to OPERABLE status. The immediate Completion Time 

reflects the importance of maintaining the availability of 
two paths for decay heat removal.

•- oe quired S 0Et and inEAr/eLrat u ndano for heat emoy t os.ge pant mustD b 

p aced in MODE 5 within the next 24 hours. Placing the 

plant in NODE 5 Is a conservative action with regard to 
decay heat removal. With only one SDC train OPERABLE, 
redundancy for decay heat removal is lost and, in the event 
of a loss of the remaining SDC train t would be safer to 

late that oss from NODE 5 (Tj--S DF)rather than NODE 4 
F• F) The Completoif 24 hours is 

isonaed on operating experience, to reach MODE 5 

(continued)

B 3.4-27 
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ACTIONS

ICO forced flow to the SDC heat exchanger(s). RCPs and SDC 

(continued) pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and 
are able to provide flow if required.  

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies because it is possible to remove 

core decay heat and to provide proper boron mixing with 
either the RCS loops and SGs or the SDC System.  

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops--ODES 1 and 2'; 
LCO 3.4.5, :RCS Loops-MODE 3'; 
LCO 3.4.7, RCS Loops-NODE 5, Loops Filled'; 
LCO 3.4.8, IRCS Loops-NODE 5, Loops Not Filled'; 
LCO 3.9.4, 'Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, *Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level* (NODE 6).

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.4-27



RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B.3.4.6

7ZF- 2 63
BASES

ACTIONS (
• ,u 2

from MODE 4, with only one SDC train operating, in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

I an 

I; Lk, rea;Wj CS o SD- s¶ or in operati oqg ~ except dungl conditions permitted by Note I in the LCO 
section, all operations involving reduction of RCS boron 

;nop erok concentration must be suspended and action to restore one A9 RCS loop or SDC train to OPERABLE status and operation must 
be initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation 
for proper mixing, and the margin to criticality must not be 
reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion 
Times reflect the importance of decay heat removal. The action to restore must continue until one loop or train is 
restored to operation.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

_SR 3.4.6.  

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that 
required loop or train is in operation. This ensures forced 
flow is providing heat removal.' Verification includes flow 
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring. The 12 hour 
Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess RCS loop status. In 
addition, control room Indication and alarms will normally 
indicate loop status.

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of secondary 
side water level in the required SG(s) Z [25]%. An adequate 
SG water level is required in order to have a heat sink for 
removal of the core decay heat from the reactor coolant.  
The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to 
be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation within safety analyses assumptions.  

.(continued)
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This Required Action is modified by a Note which indicates that the unit must be placed in 
MODE 5 only if a SDC train is OPERABLE. With no SDC train OPERABLE, the unit is in a 
condition with only limited cooldown. capabilities. Therefore, the actions are to be concentrated 
on the restoration of a SDC train, rather than a cooldown of extended duration.



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

-7--.5 7-ýC-2 6 
BASES 775 3 

APPLICABILITY Operation in other MODES is covered by: 
(continued) 

LCO 3.4.4, ORCS Loops-HODES 1 and 20; 
LCO 3.4.5, ORCS Loops-MODE 38; 
LCO 3.4.6, ORCS Loops-MODE 4'; 
LCO 3.4.6, ORCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled3 ; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level' (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, 'Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Levelm (MODE 6).  

ACTIONS 

ý r 5iý SCtrain is j d and ýanyVSGs have secondary side water levels < [25%], redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to 
restore a second SDC train to OPERABLE status or to restore 
the water level in the required SGs. Either Required 
Action 7&- ReiE@Mt•bPt-". will restore redundant 
decay heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Times 
reflect the importance of maintaining the availability of 
two paths for decay heat removal.  

if~~grSD.jt Dtas pritt 
janis in operatio . except as permitted in 

Note 1, all operations involving the reduction of RCS boron 
concentration must be suspended. Action to restore one SDC 
train to OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated.  
Boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing 
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this 
type of operation. The immediate Completion Times reflect 
the importance of maintaining operation for decay heat 
removal.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 REQUIREMENTS This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC 
train is in operation. Verification includes flow rate, 
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The 

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

"257 7- 236 
A2W3BASES

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

Note 1 permits the SDC pumps %o be de-energized for 
: 15 minutes when switching from one train to another. The 
circumstances for stopping both SDC pumps are to be limited 
to situations when the outage time is short [and the core 
outlet temperature is maintained > 10F below saturation 
temperature]. The Note prohibits boron dilution or draining 
operations when SDC forced flow is stopped.  

Note 2 allows one SDC train to be inoperable for a period of 
2 hours provided that the other train is OPERABLE and in operation. This'permits periodic surveillance tests to be 
performed on the inoperable train during the only time when 
these tests are safe and possible.  

An OPERABLE SDC train is composed of an OPERABLE SOC pump 
capable of providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SDC heat 
exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and temperature 
instrumentation for control, protection, and indication.  
SDC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered 
and are able to provide flow if required.

In. HODE.Swith loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat 
removal and coolant circulation by the SOC System.  

Operation in other MODES.-is covered by:

LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO 
LCO

3.4.4, 
3.4.5, 
3.4.6, 
3.4.7, 
3.9.4,

LCO 3.9.5,

"RCS Loops-HODES I and 2'; 
"RCS Loops-HODE 3m; 
"RCS Loops-MODE 4'; 
:RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled'; 
"Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 

"Shutdown Cooling (SDC) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level' (MODE 6).

ACTIONS 

Ifdrequired SDC train is inoperable, redundancy for heat 
removal is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to 
restore a second train to OPERABLE status. The Completion 
Time reflects the importance of maintaining the availability 
of two paths for heat removal.  

(continued)
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BTSEF-R 3 BAsEs

ACTIONS 
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

BIand -B._2 reqrt ""J f Iej 4rr, 0 a 

If no SDC train is OPERABLE or n operation, except as 
provided in Note 1, all operations involving the reduction 
of RCS borori concentration must be suspended. Action to 
restore one SOC train to OPERABLE status and operation must 
be initiated immediately. Boron dilution requires forced 
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality 
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The 
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that( SDC 
train is In operation. Verification includes flow rate, 
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The 
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.8.2 

Verification that the required number of trains are OPERABLE 
ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available 
and that additional trains can be placed in operation, if.  

needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and indicated power available to the 
required pumps. The Frequency of 7 days Is considered 
reasonable in view of other administrative controls 
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience.

None.
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Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specifidation Change Traveler 

Clarify 3A "non-operating loop" SRs 

Classification: 3) Improve Specifications 

NUREGsAffected: 2I 1430 2 1431 2 1432 0 1433 0J 1434 

Description: 

ISTS 3.4.5, 3.4.6, 3.4.7, and 3.4.8 contain SRs that require the verification of the correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required pump that is not in operation. These SRs are revised to clarify that the 
surveillance is applicable to each required pump regardless of its operating status since both pumps may be operating.  
Additionally, a Note is added to state that the SR is not required to be met until 24 hours after a required pump is not in 
operation. The Bases are revised to indicate that ifa pump is verified to be in operation, this is also sufficient to verify 
the correct breaker alignment and indicated power availability.  

Justification: 

A Note is added which permits performance of the 15R to verify correct breaker alignment and power availability to be 
delayed until 24 hours after a required pump is not in operation. This provision is required because when pumps are 
swapped under the current requirements, the Surveillance is immediately not met on the pump taken out of operation.  
This results in an Action entry which requires immediate action to restore the pump to OPERABLE status every time 
the pumps are swapped until the procedure which implements the Surveillance can be performed. This creates a 
conflict because intentional entry into an Action which requires immediate action to restore the component should 
always be avoided. Alternatively, SR 3.0.3 could be invoked for a missed Surveillance and 24 hours would be allowed 
to perform the Surveillance. This change avoids entering an Action or invoking SR 3.0.3 for a routine operational 
occurrence. The change is acceptable because adequate assurance exists that the pump is aligned to the correct breaker 
with power available because, prior to being removed from operation, the applicable pump had been in operation.  
Allowing 24 hours perform the break alignment verification is acceptable because the pump was in operation, which 
demonstrated its OPERABILITY, and because 24 hours is currently allowed by invoking SR 3.0.3.  

The applicable Sits are required only for a "required pump that is not in operation." If both required pumps are in 
operation, there is no applicable SR for the second loop/pump. This change makes the SR applicable to each required 
pump. The Bases are revised to clarify that verifying a pump is in operation satisfies the SR to verify the correct 
breaker alignment and availability of the power supply. These changes clarify the requirements of the ISTS.  

Industry Contact: Clarkson, Noel (864) 855-3077 ntclarks@duke-energy.com 

NRC Contact: Weston, Mag 301-314-3151 mww@nrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: ANO-1 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 06-Nov-97 

Owners Group Comment 
ANO-1-45 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 06-Nov-97 

11/21/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclei 
Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.
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OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed

TSTF Review Information

TSTF Received Date: 06-Nov-97 Date Distributed for Review 15-Dec-97

OG Review Completed. 2] BWOG 2 WOO 2 CEOG 2 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
Revise to add note to SR "Not required to be performed until 24 hours after the pump is not in operation"

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 05-Feb-98

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 29-May-98

NRC Comments: 

1/13/99 - Referred to SRXB 
3/22/99 - In SRXB review.  
4/28/99 - TSTF to provide a revision based on April 8, 1999 discussion.  
Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision

TSTF Revision 1

Final Resolution Date: 28-Apr-99

Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
Modified justification to provide additional information on the need for the change.  

TSTF Review Information 
TSTF Received Date: 15-Jun-99 Date Distributed for Review 15-Jun-99 

OG Review Completed: [ BWOG 2] WOG 2] CEOG 2] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 15-Jun-99 

NRC Review Information
NRC Received Date: 23-Jun-99

NRC Comments: 

10/6/99 NRC comments: 
This request is acceptable provided that the proposed note is modified as follows: 'not required to be met 
until 24 hours after a required pump is not in operation.' Allowing a licensee 24 hours to meet these SRs 
and using 'met' in place of 'performed' are both consistent with SR 3.0.3. SR 3.0.3 requires that, for a 
missed SR, a licensee either successfully complete (i.e., show that it meets) the SR within 24 hours or the 
specified frequency of the SR or declare the corresponding limiting condition for operation not met. The 
specified frequency for the subject SRs is 7 days, therefore 24 hours would apply to SR 3.0.3. The note 
proposed in the TSTF would allow a licensee to not start the SR until 24 hours after the pump is not in 
operation which is inconsistent with SR 3.0.3.  
Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 06-Oct-99 

11/21/99 
Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998. Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclei Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.
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TSTF Revision 1

(BWOG-80, Rev. 0) 

Revision Status: Closed

TSTF-265, Rev. 2

TSTF Revision 2 Revision Status: Active Next Action: 

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
The SR Note is correct in stating, "Not required to be performed until 24 hours after a required pump is 
not in operation." Since the pump removed from service becomes a standby DHR loop, it requires manual 
action to place it in service. Removing it from operation has not made it inoperable. There are no criteria 
of this SR that would be failed with regard to the "not met" issue. The intent should be only to allow a day 
(24 hours) to document the correct line-ups (i.e., perform the SR).  

Revision 2 providesfurther explaination of using the term "performed" vs. "met" 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 06-Oct-99 Date Distributed for Review 

OG Review Completect Q BWOG 0 WOG 0 CEOG 0 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Date: 

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

NUREG Rev Incorporated:

Affected Technical Specifications 
SR 3.4.7.3 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filed 

SR 3.4.7.3 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filed 

SR 3.4.8.2 RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

SR 3.4.8.2 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 5. Loops Not Filed 

SIR 3.4.5.2 RCS Loops - MODE 3 

SR 3.4.5.2 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 3 

SR 3.4.6.2 RCS Loops - MODE 4 

SR 3.4.6.2 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 4 

SR 3.4.5.3 RCS Loops- MODE 3 

SR 3.4.5.3 Bases RCS Loops - MODE 3

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

NUREG(s). 1430 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1431 1432 Only 

NUREG(s)- 1431 1432 Only

11/21/99 
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Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.



SR 3.4.6.3 

SR 3.4.6.3 Bases

RCS Loops - MODE 4 

RCS Loqos - MODE 4

(BWOG-8O, Rev. 0) TSTF-265, Rev. 2 

NUREG(s). 1431 1432 Orty 

NUREG(s)- 1431 1432 Orty
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RCS LOOPS--MODE 3 3.4.5

C. No RCS loop OPERABLE.  

oR 

No RCS loop in 
operation.

Suspend all operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.

C.2 Initiate action to restore one RCS loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

Imediately

Itmediately

Rev 1, 04107195
3.4-8
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RCS LOOPS-MODE 4 3.4.6

B. One required OHR loop 
inoperable.  

Tvo required RCS loops 
inoperable.

8.1

BR 
6.2

Initiate action to restore a second loop 
to OPERABLE status.

Be in MODE 5.

Imediately

24 hours

C. Required RCS or DHR 
loops inoperable.

C.A Suspend all operations involving 

a reduction in RCS boron concentration.

No RCS or OHR loop in 
operation. C.2 Initiate action to 

restore one loop to 
OPERABLE status and 
operation.

Imediately

mOG STS
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RCS LOOpS-NODE S, Loops Not Filled 3.4.8

B. Required UR l0oops 
inoperable.  

9R 

No DR loop in 
operation.

Suspend all operations itvolving 
reduction in RCS 
boron concentration.

8.2 Initiate action to restore one DHR loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.

3.4-15Um, STS
Rev 1, 04/07195
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RCS LooPs--MOOE 3 
B 3.4.6 

BASES

ACTIONS .L adLL.z (continued) 

dilution requires forced circulation for proper 

homogenization. Action to restore one RCS loop to operation 

shall be imediately initiated and continued until one RCS 

1cop is restored to operation and to OPERABLE status. The 

imediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 

maintaining operation for decay heat removal.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREKENTS 

~j ~~.s ~4~A C

tz Vý&np s 

REFERENCES

SR 3. I 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 

required number of loops and pumps is in operation.  

Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump status 

monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is providing 

heat removal. The 12 hour interval has been shown by 

operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess RCS 

loop status. In addition, control room Indication and 

alarms will normally indicate loop status.  

Verification that required •) RCP OPERABLE 

ensures that the single failure criterion is Qet--and that an 

additional RCS loop can be placed in operation, if needed, 

*to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 

circulation. Verification is performed by verifying pro Per t 

breaker alignment and power availability toUV 
__________________ he Fequncy of 7 days is 

cons • bl tnve other administrativ~e _ 

c€ontrols available and has beehon t eacetbeb 

operating experience.-

N~one./

(A)evc i ve t-1 ýC~AIV 4ti 4PLM & P~era.{;m c-\ 

veiCes 1~P' 2rA 0~~Xs vý'ei aýcr j)oier A2 ;4~
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RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

operating experience, to reach MODE 5 in an orderly manner 

and without challenging plant systems.  

If no RCS or OHR loops are OPERABLE or in operation, except 

during conditions permitted by the NoKte in the LCO section, 

all operations involving a reduction of RCS boron 

concentration must be suspended and action to restore one 

RCS or DHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation must be 

initiated. Boron dilution requires forced circulation for 

proper mixing, and the margin to criticality must not be 

reduced in this type of operation. The imediate Completion 

Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for 

decay heat removal. The action to restore must continue 

until one loop is restored to operation.  

SURVEILLANCE 3...1 REQUIREMENTS 
This Surveillance requires verification every 12 hours of 

the required number of DHR or RCS loops in operation to 

ensure forced flow is providing decay heat removal.  

Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump status 

monitoring. The 12 hour interval has been shown by 

operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess RCS 

loop status. In addition, control room indication and 

alarms will normally indicate loop status.  

WIS 1z i u~ .9 64 sR 3_.4.6.2 

b~Sk WA5444" 4h Verificationta required pump is OPERABLE ensures that 

<POS ti • te . an additional RCS or DHR loop can be placed in operation if 

6rr Z4 needed to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coola 

8 I rculation. Verification is performed byyerifying proper 

bcbreaker alignment and power available toM required pump 

, 0w4 in• cXr • The Freoiency of 7 days is considered reasonable in nie d a 
S..... . . . •other administrative controls and has been sr.c-.;n to be| 

_ "•.aacceptable by operating experience.  

- - - - (c on t in u e d )

Rev 1, 04/071/5B 3.4-28BWOG STS
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RCS LoOPS--1ODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

2lJALZA 

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary 

side water levels are z [501% ensures that redundant heat 

removal paths are available if the second DHR loop is not 

OPERABLE. If both DHR loops are OPERABLE. this Surveillance 

is not needed. The 12 hour Frequency has been shown by 

operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 

degradation and verify operation within safety analyses 
assumptions.

SVerification that.3 DHR pump is OPERABLE ensures 

that redundant pat s or heat removal are avalabe e 

requirement also ensures that the additionalopcnb 

-placed in operation if needed to maintain decay heat removal 

ndqrand reactor coolant circulation. If the secondary side 

• ;%eta .,. water level is ? [501% in both SGs, this Surveillance is notj 
•t• mx- wtr lee l 

re i 
LuJ " 

-,needed. Verification is performed by veriffyiLES ,ro e 

bbreaker alignment and power available to ! rlirepupW 
Z•1 i4•sO• - The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view or 

•Q~i¢ 'f LA other administrative controls available and has been shown 

7On-In ov1r@AOn. to be acceptable by operating experience.

REFERENCES None.

AceVer.i-deeA% vj4 verie~ro~vei ~i o

6 3.4-34BWOG STS
Rev 1. 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-KODE 5, Loops Not F3lled B 3.4.8 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS ALL 

If only one DHR loop is OPERABLE, redundancy for heat 

removal is lost. Required Action A.1 is to immediately 
initiate activities to restore a second loop to OPERABLE 
status. The imediate Completion Time reflects the 
importance of mtaintaining the availability of two paths for 
heat removal.  

L.1 andL.  

If both required loops are inoperable or the required loop 
is not in operation, except as provided by Note 1 in the 
LCO, the Required Action requires imediate suspension of 

all operations involving boron reduction and requires 
initiation of action to immediately restore one DHR loop to 

OPERABLE status and operation. The Required Action for 

restoration does not apply to the condition of both loops 

not in operation when the exception Note in the LCO is in 

force. The imediate Completion Time reflects the 

importance of maintaining operations for decay heat removal.  

The action to restore must continue until one loop is 
restored.  

SURVEILLANCE 3..61 

REQUIREMENTS This Surveillance requires verification every 12 hours that 

St least one loop is in operation. Verification includes 

flow rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which 

help ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 

12 hour interval has been shown by operating practice to be 

sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 

operation within safety analyses assumptions.  

Verification that required( • pump OPERABLE 
ensures that redun ncy for heat removal is provided. The 

_nu) requirement also ensures tha additional loop4 can be placed 

in operation if needed to maintain decay heat removal and 

reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by 

verifying proper breaker alignment and power available to 

(continued) 

BWOG STS B 3.4-37 Rev 1, 04/07/95



RCS Loops--iOOE 5, Loops Not Filled -- 6 3 .4.6 

SURVEILLACE (continued) j 

reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls 

available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience.  

REFERENCES 1. Generic Letter 88-17, October 17, 1988.  

\S f~it 'rqit A-abe ~-rvQ t" urAi 4 how&s ov 
0, ?%AMP 'i Acsi in qriZý

E 3.4-38BWOG STS
Rev 1, 04107/95



RCS Loops-MODE 3 
3.4.5

-TV--
SURVF!L[ANCE REOUTREI4ENTS (rnntinued�

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.5.2 Verify steam generator secondary side water 12 hours 
levels are k [17]% for required RCS loops.  

SR 3.4.5.3 £Verify correct breaker alignment and -.. 7 days 
indicated power are available tomeft- • 
required pump tsnot"* opeftio-.

4o L p2Vef~'s4 uv4A 
24 hours oc* ,..  

nd+

Rev 1, 04/07/953.4-10WOG STS



RCS Loops-MODE 4 
3.4.6 

-Ts-T:- 2_(#,•,, z
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.6.3 kVerify correct breaker alignment and__•'r 7 days 
indicated power are available to !
required pump Tat isvot in' eratio

- - - - - --

LA pae~~vi~iAvA 

q~ JO• V...... .al 

F?4ýolwr (L 5,%x.'q

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS 3.4-13



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7

SURVEILLANCE- REQUIREMENTS - (cont inued) ...  

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and eacv 7 days 
indicated power are available to 1• 
required RHR pumphat a s, not in opbca io4.  

Ndr~ur~40 60-0-11 jaeA#n-A 

ILIV0 -f S-4ý 0. f A% -Uf)'

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

rS-svp- (T& Z

Rev 1, 04/07/95

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required RHR loops B.1 Suspend all Immediately 
inoperable, operations involving 

.reduction in RCS 
OR boron concentration.  

No RHR loop in AND 
operation.  B.2 Initiate action to Immediately 

restore one RHR loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one RIHR loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment _nd,/cd, 7 days 
2indicated power are available to Je 
required RHR pump that I& not oaeftl 

- - - - - - OWL m

3.4-18WOG STS



RCS Loops-MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

BASES - '

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.4.5.2 

SR 3.4.5.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG 
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side 
narrow range water level is k [17]% for required RCS loops.  
If the SG secondary side narrow range water level is 
< [17]%, the tubes may become uncovered and the associated 
loop may not be capable of providing the heat sink for 
removal of the decay heat. The 12 hour Frequency is 
considered adequate in view of other indications available 
in the control room to alert the operator to a loss of SG 
level.

SR 3.4.5 .3 1O 

Verification that required RC OPERABLE ensures 
that safety analyses limits are met. The requirement also 
ensures that an additional RCP can be placed in operation, 
if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor 
coolant circulation. Verification is performed by verifying 
proper breaker alignment and power availability toff _._ 
required RCFI.  

REFERENCES None. l Operwlcn oalso '14e Trepcr ltca'&cv

-Ni S 'is -'0iGn 6 A 0 4e &vti 6-6ei*3u-k Se ;s ^a.  

- k rd -A %! 4sAe & I nA 0'Ov r%4 

MIC 111 n

Rev 1, 04/07/95VOG STS 8 3.4-26



RCS Loops-MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

S2 

BASES

SR 3.4.6.2 

SR 3.4.6.2 requires verification of SG OPERABILITY. SG 
OPERABILITY is verified by ensuring that the secondary side 
narrow range water level is k [17]%. If the SG secondary 
side narrow range water level is < [17]%, the tubes may 
become uncovered and the associated loop may not be capable 
of providing the heat sink necessary for removal of decay 
heat. The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view 
of other indications available in the control room to alert 
the operator to the loss of SG level.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued)

SR 3.4.6.3 e'c 

Verification that & required pump is OPERABLE ensures that 
an additional RCS or RHR pump can be placed in operation, if 
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and power available to IL required pump.  
The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in view o 
other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience.  

REFERENCES None. 1oe•-M o,\• - "woe,, bt.er oL\w 

ths SR ' rrc:At& Q 0- V -h.A SAW4e * sp ' 

no ct m-c c -pý v 6~4L -'aA unW A homa~e

Rev 1, 04/07/95B 3.4-31WOG STS



RCS Loops-MODE

BASES (continued)

5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

-•rVF- &S- &aZ

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.4.7.1 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required loop is in operation. Verification includes flow 
rate, temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help 
ensure that forced flow is. providing heat removal. The 
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient considering other 
indications and alarms available to the operator in the 
control room to monitor RHR loop performance.

Verifying that at least two SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring 
their secondary side narrow range water levels are k [17]% 
ensures an alternate decay heat removal method in the event 
that the second RHR loop is not OPERABLE. If both RHR loops 
are OPERABLE, this Surveillance is not needed. The 12 hour 
Frequency is considered adequate in view of other 
indications available in the control room to alert the 
operator to the loss of SG level.

Verification that =sen RHR pump is-OPERABLE ensures that 
an additional pump can be placed in operation, if needed, to 
maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation.  
Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker 

A alignment and power available t6 RIIR pump. If secondary 
side water level is k [17]% in at least two SGs, --t is 
Surveillance is not needed. The Frequency of 7 days is 
considered reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by 
operating experience.  

REFERENCES None. m -•Ao., 0,\1.0 v-;&% Vrope.. r-•vS ~ t.  

0Anrn pa Tý pea' -LF'p I Dr*~ 

S %A10t Is a n09l +*%

Rev 1, 04/07/958 3.4-36WOG STS



RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS and B.2 
(continued) 

If no required RHR loops are OPERABLE or in operation, 
except during conditions permitted by Note 1, all operations 
involving a reduction of RCS boron concentration must be 
suspended and action must be initiated Immediately to 
restore an RHR loop to OPERABLE status and operation. Boron 
dilution requires forced circulation for uniform dilution, 
and the margin to criticality must not be reduced in this 
type of operation. The immediate Completion Time reflects 
the importance'of maintaining operation for heat removal.  
The action to restore must continue until one loop is 
restored to OPERABLE status and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one loop 
is in operation. Verification includes flow rate, 
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing heat removal. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is sufficient considering other indications and 
alarms available to the operator in the control room to 
monitor RHR loop performance.  

Verification that jerequired •humt -ipumpEl OPERABLE 
Sensures thatadditional pumplacan be placed in operation, if 
ineeded, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed b7 verifying proper 

, jýý breaker alignment and ower available to- required pumpa, 
e requency o ays s considered reasonable in view of 

other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience.  

REFERENCES None. Iv" o• GS% ., C fa bre1ker 0\2nwen 

4~V r 
VwP I %"Q

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS B 3.4-39



.ACTIONS (continued)

RCS Loops- MODE 3 
3.4.5 

TrsT-r~

Scho ncr 
-0.

Rev 1, 04/07/953.4-9

CONDITION- -REQUIRED -ACTION- COMPLETION TIME 

C. No RCS loop OPERABLE. C.1 Suspend all Immediately 
operations involving 
a reduction of RCS 
boron concentration.  

No RCS loop in 
operation. ANi 

C.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore one RCS loop 
to OPERABLE-status 
and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.5.1 Verify required RCS loop is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.5.2 Verify secondary side water level in each 12 hours 
steam generator k [25]%.  

SR 3.4.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
Indicated power available ton required pumpl•hat ]sN~ot jnnbperatl•.•

CEOG STS



RCS Loops -MODE 4 
3.4.6

"SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continuedl

. . ..... .SURVEILLANCE - FREQUENCY -.  

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated Dower avail)le to required 
pump1 ot in1operatito 

C~t XAV~p *I M I V% 0 peynoija.
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RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS TSTF 2

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.7.1 Verify one SDC train is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.7.2 Verify required SG secondary side water 12 hours 
level is k [25]%.  

SR 3.4.7.3 Verify correct breaker alignimnenand 7 days 
indicated power available to required SSDC pumpl••at li not'•in oper'lationl.  

rf . _~ m _ _ _ b o- . . . . . . . -
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RCS Loops--ODE S, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8

ACTIONS (continued1
V-TsW- soab/,&AZ

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required SDC trains 8.1 Suspend all IImmediately 
inoperable, operations involving 

reduction of RCS 
DR boron concentration.  

No SDC train in operation.  B.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore one SDC train 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.1 Verify one SDC train is in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker aligrane 7 days 
indicated power available to required 
SDC pumplhat _l-,not o

A10 Ver raofrt -. -V-u C - "%"A -Tuf - * -
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RCS Loops-MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

B A S E S ( c o n t i n u e d ) - "J O • ',• - •

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
required number of RCS loops are in operation. Verification 
includes flow rate, temperature, and pump status monitoring, 
which help ensure that forced flow is providing heat 
removal. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating 
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation 
and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. In 
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally 
indicate loop status.  

SR 3.4.5.a 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the 
secondary side water level in each SG is k [25]%. An 
adequate SG water level is required in order to have a heat 
sink for removal of the core decay heat from the reactor 
coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown by operating 
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation 
and verify operation within the safety analyses assumptions.  

SR 3".4"5"3 tr 

hl+CrW ely,' Verification that requiredTl mb o RCP OPERABLE 
ensures that the single failure criterion is met and that an 

VtT • ht ÷ additional RCS loop can be placed in operation, if needed, 
a iW? i to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
opanrýA*Dv% circulation. Verification is performed by vertfying roper 

w • breaker alignment and power availability tolow required 
RCI. The Frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in v ew of other administrative controls available and has been 

S-power shown to be acceptable by operating experience.  

REFERENCES / None.  

0 *ILh 

40 be.~ ~qa ~ +11 4~k ~.~\ o
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RCS Loops -- ODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

BASES - - Z(c/&,Z

SURVEILLM 
REQUIREMEN 

(continu

REFERENCES

iCE SR 3.4.6.3 

led) Verification that equred pump is OPERABLE ensures th• 
an additional RCS loop or SDC train can be placed in 
operation, if needed to maintain decay heat removal and 
reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed by 
verifying proper breakeralignment and power available to 

required pump. The Frequency of 7 days is considered 
reasonable in view'f other administrative controls 
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating
experience.

it

J.

- I.

None. 4 a. Naie- ohoi • ,4-t,• 4.o, .S 
N . rL.m*rtA +o b 2-4 lrs 

VAAq&ýr4 pumf *is rxstirs r 0tp.%

CAt6reAk•r CUjMCv1 04
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RCS Loops--MODE 5, Loops Filled 

B 3.4.7 

BASES Trsw -Z$/

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

0'14r.W9M1Y *'o 

REFERENCES

SR 3..7. (continued)

12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In 
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally 
indicate loop status.  

The SDC flow is established to ensure that core outlet 
temperature is maintained sufficiently below saturation to 
allow time for swapover to the standby SDC train should the 
operating train be lost.  

SR 3.4.7.2 

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary 
side water levels are k [25%] ensures that redundant heat 
removal paths are available if the second SDC train is 
inoperable. The Surveillance is required to be performed 
when the LCO requirement is being met by use of the SGs. If 
both SDC trains are OPERABLE, this SR is not needed. The 
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation within safety analyses assumptions.

SR 3.4.7.3 

Verification that e con SDC train is OPERABLE ensures 
that redundant paths for decay heat removal are available.  
The requirement also ensures that the additional train can 
be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat 

-�-removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is 
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and power 
available to-Itti required pumpl.. The Surveillance is 
require obe performed when the LCO requirement is being 
met by one of two SDC trains, e.g., both SGs have < [25]% 
water level. The Frequency of 7 days is considered 
reasonable in view of other administrative controls 
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience.

2-
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RCS Loops--MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

BASES -r'- ZoS'/3,< 

ACTIONS 8.1ind.2 
(continued) 

If no SDC train is OPERABLE or In operation, except as 
provided in Note 1, all operations involving the reduction 
of RCS boron concentration must be suspended. Action to 
restore one SDC train to OPERABLE status and operation must 
be initiated immediately. Boron dilution requires forced 
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality 
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The 
immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining operation for decay heat removal.  

SURVEILLANCE 3... 1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SDC 
train is in operation. Verification includes flow rate, 
temperature, or pump status monitoring, which help ensure 
that forced flow is providing decay heat removal. The 
12 hour Frequency has been shown by operating practice to be 
sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation is within safety analyses assumptions.  

Verification that krequired trai OPERABLE 
ensures that redundant paths for heat removal are available 
and at additional traing can be placed in operation, if 
,e-needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 

M~trn.CI~vt~'/,circulation. Verification is performed by verifyin oe 
V4LV$.i'CA WA i breaker alignment and indicated power available to H- erX 
0 ;6i in re uired. um . The Frequency of 7 days is considered 
0 ~e&V'n cA64D reasonable in view of other administrative controls 
v~;\ies .- •r |available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 

I.~ experience.  

-Wi SR is M4R d bq a Mo-r liiiid.% L Dse4: 
REFERENCES None. not rcqv% 6 A -6 bL 9c, 2A "•- ,A-tr- o tk It~re Lrn ý. o
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(WOG-103, Rev. 1) TSTF-272, Rev. 1
Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler 

Refueling Boron Concentration Clarification 

Classification: 3) Improve Specifications 

NUREGs Affected: [] 1430 W 1431 W 1432 E] 1433 [] 1434

Description: 
Revise Specification 3.9.1 and Bases to clarify that boron concentration limits do not apply to the refuieling canal and 
refueling cavity when these areas are not connected to the RCS.  

Justification: 

This Specification limits the boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), the refueling canal, and the 
refueling cavity during refueling to ensure that the reactor remains subcritical during MODE 6. However, when the 
refueling canal and refueling cavity are isolated from the RCS no potential for dilution exists. Therefore, in this 
condition it is not necessary to place a limit on the boron concentration in the refueling cavity and the refueling canal.  
The Applicability is revised with a Note which states that the limits only apply to the refueling canal and the refueling 
cavity when those volumes are connected to the RCS. This change is consistent with the intent of the Specification and 
eliminates restrictions that have no effect on safety.  

Industry Contact: Buschbaum, Denny (254) 897-5851 dbuschbl@tuelectric.com 

NRC Contact: Weston, Mag 301-415-3151 mww@nrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: Byron/Braidwood 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 14-Jan-97 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 14-Jan-97 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 20-Jan-97 Date Distributed for Review 

OG Review Completed: - BWOG W] WOG 2 CEOG 7 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

CEOG Comments from 4/24/97: How can the refueling canal or refueling cavity be disconnected from the 
RCS in Mode 6? 

Superseded by Revision 1.  

TSTF Resolution: Superceeded Date: 19-Mar-97 

11/29/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.
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(WOG-103, Rev. 1) TSTF-272, Rev. 1 

OG Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: WOG 

Revision Description: 
Add "required" to the Bases of SR 3.9. 1. 1.  

Owners Group Review Information 

Date Originated by OG: 19-Mar-97 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 19-Mar-97 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 19-Mar-97 Date Distributed for Review 06-Jan-98 

OG Review Completed: j BWOG F WOG W CEOG F6 BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

Originally distributed on 4/8/97 

2/5/98 - Modify LCO to state "and connected portions of the", revise Bases to change "open" to 
"connected", applicable to PWR OGs 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 05-Feb-98 

NRC Review Information 

NRC Received Date: 29-May-98 

NRC Comments: 

4/21/99 - NRC comments: The staff agrees with the statement that while in MODE 6, the refueling canal 
and the refueling cavity are isolated from the RCS, and that no potential path for boron dilution in these 
components exist. However, since the applicant has not demonstrated to the staff that these component(s) 
(the refueling cavity and the refueling canal), can be maintained at the same concentration as they were in 
MODE 6 while they are isolated, the staff finds the proposed change is unacceptable. After relaying this 
information to the CEOG Chairman, it was agreed that TSTF-272 would be modified to provide additional 
justification and Bases words. Also, the CEOG Chairman agreed to consider modifying the Applicability to 
add the words "For refueling canal and cavity only when connected to the 
RCS." 

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 2 1-Apr-99 

TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Active Next Action: NRC 

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
Revised based on NRC comments. Eliminated the LCO revisions and added an Applicability Note that 
states that the boron concentration requirements on the refueling canal and the refueling cavity only apply 
when those volumes are connected to the RCS. Clarified the SR Bases.  

TSTF Review Information 

11/29/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.



(WOG-103, Rev. 1) TSTF-272, Rev. 1 

TSTF Revision 1 Revision Status: Active Next Action: NRC 

TSTF Received Date: 06-Oct-99 Date Distributed for Review 18-Nov-99 

OG Review Completed: [ BWOG 2 WOG 2 CEOG [ BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 18-Nov-99 

NRC Review Information 

NRC Received Date: 23-Nov-99 

NRC Comments: 

(No Comments) 

Final Resolution: NRC Action Pending Final Resolution Date: 

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

NUREG Rev Incorporated: 

Affected Technical Specifications 
LCO 3.9.1 Boron Concentration 

Appl. 3.9.1 Boron Concentration 

Appl. 3.9.1 A Bases Boron Concentration 

SR 3.9.1.1 Bases Boron Concentration

11/29/99 

Traveler Rev. 2. Copyright (C) 1998, Excel Services Corporation. Use by Excel Services associates, utility clients, and the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission is granted. All other use without written permission is prohibited.



TSTF-272, Rev. 1-I

Insert I 

NOTE 
Only applicable to the refueling canal and refueling cavity when connected to the RCS.  

Insert 2 

The Applicability is modified by a Note. The Note states that the limits on boron concentration are 
only applicable to the refueling canal and the refueling cavity when those volumes are connected to the 
Reactor Coolant System. When the refueling canal and the refueling cavity are isolated from the RCS, 
no potential path for boron dilution exists.  

Insert 3 

Prior to re-connecting portions of the refueling canal or the refueling cavity to the RCS, this SR must 
be met per SR 3.0.4. If any dilution activity has occurred while the cavity or canal were disconnected 
from the RCS, this SR ensures the correct boron concentration prior to communication with the RCS.



Boron Concentration 
3.9.1

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

a. Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System,kthe 
refueling canalj and the refueling cavity shall be 
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.  

b. Boron concentration shall not be reduced unless reactor 
coolant is circulating.

MODE 6.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
not within limit. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the 72 hours 
limit specified in the COLR.

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 3.9-1



Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

BASES 

LCO Adequate mixing prevents stratification to ensure that 
(continued) dilution induced reactivity changes are gradual, as well as 

recognizable and controllable by the operator. Forced 
circulation will also ensure that the boron concentration 
determined by chemical analysis is representative of the 
entire coolant volume.  

Violation of the LCO could lead to an inadvertent 
criticality during MODE 6.

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in 
the reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required 
boron concentration ensures a k ff s 0.95. Above MODE 6, 
LCO 3.1.1, -SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDA)," and LCO 3.1.2, 
"Reactivity Balance," ensure that an adequate amount of 
negative reactivity is available to shut down the reactor 
and to maintain it subcritical.

A.I and A.2 

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity 
additions (including actions to reduce boron concentration) 
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with 
the LCO. If the boron concentration of any coolant volume 
in the RCS, the refueling canal, or the refueling cavity, is 
less than its limit, all operations involving CORE 
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be 
suspended immediately.  

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity 
additions shall not preclude moving a component to a safe 
position.  

A.3 

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or 
positive reactivity additions, action to restore the 
concentration must be initiated immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow 
rate and concentration, there is no unique'Design Basis 

(continued)
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

BASES 
:ýZat .  

ACTIONS A.3 (continued) 

Event that must be satisfied. The only requirement is to 
restore the boron concentration to its required value as 
soon as possible. In order to raise the boron concentration 
as soon as possible, the operator should begin boration with 
the best source available for unit conditions.  

Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued 
until the boron concentration is restored. The restoration 
time depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to 
reach the required concentration.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1.  
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR ensures the coolant boron concentration in the RCS, 
e-,A com•eA4I-l the refueling canalW and the refueling cavityl s within the 

Ipoar4im of COLR limits. The boron concentration of the coolant in each 
volume is determined periodically by chemical analysis.  

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is therefore a 
re-t;%j J reasonable amount of time to verify the boron concentration 

of representative samples. The Frequency is based on 

operating experience, which has shown 72 hours to be Q 
adequate. 1Rp3 

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26.
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Boron Concentration 
3.9.1 

A -4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1 

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System' 'the 
refueling canal and the refueling cavity shall be 
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.  

MODE 6.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
not within limit. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the. 72 hours 
limit specified in COLR.

Rev 1, 04/07/95WOG STS 3.9-1



Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

BASES t " a:,:2

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

•0.95 is maintained during fuel handling operations.  
Violation of the LCO could lead to an inadvertent 
criticality during MODE 6.

This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in 
the reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required 
boron concentration ensures a ke • 0.95. Above MODE 6, 
LCO 3.1.1, OSHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) -T > 2000F.- and 
LCO 3.1.2, 'SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) --T < 200°F, ensure that 
an adequate amount of negative reactivity is available to 
shut down the reactor and maintain it subcritical.

A. 1 and A.2 

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity 
additions (including actions to reduce boron concentration) 
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with 
the LCO. If the boron concentration of any coolant volume 
in the RCS,4the refueling canal., or the refueling cavityis 
less than its limit, all operations involving CORE 
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be 
suspended immediately.  

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity 
additions shall not preclude moving a component to a safe 
position.  

A.3 

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or 
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the 
concentration must be initiated immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow 
rate and concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be 
satisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boron 
concentration to its required value as soon as possible. In 
order to raise the boron concentration as soon as possible, 
the operator should begin boration with the best source 
available for unit conditions.  

(continued)
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

ItrTF- • ,/ 
BASES 

ACTIONS A.3 (continued) 

Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued 
until the boron concentration is restored. The restoration 
time depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to 
reach the required concentration.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

0. ConA -M This SR ensures that the coolant boron concentration in the 
RCS. the refueling canal4and the refueling cavittjos within 

-pchons01 t e COLR limits. The boron concentration of the coolant in 
each volume is determined periodically by chemical analysis.  

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is a reasonable 
amount of time to verify the boron concentration of representative samples. The Frequency is based on operating experience, which has shown 72 hours to be adequate.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26. - rs 

2. FSAR, Chapter [15].
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Boron Concentration 
3.9.1

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.1 Boron Concentration

LCO 3.9.1 

APPLICABILITY:

Boron concentrations of the Reactor Coolant System, 
refueling canalijand the refueling cavity] shall be 
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR.

Tz Z~+z, .,'

[the 

/

)
MODE 6.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Boron concentration A.1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
not within limit. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions.  

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS-----

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.1.1 Verify boron concentration is within the 72 hours 
limit specified in the COLR.
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

maintained during fuel handling operations. Violation of 
the LCO could lead to an inadvertent criticality during 
MODE 6.

This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in 
the reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required 
boron concentration ensures a kf 1 0.95. Above MODE 6, 
LCO 3.1.1, 8SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)--TWV > 200"F,u and 
LCO 3.1.2, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN-Ta0 g 200"F,u ensure that an 
adequate amount of negative reactivity is available to shut 
down the reactor and to maintain it subcritical.

ACTIONS

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity 
additions (including actions to reduce boron concentration) 
is contingent upon maintaining the unit in compliance with 
the LCO. If the boron concentration of any coolant volume 
in the RCSIthe refueling canal;;jor the refueling cavity is 
less-than its limit, all operatlons involving CORE 
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be 
suspended immediately.  

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity 
additions shall not preclude moving a component to a safe 
position.  

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or 
positive reactivity additions, boration to restore the 
concentration must be initiated immediately.

In determining the required combination of boration flow 
rate and concentration, there is no unique design basis 
event that must be satisfied. The only requirement is to 
restore the boron concentration to its required value as 
soon as possible. In order to raise the boron concentration 
as soon as possible, the operator should begin boration with 
the best source available for unit conditions.  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS A. (continued) 

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the 
boron concentration is restored. The restoration time 
depends on the amount of boron that must be injected to 
reach the required concentration.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR ensures the coolant boron concentration in the RCS, 
i"-na .°rac •-the refueling canal~and the refueling cavit ts within the 

i por-Iho.uc) • COLR limits. The boron concentration of the coolant in each 
volume is determined periodically by chemical analysis.  

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is therefore aa 
reasonable amount of time to verify the boron concentration 
of representative samples. The Frequency is based on 
operating experience, which has shown 72 hours to be 
adequate.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26. 3 
2. FSAR, Section [ I.
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Industry/TSTF Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler 

Ventilation System Envelope Allowed Outage Time 

Classification: 3) Improve Specifications 

NUREGs Affected: 12 1430 W 1431 W 1432 J2 1433 12 1434 

Description: 

This change provides specific Conditions and Required Actions for room/barrier degradation (as opposed to ventilation 
train degradation). The Surveillances that test the integrity of the room/barrier require a positive or negative pressure 
limit to be satisfied in the area with one required ventilation train operating. While other Surveillances in the same 
specification test the operability of the ventilation train, these barrier surveillances ensure the envelope leak tightness is 
adequate to meet the design assumptions. However, there are no corresponding Conditions, Required Actions, or 
Completion Times associated with failure of these barrier Surveillances. Under existing specifications, LCO 3.0.3 must 
be entered (for two train moperability). The proposed change would allow 24 hours (during operating MODES) to 
restore the capability to maintain proper pressure before requiring the unit to perform an orderly shutdown and also 
allows intermittent opening of the control room barrier under administrative control 

Justification: 

Requiring the plant to enter LCO 3.0.3 when the ventilation envelope is not intact is excessive and, in the case of the 
FBACS OR FSPVS, is not appropriate. Modeling these specifications on the Shield Building specification (NUREG
1431, LCO 3.6.19) for a Dual or Ice Condenser containment would provide consistency within the NUREG. NUREG
1431 Specification 3.6.19 allows 24 hours to restore the envelope to Operable status before requiring an orderly 
shutdown from operating conditions (MODE 3 in 6 hours, MODE 5 in 36 hours). This would allow for routine 
repairs. The proposed change is acceptable because of the low probability of a DBA occurring during the 24 hour 
AOT. Furthermore, (modeling an allowance on the CIV allowance to intermittently open penetrations that are 
otherwise required to be closed), an LCO Note is added to allow intermittent opening (e.g. as for entering and exiting) 
without entering the Actions.  

Industry Contact: Buschbaum, Denny (254) 897-5851 dbuschbl@tuelectric.com 

NRC Contact: Giardina, Bob 301-314-3152 lbbl@nrc.gov 

Revision History 

OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: South Texas Project 

Revision Description: 
Original Issue 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 19-Nov-96 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 

Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 19-Nov-96 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 17-Dec-96 Date Distributed for Review 
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OG Revision 0 Revision Status: Closed 

TSTF Comments: 
On hold for WOG Mini-Group changes.  

TSTF Resolution: Withdrawn Date: 27-Apr-97 

OG Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed 

Revision Proposed by: WOG 

Revision Description: 
Complete replacement of WOG-86, Rev. 0 

Owners Group Review Information 
Date Originated by OG: 27-Apr-97 

Owners Group Comments 
(No Comments) 
Owners Group Resolution: Approved Date: 27-Apr-97

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 27-Apr-97 Date Distributed for Review 06-Jan-98 
00 Review Completed: 2 BWOG [] WOG [] CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
Applicable to all and accepted.  

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 05-Feb-98 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 29-May-98 
NRC Comments: 
7/16/98 - The change has merit; however, the staff does not believe that the proposed change has been fully 
evaluated by the OG. The SR that supposedly tests the integrity of the room/barrier has two acceptance 
criteria - a pressure limit (positive or negative) and a system flow limit. While failure of the pressure limit 
alone would indicate boindary degradation, failure of the pressure and flow limit while performing the SR 
could indicate system degradation and/or boundary degradation. Under these circumstances, it is 
conceivable that both Actions A and B would have to be entered. A number of concerns arise from this: 

1) What is to prevent the entering and exiting of Actions A or B over an indefinite period of time? Maybe 
there should be an overall completion time similar to the completion times specified in Actions for STS 
3.7.5.  

2) In this situation, the implication is that, in order to verify if it is a boundary inoperability orjust a system 
inoperability resulting in the exiting of Action B, the opposite train would be tested. This is something that 
has been deleted from TS, and not a prudent thing to do. Do we want to begin this back in this case? 

3) The wording of the Condition "Two trains inoperable due to inoperable boundary" could lead to 
confusion as to which Action to enter (Action B or LCO 3.0.3) under this situation in which both trains are 
inoperable for other reasons as well as failure to meet this SR and the boundary is inoperable. LCO 3.0.3 
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OG Revision 1 Revision Status: Closed

should probably be entered, but the wording could lead one to enter Action B.  

As additional concern with the change involves the Actions associated with an inoperable boundary during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies and core alterations. The staff does not believe that, in this 
situation, fuel movement should be allowed for up to 24 hours.  

With this potential loss of radiation filtering, Actions should be taken to immediately suspend fuel 
movement and/or Core Alterations. This change is applicable to the Control Room and Fuel Building 
Ventilation Specification.  

9/24/98 - NRC to consider the TSTF response to NRC's request to modify and contact Bryan Ford by 
10/9/98 to discuss further.  

11/12/98 - B. Ford and B. Giardina to discuss on 11/19/98.

Final Resolution: Supcrceded by Revision

TSTF Revision 1

Final Resolution Date: 16-Jul-98

Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: TSTF 

Revision Description: 
Revised based on NRC comments. The 24 hour Action is limited to operating MODES only and an LCO 
Note is added to allow intermittent opening in all of MODE 5.  

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 20-Nov-98 Date Distributed for Review 20-Nov-98 

OG Review Completed: W BWOG [] WOG 2 CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 

(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 20-Nov-98 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Riceived Date: 15-Dec-98 

NRC Comments: 

(No Comments)

Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision

TSTF Revision 2

Final Resolution Date:

Revision Status: Closed

Revision Proposed by: NRC 

Revision Description: 
Eliminated extraneous "OR! from BWOG page 3.7-31 and CEOG page 3.7-32 (left from previous 
revision).  

TSTF Review Information 
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TSTF Revision 2 Revision Status: Closed 

TSTF Received Date: 24-Jan-99 Date Distributed for Review 24-Jan-99 

OG Review Completed: W BWOG [] WOG 2 CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Approved Date: 24-Jan-99 

NRC Review Information 
NRC Received Date: 16-Mar-99 
NRC Comments: 
4/21/99 - In tech branch review (SPLB & SPSB) 
6/16/99 - NRC (B. Beckner) stated that TSB will approve separately from other control room issues.  
10/3/99 NRC comments: 
The staff has completed its review of the latest markup of the Bases for Action B.I of the Control Room 
STS contained in this TSTF and conclude that it is acceptable with one exception. Removal of the reference 
to GDC is unacceptable. We believe that compensatory measures should have some fundamental technical 
basis, and that for the control room, GDC 19 is the standard for the fundamental technical bases we find 
acceptable. Compensatory measures that are not consistent with the intent of GDC 19 will likely not 
provide the protection we believe is necessary. In addition, while this is an acceptable plan for the control 
room, we believe that a similar compensatory action plan should be provided for all the other buildings, 
should be consistent with the applicable regulations (GDC 19, Part 100, etc.), and that a similar Bases 
description should be provided in the other specifications modified by TSTF-287, Revision 2. Following is 
the proposed Insert 1.  

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional or 
unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room boundary within 24 
hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory measures 
(consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protcot control room operators from potential 
hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional and 
unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low 
probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour 
Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most 
problems with the control room boundary.  
Final Resolution: Superceded by Revision Final Resolution Date: 06-Oct-99 

TSTF Revision 3 Revision Status: Active Next Action: 

Revision Proposed by. NRC 

Revision Description: 
Revised the Bases for Action B. I to incorporate NRC comments.  
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TSTF Revision 3 Revision Status: Active Next Action: 

TSTF Review Information 

TSTF Received Date: 01-Nov-99 Date Distributed for Review 

0( Review Completed: C3 BWOG [I WOO El CEOG [] BWROG 

TSTF Comments: 
(No Comments) 

TSTF Resolution: Date: 

Incorporation Into the NUREGs 

File to BBS/LAN Date: TSTF Informed Date: TSTF Approved Date: 

NUREG Rev Incorporated.  

Affected Technical Specifications
LCO 3.7.10 CREVS NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

LCO 3.7.10 Bases CREVS NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

Action 3.7.10.B CREVS NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 

Change Description: New Condition

Action 3.7.10.B 

Action 3.7.10.B Bases 

Action 3.7.10.2 Bases 

Action 3.7.10.C 

Action 3.7.10.C Bases 

Action 3.7.10.D 

Action 3.7.10.D Bases 

Action 3.7.10.E 

Action 3.7.10.E Bases

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description: 

CREVS 

Change Description:

Renamed 3.7.1O.C and Revised 

Renamed 3.7.10.C and Revised 

New Conditon 

Renamed 3.7.10.D 

Renamed 3.7.10.D 

Renamed 3.7.10.E and Revised 

Renamed 3.7.10.E 

Renamed 3.7.10.F 

Renamed 3.7.1O.F and Revised

NUREG(s)- 1430 Only 
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LCO 3.7.12 

LCO 3.7.12 Bases 

Action 3.7.12.B 

Action 3.7.12.B 

Action 3.7.12.B Bases 

Action 3.7.12.B Bases 

LCO 3.7.13 

LCO 3.7.13 Bases 

Action 3.7.13.9 

Action 3.7.13.B 

Action 3.7.13.6 Bases 

Action 3.7.13.9 Bases 

Action 3.7.13.C 

Action 3.7.13.C Bases 

Action 3.7.13.D 

Action 3.7.13.D Bases 

LCO 3.7.10 

LCO 3.7.10 Bases 

Action 3.7.10.2 

Action 3.7.10.B

EVS 

EVS 

EVS 

Change Description: 

EV e 

Change Description: 

EVS 

Change Description: 

EVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

FSPVS 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

FSPV6 

Change Description: 

FSPVS 

Change Description: 

CREFS 

CREFS 

CREFS 

Change Description: 

CREFS 

Change Descdption:

New Condition 

Renamed 3.7.10.C and R
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Action 3.7.10.B Bases 

Action 3.7.10.9 Bases 

Action 3.7.10.C 

Action 3.7.1O.C Bases 

Action 3.7.10.D 

Action 3.7.10.D Bases 

Action 3.7.10.E 

Action 3.7.10.E Bases 

LCO 3.7.12 

LCO 3.7.12 Bases 

Action 3.7.12.9 

Action 3.7.12.8 

Action 3.7.12.B Bases 

Action 3.7.12.B Bases 

LCO 3.7.13 

LCO 3.7.13 Bases 

Action 3.7.13.B 

Action 3.7.13.B 

Action 3.7.13.B Bases
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LCO NOTE (BWOG 3.7.10, CREVS) 

------------------ NOTE -- .--------------- 
The control room boundary may be opened inteimttently under administrative controL 
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CREVS 
3.7.10 

TISTF -2S+ 
Fe4-3.2-7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)

LCO 3.7.10

APPLICABILITY:

Two CREVS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, (5, and 6,].  
[During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,].  
[During CORE ALTERATIONS].

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREVS train A.1 Restore CREVS train 7 days 
inoperable, to OPERABLE status.  

SJRequired Action and . Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 1, 29 
3, or 4. j. Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

cy G 

F.2uired Action and 9.1 ---------NOTE -------
associated Completion Place in emergency 
Time of Condition A mode if automatic 
not met during transfer to emergency 
movement of irradiated mode Inoperable.  
fuel assemblies [, or 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS]. Place OPERABLE CREVS 

train in emergency Immediately 
mode.  

(R 

(continued)
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CREVS 
3.7.10

ACTIONS

CONDITION

(continued)

L. Two CREVS trains 
inoperable during 
movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS].  

ý-reosan ai4he

Two CREVS trains | 
inoperable during 
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.

REQUIRED ACTION

TSTF .� 

- eFAJ�

COMPLETION TIME
I __________ ________ .1 _______________

I

AND

Suspend Core 
ALTERATIONS.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

AND 

1E Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.

1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.

Immediately 

Immediately

4

Immediately 

Immediately

Immediately

I__________________________I 
______________

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.10.1 Operate each CREVS train for [a 10 31 days 
continuous hours with the heaters operating 
or (for system without heaters) 
2 15 minutes].  

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (BWOG 3.7.10. CREVS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the control room boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous commmunicaon with the conrol 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for control room 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 1 (BWOG) 

13.1 
[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures (consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protect control 
room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to 
address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the control room boundary.



CREVS 
B 3.7.10 

T67T-2-U7 A2.-ij
BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

The worst case single active failure of a CREVS component, 
assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the 
ability of the system to perform its design function.

For this unit, there are no sources of toxic gases or 
chemicals that could be released to affect control room 
habitability.

The CREVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

]
LCO Two independent and redundant CREVS trains are required to 

be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available if a 
single failure disables the other train. Total system 
failure could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the 
control room operators in the event of a large radioactive 
release.

The CREVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control operator exposure are 
OPERABLE in both trains. A CREVS train is considered 
OPERABLE when the associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal absorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

I1smr In addition, the control room boundary, including the 1,WN -0integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork, and JO access doors, must be maintained within the assumptions of 
ASU5 the design analysis.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to 
ensure that the control room will remain habitable during 
and following a DBA.  

(continued)
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nT r -z%-
7J3

APPLICABILITY During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies [and during 
(continued) CORE ALTERATIONS], the CREVS must be OPERABLE to cope with a 

release due to a fuel handling accident.

With one CREVS train inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CREVS train is adequate to perform 
the control room radiation protection function. However, 
the overall reliability is reduced because a failure in the 
OPERABLE CREVS train could result in loss of CREVS function.  
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of 
a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of the 
remaining train to provide the required capability.

6Vconl4rclrcor, 6ownakrI) 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREVS train4 cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required 
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based cn operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
,ý.rderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

[In MODE 5 or 6, or] during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], if the inoperable 
CREVS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
required Completion Time, the OPERABLE CREVS train must 
immediately be placed in the emergency mode. This action 
ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no 
failures preventing automatic actuation will occur, and that 
any active failure will be readily detected. Required 
Action-M.1 is modified by a Note indicating to place the 
system in the emergency mode if automatic transfer to 
emergency mode is inoperable.

(continued)
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CREVS 
B 3.7.10

TSiP -
��DA /2

"An alternative to Required Action;.1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that could release radioactivity that 
might require isolation of the control room. This places 
the unit in a condition that minimizes the accident risk.  
This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe 
position.

[In MODE 5 or 6, or] during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], when two CREVS 
trains are inoperable, action must be taken immediately to 
suspend activities that could release radioactivity that 
could enter the control room. This places the unit in a 
condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does not 
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

If both CREVS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 
the CREVS may not be capable of performing the intended 
function and the unit is in a condition outside the accider 
analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3-must be entered immediatel)

.SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
* operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 

each train once every month adequately checks this system.  
Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture that has 
accumulated in the charcoal because of humidity in the 
ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be operated for 
ý 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. Systems 
without heaters need only be operated for Z 15 minutes to 
demonstrate the function of the system.] The 31 day 
Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment 
and the two train redundancy available.

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (BWOG 3.7.12, EVS) 

S-.... ....----------------- NOTE ---------------------------
The Auxiliary Building negative pressure area boundary may be opened intermittently under 
administrative control.  
------------------ ---------------------- -----------------------



3;7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.12 Emergency Ventilation System (EVS)

LCO 3.7.12 

APPLICABILITY:

Two EVS trains shall be OPERABLE 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

(/tISrPTLee.ore

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One EVS train A.1 Restore EVS tr-aint-o-- 7 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

RRequired Action and Be In MODE 3. 6 hours associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

C Be n MOE 5.36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT ______________ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each EVS train for [Z 10 continuous 31 days 
hours with the heaters operating or (for 
systems without heaters) •1 Iminutes].  

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required EVS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].  

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (BWOG 3.7,12, EVS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the Auxiliary Building negative pressure area boundary to be 
opened intermittently under administratve controls. For entry and exit through doors the 
administrative control of the opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For 
other openings, these controls consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in 
continuous communication with the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close 
the opening when a need for Auxiliary Building negative pressure area isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 2 (BWOG) 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the Auxdliary Building negative pressure area boundary is inoperable, the EVS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE Auxiliary Building negative 
pressure area boundary within 24 hours. During.the period that the Auxiliary Building negative 
pressure area boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory measures should be utilized to protect 
control room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, 
smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be 
available to address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 
hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occuring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the Auxiliary Building 
negative pressure area boundary.



EVS

EVS 
B 3.7.12 

T--SrP- *L97 AWn4I3
BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

LCO

F mom 
' SAMS

Two types of system failures are considered in the accident 
analysis: complete loss of function, and excessive LEAKAGE.  
Either type of failure may result in a lower efficiency of 
removal of any gaseous and particulate activity released to 
the ECCS pump rooms following a LOCA.  

Following a LOCA, an ESFAS signal starts the EVS fans and 
opens the dampers located in the penetration room outlet 
ductwork. The ESFAS signal closes all containment isolation 
valves and purge system valves. The purge system fans, if 
running, are shut down automatically.  

The EVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

Two independent and redundant trains of the EVS are required 
to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, 
assuming that a single failure disables the other train 
coincident with loss of offsite power. Total system failure 
could result in atmospheric release from the negative 
pressure area boundary exceeding Reference 4 limits in the 
event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA).  

The EVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to maintain the negative pressure area 
boundary filtration are OPERABLE in both trains.  

An EVS train is considered OPERABLE when its.associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. [Heater, demister,] ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the EVS is required to be OPERABLE 
consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECCS.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the EVS is not required to be OPERABLE 
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.  

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS

TMr1 -Z19- )&ý

Ll

With one EVS train Inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time, 
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the EVS 
safety function. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE EVS train 
could result in loss of EVS function.  

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk 
contribution is less than that of the ECCS (72 hour 
Completion Time), and this system is not a direct support 
system for the ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is based on 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and ability of the remaining train to provide the 
required capability.  

If the EVS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be 
placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 37,12.1, 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. Since the environment and 
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 
testing each train once a month provides an adequate check 
on this system. Monthly heater operations dry out any 
moisture that may have accumulated in the charcoal from 
humidity in the ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be 
operated Z 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized.  
Systems without heaters need only be operated for 
a 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the system.] The 
31 day Frequency is based on known reliability of equipment 
and the two train redundancy available.

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (BWOG 3.7.13, FSPVS) 

--------------- - -------- NOTE--------- --------------------
The fuel building boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative controL 
------------------------ - -------------------



-3.?PA7.13 Fut-SYSTEMS 

3.7.13 Fuel Storage Pool Ventilation System (FSPVS)

LCO 3.7.13 

APPLICABILITY:

[Two] FSPVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

[MODES 1, 2, 3, 
During movement 

building.

and 4,] 
of irradiated fuel assemblies In the fuel

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One FSPVS train A.1 Restore FSPVS train 7 days 
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.  

Requlred'Action and .i.1.. Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A A 
not met in MODE 1, 2,9 Z4 
3, or 4. 4 Be in-MODE 5. 36 hours 

OR 

Two FSPVs trains i noperabl e in 140DE 1, 2, 3, or 4"--'----

A equired Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
fuel building.

T 1 wo FSP 1S 4r, i~ 

bWovo #,% n 4OG

Place OPERABLE FSPVS 
train in operation.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
fuel building.

Immediately 

Immediately

__________________________________ I

413j csIwvv .(continued) 
b~u~r~ -i Oftk.Gp 24 no~fur 

S+A-1V S~

FSPVS 
3.7.13

W43

ACTIONS

a
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ACTIONS (continued)

FSPVS 
3.7.13 

TSTF-r5:

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

L Two FSPVS trains 191 Suspend movement of. Immediately 
inoperable during irradiated fuel 
movement of irradiated assemblies in the 
fuel assemblies in the fuel building.  
fuel building.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

3.7.13.1 Operate each FS'PVS train for [k 10 31 days 7 continuous hours with the heaters 
operating or (for systems without 
heaters) k 15 minutes].  

3.7.13.2 Perform required FSPVS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the Testing Program (VFTP)]. [VFTP] J 

ER3.7.13.3 Verify each FSPVS train actuates on an [18] months 

actual or simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.13.4 Verify one FSPVS train can maintain a [18] months on 
pressure : [] inches water gauge with a STAGGERED 
respect to atmospheric pressure during the TEST BASIS 
[post accident] mode of operation at a flow 
rate g [3000] cfm.  

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (BWOG 3.7.13, FSPVS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the fuel building boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the control 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for fuel building 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 3 (BWOG) 

B.1 

[RDviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

Ifthe fuel building boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2,3, and 4, the FSPVS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE fuel building boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the fuel building boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures should be utilized to protect control room operators from potential hazards 
such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional 
and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and 
test most problems with the fuel building boundary.



FSPVS 
B 3.7.13 

TSTF-u7 7 /2BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

because it may be used for normal as well as post accident, 
atmospheric cleanup functions.

The FSPVS design basis is established by the consequences of 
the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA), which is a fuel 
handling accident. The analysis of the fuel handling 
accident, given in Reference 3, assumes that a certain 
number of fuel rods in an assembly are damaged. The DBA 
analysis of the fuel handling accident assumes that only one 
train of the FSPVS is functional due to a single failure 
that disables the other train. The accident analysis 
accounts for the reduction in airborne radioactive material 
provided by the remaining one train of this filtration 
system. These assumptions and the analysis follow the 
guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4).  

The FSPVS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

[Two] independent and redundant trains of.the FSPVS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is 
available, assuming a single failure that disables the other 
train coincident with a loss of offsite power. Total system 
failure could result in the atmospheric release from the 
fuel handling area exceeding 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) limits in 
the event of a fuel handling accident.  

The FSPVS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control operator exposure in the 
fuel handling building are OPERABLE in both trains. An 
FSPVS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated: 

1. Fan is OPERABLE; 

2. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

3. [Heater, demister,] ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

F --61 -1Q-Wr
LCo ioote

a

(continued)
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B 3.7.13

Ts"iT -3
BASES-(cont4nued)- -

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

-- In [MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,] the FSPVS is required to be 
OPERABLE to provide fission product removal associated with 
ECCS leaks due to a loss of coolant accident (refer to 
LCO 3.7.12) for units that use this system as part of their 
EVSs.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel 
handling area, the FSPVS is always required to be OPERABLE 
to mitigate the consequences of a fuel handling accident.  

In MODES 5 and 6,*the FSPVS is not required to be OPERABLE 
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

A.I

F->
fJA1L1 3 Cher

DE5E SO~ 

.~&~bACE '

With one FSPVS train inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time 
period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform 
the FSPVS function. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE FSPVS train 
could result in a loss of FSPVS functioning. The 7 day 
Completion Time is based on the risk from an event occurring 
requiring the inoperable FSPVS train, and ability of the 
remaining FSPVS train to provide the required protection.

B.] and B.2 • 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when Required Action A.1 cannot be 
completed within the associated Completion Time, or when 
both FSPVS trains are inoperable, the unit must be placed 
a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging ur 
systems.  

Ithinopral d.2 rincno eetrdtoOEAL

in

it

If the inoperable FSPVS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the required Completion Time, during movement 

(continued)
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B 3.7.13 

BASES _ ___ -T Z 

ACTIONS (continued) 

of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area, the 
OPERABLE FSPVS train must be started immediately or fuel 
movement suspended. This action ensures that the remaining 
train is OPERABLE, that no undetected failures preventing 
system operation will occur, and that any active failures 
will be readily detected.  

If the system is not placed in operation, this action 
requires suspension of fuel movement, which precludes a fuel 
handling accident. This action does not preclude the 
movement of fuel assemblies to a safe position.  

When two trains of the FSPVS are inoperable during movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area, the 
unit must be placed in a condition in which the LCO does not 
apply. This LCO involves immediately suspending movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area. This 
does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.13.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 
each train once every month provides an adequate check on 
this system. Monthly heater operation dries out any 
moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the 
ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be operated for 
ý 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. Systems 
without heaters need only be operated for k 15 minutes to 
demonstrate the function of the system.] The 31 day 
Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment 
and the two train redundancy available.  

SR a r c i t [ t t F 

This SR verifies that the required FSPVS testing is 
performed in accordance with the [Ventilation Filter Testing 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (WOG 3.7.10. CREFS)

------------------------------------ ------- NOTE --- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
The control room boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control.  
------ --- ----------------------------------------------------------------



CREFS 
3.7.10

.7. J__LAT SYSTEMS 

3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Filtration System (CREFS)

LCO 3.7.10

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

TFSF -U-

Two CREFS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6,] 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, 
[During CORE ALTERATIONS].

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREFS train A.1 Restore CREFS train 7 days 
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.  

,B Required Actio .and I.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4. 4r.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

/C. Required Action and 
associated Completion D Time of Condition A 
not met [in MODE 5 
or 6, or] during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies [, or 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS].

D
----- NOTE
Place in toxic gas 
protection mode if 
automatic transfer 
to toxic gas 
protection mode is 
inoperable.

PI ace 
train 
mode.

OPERABLE CREFS 
in emergency

Immediately

(continued)
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CREFS 
3.7.10

ACTIONS -......

CONDITION

(continued)

Two CREFS trains 
inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, 3, or 4.

TMrp -*Zg'

22.  9 4

AND 

.C .[2]

REQUIRED ACTION

1'

COMPLETION TIME

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

4 -I

6*

AND 
An[2

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

-Fagr rexanss .07%-E)

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

.1
Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.10.1 Operate each CREFS train for 31 days 
[k 10 continuous hours with the heaters 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
z 15 minutes].  

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Two CREFS trains 
inoperable [in MODE 5 
or 6, or] during 
movement of Irradiated 
fuel assemblies [, or 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS].

F 
X.1
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
- --*- --- CO NOTE-BASES (WOG 3.7.10. CREFS) - -.- _ _ 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the control room boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrtive controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the control 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for control room 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 1 (WOG) 

13.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREFS trains cannot perform 
their intended finctions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures (consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protect control 
room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to 
address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the control room boundary.



CREFS 
B 3.7.10 

BASES 7"5F 2z7 t 7 

APPLICABLE loss of coolant accident, fission product release presented 
SAFETY ANALYSES in the FSAR, Chapter [15] (Ref. 2).  

(continued) 
The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the 
toxicity limits are not exceeded in the control room 
following a toxic chemical release, as presented in 
Reference 1.  

The worst case single active failure of a component of the 
CREFS, assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair the 
ability of the system to perform its design function.  

The CREFS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.  

LCO Two independent and redundant CREFS trains are required to 
be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available 
assuming a single failure disables the other train. Total 
system failure could result in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to 
the control room operator in the event of a large 
radioactive release.  

The CREFS is considered OPERABLE when the Individual 
components necessary to limit operator exposure are OPERABLE 
in both trains. A CREFS train is OPERABLE when the 
associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are not 
excessively restricting flow, and are capable of 
performing their filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

"/"ser T- In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained, 
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, SA 7Vductwork, and access doors.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6,] and during movement of 

irradiated fuel assemblies [and during CORE ALTERATIONS], 

(continued)
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CREFS 
B 3.7.10

APPLICABILITY CREFS must be OPERABLE to control operator exposure during 
(continued) and following a DBA.  

In [MODE 5 or 6], the CREFS is required to cope with the 
release from the rupture of an outside waste gas tank.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies [and CORE 
ALTERATIONS], the CREFS must be OPERABLE to cope with the 
release from a fuel handling accident.

A.)
Ihen one CREFS train is inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CREFS train is adequate to perform 
the control room protection function. However, the-overall 
reliability is reduced because a single failure in the 
OPERABLE CREFS train could result in loss of CREFS function.  
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of 
a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of the 
remaining train to provide the required capability.

I'll£ (w•o.) .1 -and

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the inoperable CREFS train4 cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required 
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that 
minimizes accident risk. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be placed in at least MODE .3 within 6 hoursi and in 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems..

and £L.2.2

[In MODE 5 or 6, or] during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], if the inoperable 
CREFS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
required Completion Time, action must be taken to 
immediately place the OPERABLE CREFS train in the emergency 

(continued)
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CREFS 
B 3.7.10

BASES

.!i (" inued)

mode. This action ensures that the remaining train is 
OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic actuation 
will occur, and that any active failure would be readily 
detected.  

An alternative to Required Action .1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that could result in a release of 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe 
position.  

Required Actionf'. is modified by a Note indicating to 
place the system in the toxic gas protection mode if 
automatic transfer to toxic gas protection mode is 
inoperable.  

[In MODE 5 or 6, or] duHng movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], with two CREFS 
trains inoperable, action must be taken immediately to 
suspend activities that could result in a release of 
radioactivity that might enter the control room. This 
places the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk.  
This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe 
position.

If both CREFS trains 
the CREFS may not be 
function and the unit 
analyses. Therefore,

are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3. or 4, 
capable of performing the intended 
is in a condition outside the accident 
LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.1 
REQUIREMENTS Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 

that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not too severe, 

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 
LCO NOTE (WOG 3.7.12, ECCS PREACS)

NOTE------------------ ------------ ------ .---

The ECCS pump room boundary may be opened intermittently under administative controL 
------------ ------------------------------------------------------------

--- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- --



ECCS PREACS 
3.7.12 

3 7-.-PLANT SYSTEMS- Jew.? . fS_3 

3.7.12 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Air Cleanup 

System. (PREACS)

LCO 3.7.12 

APPLICABILITY:

Two ECCS PREACS trains shall be OPERABLE.

INSEfc[

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION 

A. One ECCS PREACS train 
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION

A. 1 Restore ECCS PREACS 
train to OPERABLE 
status.

7 days

)r. Required Action and 21.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

associated Completion I 
Time not met. AND 

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

s ,: o E S P E C *;A C 5 ý v fý .

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.12.1 Operate each ECCS PREACS train for 
[k 10 continuous hours with the heaters 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].

3.7-28
WOG STS

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (WOG 3.7.12, ECCS PREACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the ECCS pump room boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the 
opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls 
consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with 
the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for 
ECCS pump room isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 2 (WOG' 

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the ECCS pump room boundary is inoperable, the ECCS PREACS trains cannot perform their 
intended functions. Actbns must be taken to restore an OPERABLE ECCS pump room boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the ECCS pump room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures should be utilized to protect control room operators from potential hazards 
such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional 
and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and 
test most problems with the ECCS pump room boundary.



ECCS PREACS 
B 3.7.12 

LCO a. Fan is OPERABLE; 
(continued) 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

L•LW V•r c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
1B•ES OPERABLE and air circulation can be maintained.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREACS is required to be 
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the 
ECCS.  

In MODE 5 or 6, the ECCS PREACS is not required to be 
OPERABLE since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS Aj-
With one ECCS PREACS train inoperable, action must be taken 
to restore OPERABLE status within 7.days. During this time, 
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the ECCS 
PREACS function.

The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk 
contribution is less than that for the ECCS (72 hour 
Completion Time), and this system is not a direct support 
system for the ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is based on 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and ability of the remaining train to provide the 
required capability.  

Concurrent failure of two ECCS PREACS trains would result in 
the loss of functional capability; therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must 
be entered ediately.  

If the ECCS PREACS traIncannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 

(continued)
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ECCS PREACS

ECCS PREACS 
B 3.7.12 

BASES T - g 4 KIW.3 

ACTIONS an .2 (continued).  

MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power c6nditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems, 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.12.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 
each train once a month provides an adequate check on this 
system. Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture that 
may have accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the 
ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be operated ý 10 
continuous hours with the heaters energized. Systems 
without heaters need only be operated for k 15 minutes to 
demonstrate the function of the system.] The 31 day 
Frequency is based on the known reliability of equipment and 
the two train redundancy available.  

SR 3.7.12.2 

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREACS testing is 
perfomed in accordance with the [Ventilation Filter Testing 
Program (VFTP)].. The ECCS PREACS filter tests are in 
accordance with Reference 4. The [VFTP] includes testing 
HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorbers efficiency, 
minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the 
activated charcoal (general use and following specific 
operations). Specific test Frequencies and additional 
information are discussed in detail in the [VFTP].  

SR 3.7.12.3 

This SR verifies that each ECCS PREACS train starts and 
operates on an actual or simulated actuation signal. The 
[18] month Frequency is consistent with that specified in 
Reference 4.  

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 
LCO NOTE .(WOG 3.7,13. FBACS)

NOTE -------------------- --- --

The fuel building boundary may be opened intemittently under admini ve control.  
- -----------------------------------

------------------------------------------



3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.13 Fuel Building Air Cleanup System (FBACS)

LCO 3.7.13

APPLICABILITY:

FBACS 
3.7 * 13

Rws 3

Two FBACS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

[HODES 1, 2, 3, and 4,] 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel 

building.

AtTTONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One FBACS train 
G tS •£ýe aý e.

A.1 Restore FBACS train 
to OPERABLE status.

.1 4.

Required Action 
and associated 
Completion Time of 
Condition A not met 
in MODE 1, 2,.3, 
or 4.  

OR 

Two FBACS trains 
Inoperable in MODE 1, 
2, 3, or 4f-

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time [of Condition Aj 
not met during 
movement of Irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
fuel building.

_ _ _ _ _I__ _ _ _ _ _ _.

0'.1 Be in MODE 3.  

AND 

2 Be In MODE 5.

I.

Place OPERABLE FBACS 
train in operation.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
fuel building.

7 days

6 hours 

36 hours

Immedi ately 

Immediately

(continued)
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FBACS 
3.7.13 

B. Two FBACS trains B.1 Restore fuel 24 hours 
inoperable due to building boundary to 
inoperable fuel OPERABLE status.  
building boundary 
P MfloDES ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ I__ __I_ __I
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FBACS 
3.7.13 

TiF3-ZS--
/ AL'TIONS (continued)

CONDITION

Two FBACS trains 
inoperable during 
movement of Irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
fuel building.

I. -CIN (cniud

REQUIRED ACTION

e.
Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
fuel building.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEI LLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.13.1 Operate each FBACS train for 31 days 
[k 10 continuous hours with the heaters 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].  

SR 3.7.13.2 Perform required FBACS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].  

S 3.7.13.3 Verify each FBACS train actuates on an [18] months 
actual or simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.13.4 Verify one FBACS train can maintain a [18] months on 
pressure < [-0.125] inches water gauge with a STAGGERED 
respect to atmospheric pressure during the TEST BASIS 
[post accident] mode of operation at a flow 
rate g [20,000] cfm.  

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
LCO NOTEBASES (WOG 3.7.13, FBACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the fuel building boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the control 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for fuel building 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 3 (WOG).  

13.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
guidance available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional and unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the fuel building boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2,3, and 4, the FBACS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE fuel building boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the fuel building boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures should be utilized to protect control room operat6rs from potential hazards 
such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional 
and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and 
test most problems with the fuel building boundary..



FBACS 
B 3.7.13

BASES (continued)
7- 717-21 7 PW

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The FBACS design basis is established by the consequences of 
the limiting Design Basis Accident (DBA), which is a fuel 
handling accident. The analysis of the fuel handling 
accident, given in Reference 3, assumes that all fuel rods 
in an assembly are damaged. The analysis of the LOCA 
assumes that radioactive materials leaked from the Emergency 
Core Cooling System (ECCS) are filtered and adsorbed by the 
FBACS. The DBA analysis of the fuel handling accident 
assumes that only one train of the FBACS is functional due 
to a single failure that disables the other train. The 
accident analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne 
radioactive material provided by the one remaining train of this filtration system. The amount of fission products 
available for release from the fuel handling building is 
determined for a fuel handling accident and for a LOCA.  
These assumptions and the analysis follow the guidance 
provided in Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4).

The FBACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement..

LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the FBACS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is 
available, assuming a single failure that disables the other 
train, coincident with a loss of offsite power. Total 
system failure could result in the atmospheric release from 
the fuel handling building exceeding the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) 
limits In the event of a fuel handling accident.  

The FBACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control exposure in the fuel 
handling building are OPERABLE in both trains. An FBACS 
train is considered OPERABLE when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration function; and 

, E c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the FBACS is required to be OPERABLE 
to provide fission product removal associated with ECCS 
leaks due to a LOCA and leakage from containment and 
annulus.

In NODE 5 
since the

or 6, the FBACS is not required to be OPERABLE 
ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

During movement 
area, the FBACS 
consequences of

ACTIONS

of irradiated fuel in the fuel handling 
is required to be OPERABLE to alleviate the 
a fuel handling accident.

L.I
With one FBACS train inoperable' action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this period, 
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the 
FBACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the 
risk from an event occurring requiring the inoperable FBACS 
train, and the remaining FBACS train providing the required 
protection. r 

1 ~i~k4aeJbuiI4.n 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when uired Acti on A.1 cannot be 
completed within the associated Completion Time, or when 
both FBACS trains are inoperabl the unit must be placed in 
a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours, 
and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the 
required Completion Time, during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the fuel building, the OPERABLE FBACS train 
must be started immediately or fuel movement suspended.  
This action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, 

(continued)
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FBACS 
B 3.7.13 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

that no undetected failures preventing system operation will 
occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected.  

If the system is not placed in operation, this action 
requires suspension of fuel movement, which precludes a fuel 
handling accident. This does not preclude the movement of 
uel assemblies to a-safe position.  

When two trains of the FBACS are inoperable during movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel building, action 
must be taken to place the unit in a condition In which the 
LCO does not apply. Action must be taken immediately to 
suspend movement of Irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel 
building. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a 
safe position.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.13.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environmental and 
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 
testing each train once every month provides an adequate 
check on this system.  

Monthly heater operation dries out any moisture accumulated 
in the charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. [Systems 
with heaters must be operated for k 10 continuous hours with 
the heaters energized. Systems without heaters need only be 
operated for k 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the 
system.] The 31 day Frequency is based on the known 
reliability of the equipment and the two train redundancy 
available.  LSR 3.7.13.2 
This SR verifies that the required FBACS testing is 
performed in accordance with the [Ventilation Filter Testin 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOT8(WOG 3.7.14, PREACS)

NOTE --------------------------
The penetramion room boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control.  

----------- -------- ---- ----- ------------- ---------------------

-- ---------- ----------------------------



PREACS 
3.7.14

7_ -PLANT- SYSTEMS

3.7.14 Penetration Room Exhaust Air Cleanup System (PREACS)

LCO 3.7.14 

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Two PREACS trains shall be OPER 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One PREACS train A.1 Restore PREACS train 7 days 
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

2: Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. ANDR

Be in NODE 3.  

Be in MODE 5.

6 hours 

36 hours

ra b 'e 4+V -' 6PnelA1LE 3ftfiviS.  
room oundvC 

SUR CR S

-~SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.14.1k O0perate, each 'PREACS:-train: for-K-
-[k 10.ontinuous-hours -with;:heatbrs 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].

FREQUENCY
4.

31 days

SR 3.7.14.2 Perform required PREACS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 

-Testing Program (VFTP)].

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 
. ... LCONOTE-BASES (WOG 3.7.14, PREACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the penetration room boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the 
opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls 
consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with 
the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for 
penetration room isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 4 (WOG) 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
guidance available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional and 
unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the penetration room boundary is inoperable, the PREACS trains cannot perform their intended 
functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE penetration room boundary within 24 
hours. During the period that the penetration room boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory 
measures should be utilized to protect control room operators from potential hazards such as 
radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, tenperature and relative humidity, and physical 
security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional and 
unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low 
probability of a DBA occuring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 
hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test 
most problems with the penetration room boundary.



PREACS 
B 3.7.14

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The PREACS design basis is established by the large break 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The system evaluation 
assumes a passive failure outside containment, such as valve 
packing leakage during a Design Basis Accident (OBA). In 
such a case, the system restricts the radioactive release to within the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 4) limits, or the NRC staff 
approved licensing basis (e.g., a specified fraction of 
10CFR 100 limits). The analysis of the effects and 
consequences of a large break LOCA are presented in 
Reference 3.  

Two types of system failures are considered in the accident 
analysis: a complete loss of function, and excessive 
LEAKAGE. Either type of failure may result in less 
efficient removal of any gaseous or particulate material 
released to the penetration room following a LOCA.  

The PREACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

Two independent and redundant trains of the PREACS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is 
available, assuming there is a single failure disabling the 
other train coincident with a loss of offsite power.  

The PREACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
componentsnecessary to control radioactive releases are 
OPERABLE in both trains. A PREACS train is considered 
"OPERABLE when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE;.-

Sb. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; -and,-,.  

MOM c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE and air circulation can be maintained.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the PREACS is required to be 
OPERABLE, consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of 
"the Emerency Core Cooling system (ECCS).  

(continued)
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PREACS B 3.7.14

RO.4� ?-��

BASES 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6, the PREACS is not required to be OPERABLE 
(continued) since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS Ai 

With one PREACS train inoperable, the action must be taken 
to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this 
period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform 
the PREACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is 
appropriate because the risk contribution of the PREACS is 
less than that of the ECCS (72 hour Completion Time), and 
this system is not a direct support system for the ECCS.  
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of 
a DBA occurring during this period, and the remaining train 
providing the required capability.  

If the inoperable train cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly mknner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.7.14.1 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 

that they function properly. As the environmental and 
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 
testing each train once every month provides an adequate 
check on this system. Monthly heater operation dries out 
any moisture that may have accumulated in the charcoal as a 
result of humidity In the ambient air. [Systems with 

heaters must be operated for k 10 continuous hours with the 

.heaters energized. Systems without heaters need only be 
operated for 2 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the 
system.] The 31 day Frequency is based on the known 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (CEOG 3.7.11. CREACS) 

------------------------------------------- N O TE ------------------------------------------------------------

The control room boundary may be opened intermittently under adninistrative control.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------



CREACS 
3.7.11

3.7 PLANT'SYSTEMS �1�sw -zn
g.Li,3

374.-11--Control. Room. -Emergency...Ai r- Cleanup,.System_(-4REACS}_

LCO 3.7.11 

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Two CREACS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, [5, and 6,] 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, 
[During CORE ALTERATIONS].

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREACS train A.1 Restore CREACS train 7 days 
inoperable, to OPERABLE status.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met in MODE 1, 2 
3, or 4.

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met [in MODES 5 
and 6, or] during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies[, or 
during CORE 
ALTERATIONS]. -

Be in MODE 3.  

Be in MODE S.

--------.NOTE --------
Place in toxic gas 
protection mode if 
automatic transfer to 
toxic gas mode 
inoperable.  

Place OPERABLE CREACS 
train in emergency 
radiation protection 
mode.

6 hours 

36 hours

Immediately 

(continued)
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CREACS 
3.7.11

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION -COMPLETION TIME

(continued) �2.1

.2.2

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.

Immediately 

Immediately

.. Two CREACS trains Suspend CORE Immediately 
inoperable [in MODES 5 ALTERATIONS.  

Z and 6, or] during 
movement of irradiated AND 
fuel assemblies [, or 
during CORE ..2 Suspend movement of Immediately ALTERATIONS]. irradiated fuel 

mj rcasools. 4 c i;7 ) assemblies.  
,l• o , --1 1

Two CREACS trains 
inoperable in MODE I, 
2, 3, or 4.

Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 
__ 

-SURVEILLANCE.. FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.11.1 Operate each CREACS train for 31 days 
[f 10 continuous hours with heaters 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].  

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (CEOG 3.7.11. CREACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the control room boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the control 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly dose the opening when a need for control room 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT I (CEOG) 

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREACS trains cannot 
perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room 
boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures (consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protect control 
room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to 
address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour 
Completion Tune is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the control room boundary.



CREACS 
B 3.7.11 

T5S-&'7 &V_3BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

accident dose analyses for the most limiting design basis 
loss of coolant accident fission product release presented 
in the FSAR, Chapter [15] (Ref. 2).  

The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the 
toxicity limits are not exceeded in the control room 
following a toxic chemical release, as presented in 
Reference 1.  

The worst case single active failure of a component of the 
CREACS, assuming a loss of offsite power, does not impair 
the ability of the system to perform its design function.  

The CREACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

Two independent and redundant trains of the CREACS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is 
available, assuming that a single failure disables the other 
train. Total system failure could result in a control room 
operator receiving a dose in excess of 5 rem in the event of 
a large radioactive release.

The CREACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
-.components necessary to control operator exposure are 

OPERABLE in both trains. A CREACS train is considered 
OPERABLE when the associated: 

.. ,�••fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPAfilters and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 

.filtration functions; and 

c. -Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained, 
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, /AI•G12-fductwork, and access doors.  

(continued)
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CREACS 
B 3.7.11

BASES (continued) T-mi -zq 3PA

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREACS must be OPERABLE to 
limit operator exposure during and following a DBA.  

In MODES [5 and 6], the CREACS is required to cope with the 
release from a rupture of an outside waste gas tank.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies [and CORE 
ALTERATIONS], the CREACS must be OPERABLE to cope with the 
release from a fuel handling accident.

ACTIONS

2SEaT

With one CREACS train inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CREACS subsystem is adequate to 
perform control room radiation protection function.  
However, the overall reliability Is reduced because a single 
failure in the OPERABLE CREACS train could result in loss of 
CREACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, 
and the ability of the remaining train to provide the 
required capability.

If the in le CREACS cannot -be restored to OPERABLE 
QSS.+e4 s a us within the Completion Time in MODE 1, 2, 3, 

.. -. o lbh :unit- must be, placed In a MODE that minimizes the •cc-ide~t risk. ---To achieve:thistatus, -the -unttimus tbe-.  
placedlin-atleast MODE 3 wi thin 6 hours, and in.1HODE7Z5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times' are.  
"reasonible, based on operating-experience, to reach the 
required unittcondittions from full power conditions in an 
orderly-manner" and w-thout challengtng unit systems.  

Required Action .1 is modified by a Note indicating to 
place the system in the emergency radiation protection mode 
if the automatic transfer to emergency mode is inoperable.  

(continued)
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CREACS 

B 3.7.11 

BASES E+ 

ACTIONS l., and .211, (continued) 

In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], if Required 
Action A.1 cannot be completed within the required 
Completion Time, the.OPERABLE CREACS train must be 
Immediately placed in the emergency mode of operation. This 
action ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no 
failures preventing automatic actuation will occur, and that 
any active failure will be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action .t~s to immediately 
suspend activities that could result in a release of 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
the accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of 
fuel assemblies to a safe position.  

When [in MODES 5 and 6, or] during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies [, or during CORE ALTERATIONS], with two 
CREACS trains inoperable- action must be taken immediately 
to suspend activities that could result in a release of 
radioactivity that might enter the control room. This 
places the unit in a condition that minimizes the accident 
risk. This does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

an nopemraLs.Cf*I 

, mnnit1 9 -2 $. PA If both CREACS trains are inoperable in MODE I, 2, 3, or 4, 
the CREACS may not be capable of performing the intended 
function and the unit is in a condition outside the accident 
analyses. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3,7,11,1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. Since the environment and 
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (CEOG 3.7.13, ECCS PREACS)

-------------------------- NOTE - ------- ----------------- ---

The ECCS pump room boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control.  
-------------m----------------- -----------------------



ECCS PREACS 
3.7.13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 1- T "T - e + 3

3.7.13 Emergency.Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump R9oo Exhaust Alr Cleanup 
System (PREACS)

LCO 3.7.13

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

Two ECCS PREACS trains shall be OPERBE 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One ECCS PREACS train A.1 Restore ECCS PREACS 7 days 
inoperable. train to OPERABLE 

status.

M Required Action and b associated Completion 
Time not met.

Be in MODE 3.

2N
Be in MODE 5.

Gi% I Res*wr. tcas p,,%mp raovii
botAnS~f i-0 OPMA&kL

6 hours 

36 hours

24 I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.13.1 Operate each.:ECCS ;PREACS :train for - 31-days 
[2 10 continuous hours with the heater 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (CEOG 3.7.13, ECCS PREACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the ECCS pump room boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administrative controls For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the 
opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls 
consist of stationing a dedicated indivdual at the opening who is in continuous communication with 
the control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for 
ECCS pump room isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 2 (CEOG) 

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
guidance available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional and 
unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the ECCS pump room boundary is inoperable, the ECCS PREACS trains cannot perform their 
intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE ECCS pump room boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the ECCS pump room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures should be utilized to protect control room operators firm potential hazards 
such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional 
and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and 
test most problems with the ECCS pump room boundary.



ECCS PREACS 
B 3.7.13

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

ECCS PREACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to maintain the ECCS Pump Room 
filtration are OPERABLE in both trains.  
An ECCS PREACS train is considered OPERABLE when its 
associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE;

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting"flow and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

_ c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECCS PREACS is required to be 
OPERABLE consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of the 
ECCS.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the ECCS PREACS is not required to be 
OPERABLE, since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS AL

VWith one ECCS PREACS train inoperable, action must be taken 
to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time, 
the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform the ECCS 
PREACS function.  

The 7 day-Complition Time is appropriate because the risk 
-: ;•contribution~is-less than thatfor the ECCS (72 hour 

Completion Time) and this syStem:is not a direct support 
system for the ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this time period, and the consideration that the 
remaining train can provide the required capability.  

2 (cOtCu) 

(continued)
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ECCS PREACS 
B 3.7.13

"r~FsTN- 2+i,

ACTIONS 
(continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

If the ECCS PREACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must 
be in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 
within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SR 3.7.13.1 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. Since the environment and 
normal operating conditions on this system are not severe, 
testing each train once a month provides an adequate check 
on this system. Monthly heater operations dry out any 
moisture that may have accumulated in the charcoal from 
humidity in the ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be 
operated for k 10 continuous hours with the heaters 
energized. Systems without heaters need only be operated 
for k 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the'system.] 
The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of 
equipment, and the two train redundancy available.

This SR verifies that the required ECCS PREACS testing is 
performed in accordance with the [Ventilation Filter Testing 
Program (VFTP)]. The ECCS PREACS filter tests are in 
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4). The [VFTP] 
includes testing HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber 
efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the physical 
properties of the activated charcoal (general use and 
following specific operations). Specific test frequencies 
and additional information are discussed in detail in the 
[VFTP].  

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (CEOG 3.7.14, FBACS) ..  

------------ NOTE -----.......  
The fuel building boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative controL 

---------------------------------- w------------------ -----------------------



FBACS 
3.7.14

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3 .7-.14 -Fuiel- Bu -l ding-Air Cl einuaSy•tem •I FBACS)

LCO 3.7.14 

APPLICABILITY:

Two FBACS trains shall be OPERABLE.

[MODES 1t 2, 3, 
During movement 

building.

and 4,] 
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One FBACS train A.1 Restore FBACS train 7 days 
Inoperable. to OPERABLE status.  

Required Action Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
and associated 
Completion Time AND 
of Condition A ot 
met in MODE I, 2, Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 
3, or 4.  

ORJ 

Two FBACS trains 
inoperable in MODE 1, 

quired Action and- Place OPERABLE FBACS Immediately 
Associated Completion train in operation.  
Time [of Condition A] 
not met during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the W.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
fuel building. irradiated fuel 

assemblies in the 
fuel building.

-b. Uvio FGPC$ 4 ra~ns bVII In4w~c TbgiraA -* o5o~4~~ ''o continued) 
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FBACS 
3.7.14 

ACTIONS (continued) ________ -____ 

CONDITIO REQUIREDACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Two FBACS trains •,1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
inoperable during irradiated fuel 
movement of irradiated assemblies in the 
fuel assemblies in the fuel building.  
fuel building.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS_ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.14.1 Operate each FBACS train for 31 days 
[U 10 continuous hours with the heaters 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes], 

SR 3.7.14.2 Perform required FBACS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].  

SR 3.7.14.3 Verify each FBACS train-actuates [181 months 
on an actual or simulated actuation 
signal.  

SR 3.7.14.4 Verify one FBACS train can maintain a [18] months on 
negative pressure k [ I inches water gauge a STAGGERED 
with respect to atmospheric pressure, TEST BASIS 
during the [post accident] mode of 
operation at a flow rate g [3000] cfm.  

(continued)
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INSERT 
_LCO NOTE BASES (CEOG 3.7.14, FBACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the fuel building boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the control 
room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for fuel building 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 3 (CEOG) 

B3.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
guidance available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional and 
unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

Ifthe fuel building boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the FBACS trains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE fuel building boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the fuel building boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures should be utilized to protect control room operators from potential hazards 
such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and 
physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional 
and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and 
test most problems with the fuel building boundary.



FBACS 
B 3.7.14

BASES (continued) 7"6F7r4$7 A,43

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The FBACS is designed to mitigate the consequences of a 
fuel handling accident in which [all] rods in the fuel 
assembly are assumed to be damaged. The analysis of the 
fuel handling accident is given in Reference 3. The Design 
Basis Accident analysis of the fuel handling accident 
assumes that only one train of the FBACS is functional, due 
to a single failure that disables the other train. The 
accident analysis accounts for the reduction in airborne 
radioactive material provided by the remaining one train of 
this filtration system. The amount of fission products 
available for release from the fuel handling building is 
determined for a fuel handling accident. These assumptions 
and the analysis follow the guidance provided in Regulatory 
Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4).  

The FBACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

I-C'o rj

Two independent and redundant trains of the FBACS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is 
available, assuming a single failure that disables the other 
train coincident with a loss of offsite power. Total system 
failure could result in the atmospheric release from the 
fuel building exceeding the 10 CFR 100 limits (Ref. 5) in 
the event of a fuel handling accident.  

The FBACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control exposure in the fuel 
handling building are OPERABLE in both trains. An FBACS 
train is considered OPERABLE when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the FBACS is required to be 
OPERABLE to provide fission product removal associated with 
ECCS leaks due to a LOCA (refer to LCO 3.7.13, "Emergency

(continued)
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FBACS 
B 3.7.14

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

Core Cooling System (ECCS) Pump Room Exhaust Air 
System (PREACS)') for units that use this system 
their ECCS PREACS.

Cleanup 
as part of

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel 
building, the FBACS is required to be OPERABLE to mitigate 
the consequences of a fuel handling accident.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the FBACS is not required to be OPERABLE, 
since the ECCS Is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

If one FBACS train is inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time 
period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform 
the FBACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the risk from an event occurring 
requiring the inoperable FBACS train, and ability of the 

Dremaining FBACS train to provide the required protection.  

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when Required Action A.lcannot be 
0+,, s completed within the Completion Time, or when both FBACS 

Strai o erabi , the unit-must be placed in a MODE in which the-LCO does not-apply. To achieve this-status, the 
TuI4 I b ;A ._t-s unit must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours, and In MODE 5 

d &I- . i within-36-hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

When Required Action A.1 cannot be completed within the 
required Completion Time during movement of irradiated fuel 
in the fuel building, the OPERABLE FBACS train must be 
started immediately or fuel movement suspended. This action 
ensures that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no 
undetected failures preventing system operation will occur, 
and that any active failure will be readily detected.  

(continued)
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FBACS 
B 3.7.14 

ACTIONS an.d (continued) 

If the system is not placed in operation, this action 
requires suspension of fuel movement, which precludes a fuel 
handling accident. This does not preclude the movement of 
fuel to.a safe position.  

When two trains of the FBACS are inoperable during'movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel building, action 
must be taken to place the unit in a condition in which the 
LCO does not apply. This LCO involves immediately 
suspending movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
fuel building. This does not preclude the movement of fuel 
to a safe position.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.14.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 
each train once every month provides an adequate check on 
this system. Monthly heater operation dries out any 
moisture accumulated in the charcoal from humidity in the 
ambient air. [Systems with heaters must be operated for 
k 10 continuous hours with the heaters energized. Systems 
without heaters need only be operated for k 15 minutes to 
demonstrate the function of the system.] The 31 day 
Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment 
and the two train redundancy available.  

SR 3.7.14.2 

This SR verifies the performance of FBACS filter testing in 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter Testing Program 
(VFTP)]. The FBACS filter tests are in accordance with the 
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 6). The [VFTP] includes testing 
HEPA filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, 
minimum system flow rate, and the physical properties of the 
activated charcoal (general use and following specific 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (CEOG 3.7.15, PREACS)

----------------------- NOTE ----------------------
The penetration room boundary may be opened intmmiutenly under administrtve control.  
--------------------- ------------------------------------------------



PREACS 
3.7.15

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.15 Penetratton Room Exhaust.Air Cleanup System (PREACS)V.. -..

LCO 3.7.15 

APPLICABILITY:

Two PREACS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One PREACS train A.I Restore PREACS train 7 days 
inoperable. to OPERABLE status.  

Required Action and el Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. M 

@ Be in MODE5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.15.1 Operate each PREACS train for 31 days 
[k 10 continuous hours with the heater 
operating or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].  

SR 3.7.15.2 Verify required PREACS filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].  

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (CEOG 3.7.15, PREACS) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the penetration room boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administratve controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the 
opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls 
consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with 
the control roomn This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for 
penetration room isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 4 (CEOG) 

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
guidance available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an intentional and 
unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the penetration room boundary is inoperable, the PREACS trains cannot perform their intended 
finctions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE penetration room boundary within 24 
hours. During the period that the penetration room boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory 
measures should be utilized to protect control room operators from potential hazards such as 
radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and physical 
security. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns for intentional and 
unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low 
probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 
hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test 
most problems with the penetration room boundary.



PREACS

PREACS 
B 3.7.15 

T67-F C7 P-&V 3BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

consistent with iodine removal efficiencies, as discussed In 
the Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4).

The design basis of the PREACS is established by the large 
break loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The system 
evaluation assumes a passive failure outside containment, 
such as a valve packing leakage during a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA). In such a case, the system restricts the 
radioactive release to within 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 5) limits, or 
the NRC staff approved licensing basis (e.g., a specified 
fraction of 10 CFR 100 limits). The analysis of the effects 
and consequences of a large break LOCA are presented in 
Reference 3.  

There are two types of system failures considereJ in the 
accident analysis: a complete loss of function and an 
excessive LEAKAGE. Either type of failure may result in 
less efficient removal for any gaseous or particulate 
material released to the penetration rooms following a LOCA.  

The PREACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

Two independent and redundant trains of the PREACS are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one train is 
available, assuming there Is a single failure disabling the 
other train coincident with a loss of offsite power.  

The PREACS is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control radioactive releases are 
OPERABLE in both trains. A PREACS train is considered OPERABLE when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing the 
filtration functions; and

1NS92rC.  

5-~ :65r

Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and circulation can be maintained.

(continued)
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PREACS 
B 3.7.15

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the PREACS is required to be 
OPERABLE, consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements of 
the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).  

In MODES 5 and 6, the PREACS is not required to be OPERABLE, 
since the ECCS is not required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS &d

With one PREACS train inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. During this time 
period, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to perform 
the PREACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is 
appropriate because the risk contribution of the PREACS is 
less than that for the ECCS (72 hour Completion Time), and 
because this system is not a direct support system for the 
ECCS. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, is based on 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the consideration that the remaining train can 

Ds-provide the required capability.  
4 CCEOc..) C 

"If the train cannot, be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the associated Completion Time, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR-3.7.15.1 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure 
that they function properly. As the environment and normal 
operating conditions on this system are not severe, testing 
each train once every month provides an adequate check on 
this system.

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (BWR/4 3.7.4, MCREC System) 

------------------------ NOTE ----------------------
The main control room boundary may be opened intermittently under administmtive control.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------- -----



[MCREC] System 
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 [Main Control Room Environmental Control (KCREC)] System

LCO 3.7.4 Two [MCREC] subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel 

[secondary] containment, 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During operations with a potential 

vessel (OPDRVs).

assemblies in the 

for draining the reactor

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One [MCREC] subsystem A.1 Restore [MCREC] 7 days 
inoperable. subsystem to OPERABLE 

status.

Required Action and 
associated Completic 
Time of Condition A 
not met in MODE 1, 2 
or 3..  

%n opo•.ts1tL Couiktol roowo 

bokAn* A.1 ;mk iDr-S. 2.j Z

in )
Be in MODE 3.

Be in MODE 4.

12 hours

36 hours

(continued) 
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[MCREC] System 3.7.4 

TSTFA -73

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment, during 
CORE ALTERATIONS, or 
during OPDRVs.

---------NOTE--------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -

IV.

09

AND

------NOTE-----
Place in toxic gas 
protection mode If 
automatic transfer 
to toxic gas 
protection mode is 
inoperable.  

Place OPERABLE 
[KCREC] subsystem in 
[pressurization] 
mode.

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment.  

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

•. Two [MCREC] subsystems . Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
A.inoperable in MODE 1, 

2, or 3.  A _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

I (continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

[MCREC] System 
3.7.4 

TT .jL

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

*Two [MCREC] subsystems 
inoperable during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment, during 
CORE ALTERATIONS, or 
during OPDRVs,.

---------- NOTE ------------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[secondary] 
containment.

AND Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.4.1 Operate each [MCREC] subsystem for [k 10 31 days 
continuous hours with the heaters operating 
or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].  

SR 3.7.4.2 Perform required [MCREC] filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (BWR/4 3.7.4. MCREC System) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the main control room boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the 
opening is performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls 
consist of stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with 
the main control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need 
for main control room isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT 1 (BWR/4) 

13.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment from the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the main control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, the MCREC trains cannot 
perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE main control room 
boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the main control room boundary is inoperable, 
appropriate compensatory measures (consistent .with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to 
protect control room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic 
chemicals, smoke, temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures 
should be available to address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during 
this time period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically 
reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the main control 
room boundary.



[HCREC] System 
B 3.7.4

7-STP-2S- AWS

BACKGROUND room habitability is discussed in the FSAR, Chapters [6] 
(continued) and [9], (Refs. I and 2, respectively).  

APPLICABLE The ability of the [NCREC] System to maintain the 
SAFETY ANALYSES habitability of the control room is an explicit assumption 

for the safety analyses presented in the FSAR, Chapters [6] 
and [15] (Refs. I and 3, respectively). The pressurization 
mode of the [MCREC] System is assumed to operate following a 
loss of coolant accident, fuel handling accident, main steam 
line break, and control rod drop accident, as discussed in 
the FSAR, Section [6.4.1.2.2] (Ref. 4). The radiological 
doses to control room personnel as a result of the various 
DBAs are summarized in Reference 3. No single active or 
passive failure will cause the loss of outside or 
recirculated air from the control room.  

The [MCREC] System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

LCO

IA;SJET 

BAS",~r

Two redundant subsystems of the [ICREC] System are required 
to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, 
assuming a single failure disables the other subsystem.  
Total system failure could result in exceeding a dose of 
5 rem to the control room operators in the event of a DBA.  

The [HCREC] System is considered OPERABLE when the 
individual components necessary to control operator exposure 
are OPERABLE in both subsystems. A subsystem is considered 
OPERABLE when its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorbers are not excessively 
restricting flow and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained, 
including the Integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, 
ductwork, and access doors.

(continued)
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[HCREC] System 
B 3.7.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the [BCREC] System must be OPERABLE to 
control operator exposure during and following a DBA, since 
the DBA could lead to a fission product release.  

In NODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA 
are reduced because of the pressure and temperature 
limitations in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the 
[ICREC] System OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, 
except for the following situations under which significant 
radioactive releases can be postulated: 

a. During operations with potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs); 

b. During CORE ALTERATIONS; and 

c. During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] containment.

ACTIONS

- I-

With one [MCREC] subsystem inoperable, the inoperable 
[MCREC] subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status withtn 
7 days. With the unit in this condition, the remaining 
OPERABLE [MCREC] subsystem is adequate to perform control 
room radiation protection. However, the overall reliability 
is reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE 
subsystem could result in reduced [MCREC] System capability.  
The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of 
.a DBA occurring during this time period, and that the 
remaining subsystem can provide the required capabilities.

c�c.o�trcA Ibowy�

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the inoperable [MCREC] subsystem4 

cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated 
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that 
minimizes risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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[MCREC] System 
B 3.7.4 

ACTIONS l . 2.. 2.2. and 12.3 ( 
(continued)Q The Required Actions of ConditionTare modified by a Note 

indicating that LCO 3.0.3.does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement'of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs, if the inoperable [MCREC] subsystem cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion 
Time, the OPERABLE [KCREC] subsystem may be placed in the 
pressurization mode. This action ensures that the remaining 
subsystem is OPERABLE, that no failures that would prevent 
automatic actuation will occur, and that any active failure 
will be readily ;detectd ' 

Required Action • is modified by a Note alerting the 
operator to [place the system in the toxic gas protection 
mode if the toxic gas automatic transfer capability is 
inoperable].  

An alternative to Required ActionT1 is to immediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

-If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the [secondary] containment must be 
suspended immediately. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. Also, if applicable, actions must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the probability of 
a vessel draindown and the subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are 

.pended.  

If both [MCREC] subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 

or 3, the [MCREC] System may not be capable of performing 

Itreasons 4ir-kAo 
Inoptrd&% torot*6io rooM- (continued) 
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[MCREC] System 
B 3.7.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS (continued) 

the intended function and the unit is in a condition outside 
the accident analyses.. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered 
immediately.  

_ L. L and d3 

The Required Actions of Condition are modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[secondary] containment, during CORE ALTERATIONS, or during 
OPDRVs, with two [MCREC] subsystems inoperable, action must 
be taken imuediately to suspend activities that present a 
potential for releasing radioactivity that might require 
isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a 
condition that minimizes risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the [secondary] containment must be 
suspended imediately. Suspension of these activities shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. If applicable, actions must be initiated 
immediately to suspend OPDVRs to minimize the probability of 
a-vessel draindown and subsequent potential for fission 
product release. Actions must continue until the OPDRVs are 
suspended.  

SURVEILLANCE SR-3.7.4.1 REQUI RE14ENTS This SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts 
on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems should 
be checked periodically to ensure that they start and 
function properly. As the environmental and normal 
operating conditions of this system are not severe, testing 
each subsystem once every month provides an adequate check 
on this system. Monthly heater operation dries out any 

(continued)
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INSERT 
LCO NOTE (BWR/6 3.7.3. CRFA System)

NOTE
The control room boundary may be opened intermittently under administrative control.
..... - ---------- ----- ft -------------------



[CRFA] System 3.7.3 

I-Sm -ZG-4
3.7 PLANT SYSTEM

3.7.3 [Control Room Fresh Air (CRFA)] System

LCO 3.7.3 

APPLICABILITY:

Two [CRFA] subsystems shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 

[primary or secondary containment], 
During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During operations with a potential for draining the reactor 

vessel (OPDRVs).

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One [CRFA] subsystem A.1 Restore [CRFA] 7 days 
inoperable, subsystem to OPERABLE 

status.  

•.Required Action and .1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met in MODE 
or 3. WI2ý Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

-1rW a LCUMv] Wospcn
.iopq.1raiole- c~4L 4-c
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ACTIONS (continued)

(CRFA] System 
3.7.3 

TS'Tr- ,

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
[primary or secondary 
containment],'during 
CORE ALTERATIONS, or 
during OPDRVs.

Two [CRFA] 
inoperable 
2, or3

subsystems 
in MODE 1,

-----------NOTE--------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

&; 

IOJ .

K ------NOTE-----
Place in toxic gas 
protection mode if 
automatic transfer 
to toxic gas
protect ion 
mode is inoperable.  

Place OPERABLE [CRFA] 
subsystem in 
[Isolation] mode.  

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[primary and 
secondary 
containment].

MN

V2.2

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.

AND

9.2.3 Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

4. 4

1 Enter LCO 3.0.3.

(continued)
UYAv GiA~hoc
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(continued)

[CRFA] System 
3.7.3 

R.*4 3
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Two [CRFA] subsystems 
inoperable during 
movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the 
[primary or secondary 
containment], during 
CORE ALTERATIONS, or 
during OPDRVs..

- ------------ NOTE---------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

AND 

AND

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
[primary and 
secondary 
containment].  

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

Initiate action to 
suspend OPDRVs.

I Immediately

Immediately 

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.3.1 Operate each [CRFA] subsystem for [k 10 31 days 
continuous hours with the heaters operating 
or (for systems without heaters) 
k 15 minutes].  

SR 3.7.3.2 Perform required [CRFA] filter testing in In accordance 
accordance with the [Ventilation Filter with the [VFTP] 
Testing Program (VFTP)].

(continued)
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TSTF-287, Rev. 3 

INSERT 
LCO NOTE BASES (BWR/6 3.7.3. CRFA System) 

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the control room boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls. For entry and exit through doors the administrative control of the opening is 
performed by the person(s) entering or exiting the area. For other openigs, these controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous conmunication with the control 
morn. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when a need for control room 
isolation is indicated.



TSTF-287, Rev. 3

INSERT I (BWR/6) 

B.1 

[Reviewer's Note: Adoption of Condition B is dependent on a commitment fiom the licensee to have 
written procedures available describing compensatory measures to be taken in the event of an 
intentional or unintentional entry into Condition B.] 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, the CRFA tains cannot perform 
their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE control room boundary 
within 24 hours. During the period that the control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate 
compensatory measures (consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protect control 
room operators from potential hazards such as radioactive contamination, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures should be available to 
address these concerns for intentional and unintentional entry into the condition. The 24 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the control room boundary.



[CRFA] System 
B 3.7.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

LCO

The ability of the [CRFA] System to maintain the 
habitability of the control room is an explicit assumption 
for the safety analyses presented in the FSAR, Chapters [6] 
and [15] (Refs. 3 and 4, respectively). The Isolation mode 
of the [CRFA] System is assumed to-operate following a loss 
of coolant accident, main steam line break fuel handling 
accident, and control rod drop accident. The radiological 
doses to control room personnel as a result of the various 
DBAs are summarized in Reference 4. No single active or 
passive failure will cause the loss of outside or 
recirculated air-from the control room.  

The [CRFA] System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy 
Statement.

Two redundant subsystems of the [CRFA] System are required 
to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, 
assuming a single failure disables the other subsystem.  
Total system failure could result in exceeding a dose of 
5 rem to the control room operators in the event of a DBA.  

The [CRFA] System is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components necessary to control operator exposure are 
OPERABLE in both subsystems. A subsystem is considered 
OPERABLE when Its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are 
OPERABLE, and air circulation can be maintained.  

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained, 
Including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, 
ductwork, and access doors.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the [CRFA] System must be OPERABLE to 
control operator exposure during and following a DBA, since 
the DBA could lead to a flssion.product release.  

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

ACTIONS

In MODES 4 and 5, the probability and consequences of a DBA 
are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations 
in these MODES. Therefore, maintaining the [CRFA] System 
OPERABLE is not required in MODE 4 or 5, except for the 
following situations under which significant radioactive 
releases can be postulated: 

a. During operations with a potential for draining the 
reactor vessel (OPDRVs); 

b. During CORE.ALTERATIONS; and 

c. During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[primary or secondary containment].

A.I

With one [CRFA] subsystem inoperable, the inoperable [CRFA] 
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.  
With the unit in this condition, the remaining OPERABLE 
[CRFA] subsystem is adequate to perform control room 
radiation protection. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE subsystem 
could result in loss of (CRFA] System function. The 7 day 
Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this-time period, and that the remaining 
subsystem can provide the required capabilities.

TJmserT JL (8awr L9

In MODE 1, 2, or 3, if the Inoperable [CRFA] subsystem* 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the associated 
Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a MODE that 
minimizes risk. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 12 hours and in MODE 4 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.

(continued)
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.!.1.2.1 I•t.2. and 12.3 

The Required Actions of Condition are modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[primary or secondary containment], during CORE ALTERATIONS, 
or during OPDRVs, if the inoperable [CRFA] subsystem cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required 
Completion Time, the OPERABLE [CRFA] subsystem may be placed 
in the isolation mode. This action ensures that the 
remaining subsystem is OPERABLE, that' no failures that would 
prevent automatic actuation will occur, and that any active 
failure will be readily detected.  

Required Action .1 is modified by a Note alerting the 
operator to [place the system in the toxic gas protection 
mode if the toxic gas, automatic trans er capability is 
inoperable].  

An alternative to Required Action .1 is to Immediately 
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control 
room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes 
risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the [primary and secondary containment] 
must be suspended immediately. Suspension of these 
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a 
component to a safe position. Also, if applicable, actions 
must be initiated immediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize 
the probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent 
potential for fission product release. Actions must 
continue until the OPDRVs are suspended.
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ACTIONS 
(continued) 

I ".  

Ist

If both [CRFA] subsystems are inoperable in MODE 1 2, or 3, 
the [CRFA] System may not be capable of performing the 
intended function and the unit Is in a condition outside of 
the accident analyses. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered 
(1 iately..

1. 2. ani 3  
Q 

The Required Actions of Condition p re modified by a Note 
indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations.  
Therefore, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
[primary or secondary containment], during CORE ALTERATIONS, 
or during OPDRVs, with two [CRFA] subsystems inoperable• 
action must be taken immediately to suspend activities that 
present a potential for releasing radioactivity that might 
require isolation of the control room. This places the unit 
in a condition that minimizes risk.  

If applicable, CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the [primary and secondary containment] 
must be suspended immediately. Suspension of these 
activities shall not preclude completion of movement of a 
component to a safe position. If applicable, actions must 
be initiated inmmediately to suspend OPDRVs to minimize the 
probability of a vessel draindown and subsequent potential 
for fission product release. Actions must continue until 
the OPDRVs are suspended.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.3.1 REQUI REKENTS This SR verifies that a subsystem in a standby mode starts 
on demand and continues to operate. Standby systems should 
be checked periodically to ensure that they start and 
function properly. As the environmental and normal 
operating conditions of this system are not severe, testing 

(continued)
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